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DISTRICT OFFICE BALASORE

COLLECTOR & DISTRICT MAGISTRATE BALASORE

PHONE 06782 – 262001, FAX – 06782- 262208

E-Mai ! "#$%&'(i)*i+)i*

TENDER NOTICE NO: 290 DATED: 06.03.2012

BIJU SAHARANCHAL VIDYUTIKARAN YOJANA

Revised sealed tenders are invited from Registered/ licensed electrical contractors having 

valid H.T. license issued by ELBO for erection of 11K O.H. Lines! "# gradation of ca#acity of the 

e$isting distribution system! Erection of 1%K&! 11/'.() and (* K&! 11/'.+ K ,ub-,tations! 

erection of L.T. Lines .ith &B cables! Electrification of B/L Households under Kutir 0yoti ,cheme! 

and other .or1 related to Electrification under Biju Saharanchal Vidyutikaran Yjana .ith 

su##ly of materials on Turn Key basis in Balasore 2unici#ality for the year ('1'-11 3 ('11-1(. 

Balasore Municipality,

The details are as follo.s.

,l.

4o.

4ame of 2unici#ality E25 6in Rs.7 8ost of Tender 

documents in Rs.

/eriod of 

com#letion

1. Balasore 2unici#ality 19 of total :uoted 

#rice

%'''/- /lus +9 &T ) 6Three78alendar 

2onths



T!r"# and Cnditin# ar! a# $ll%#&'

1 -Tender papers consisting of technical Specification and other Terms and conditions etc. 

can be Downloaded from http:www.baleswar.nic.in from dt.!".!#.$!1$ to 

dt.$$.!#.$!1$. Tender papers are to be submitted along with the cost of tender papers 

including %& '(T in shape of ban) draft in fa*our of +ro,ect Director D-D(, Balasore 

payable at any nationali.ed ban) at Balasore failing which the tender paper is liable to be 

cancelled. The cost of tender paper is not refundable.

$ / 0ach 1ntending partyagencycompany can bid for one or more Municipality, but 

separate Tender are re2uired to be submitted for each Municipality.

# / Sealed tenders should be sent to the office of the pro,ect Director, D.-.D.(., Balasore 

through -egd. +ostSpeed +ost by hand. The en*elope containing the Tender +apers 

should be super scribed with 3Tender for B145 S(6(-(786(9 '1D:5T1;(-(7 

:<4(7( for the :ear $!1!-11= $!11-1$>.

% / The sealed tender documents should reach the office of the +ro,ect Director, D-D(, 

Balasore on or before dated $$.!#.$!1$ by #.!! p.m. positi*ely.

? / Tenders will be opened on dated $#.!#.$!1$ at 11.#! a.m. in the office of the +ro,ect 

Director, 

D-D(, Balasore in presence of bidders or their authori.ed representati*e. 1f the office 

happens to be closed on last date of receipt or opening of the tenders as specified, 

Tenders will be recei*ed opened on the ne@t wor)ing day at the same time and *enue.

A / Tenders recei*ed after due date = time will not be entertained under any 

circumstances. The 

1

authority will not be responsible for any postal delay.

" / The sealed Tenders must be accompanied with attested copies of *alid 0lectrical 6.T. 

contractors license obtained from 0lectrical 9icensing Board of <rissa B09B<C up to 

date, income Ta@ 8learance 8ertificate, +(7 8ard, '(T 8learance 8ertificate, +D 

-egistration 8ertificate along with attested copies of up-to-date deposit challans 

towards 0+D = 0S1 dues. 1n absence of complete documents, the bid will be re,ected. 

The tenderer would be under obligation to produce 0+D and 9abour 9icense before the 

undersigned as and when re2uired. The bidders registered in other state Eo*t. are 

re2uired to produce non-assessment certificate obtained from 8ommercial Ta@ 

(uthority of Eo*t. of <rissa at the time of submission of tender.

F / 0MD as specified should be submitted in shape of Demand Draft drawn in any way of 

the 7ationali.ed Ban) payable at Balasore in fa*our of +ro,ect Director, D-D(, 

Balasore along with tender document. 1n absence of proper 0MD, the bid will be 

re,ected. Bidders participated in earlier tender call 7otice 7o.%#F? dt.!$.1$.$!1! = 

7o.1$A1 dt.!F.1$.$!11 are e@empted for paying the 0MD pro*ided that the 0MD 

amount are not ta)en by them. Bidders participated in earlier tender will deposit the 

balance 0MD amount.

G / The bidders must ha*e a minimum turno*er of -s. ?! 9a)hs B-upees Difty 9a)hs <nlyC 

= abo*e in the last financial year i.e. :ear $!1!-11. 8opy of documents in support of 

the same and certificate from competent authorities regarding satisfactory completion 

of such wor)s in last one year should be submitted along with bid documents. 1 & 

0MD if the total tender *alue 2uoted by them e@ceeds -s.?! la)hs for Municipality. 

1! / The bidders are -e2uired to ha*e e@ecuted at least one wor) of -s. 1!.!! B-upees 

T07C 9a)hs under single agreement in a year during any of the last two years. 

(ttested copies of the wor) orders and satisfactory completion of such wor)s in last 

one year should be submitted along with bid documents.

11 / The bidders are re2uested to 2uote the rates both in words and figure which is 

negotiable by

competent (uthority during finali.ation of tender. They are to sign on any o*er writing 

or any correction made in the bid rates. 1n case of any rates in words will be ta)en as 

final.

1$/ The undersigned reser*es the right to re,ect any or all the tenders without assigning 

any reason thereof.



1#. (ll the Tenders recei*ed for Balasore Municipality against Tender 8all 7otice 7o.%#F? 

dt.!$.1$.$!1! = 7o.1$A1 dt.!F.1$.$!11 are hereby cancelled.



S",- 

C'-+.'( & Di%.(i+. 

Ma/i%.(a.- 

Baa%'(-



(

INFORMATION TO BIDDERS 

00.00 The Collector & District Magistrate, Balasore invites sealed bids from eligible interested 

bidders on two part bidding system on Turnkey Basis for construction of new 

!" line, #e$conductoring of !" line, Construcltion of Distribution 

Transformer Centrer of different capacity , upgradation of e%isting Distribution 

&ub$station construction of 'T line & #econductoring of '.T. line with (B 

conductor, )roviding service connection to un electrified B)' household on the 

pattern of * !utir +yoti, in the Municipality area of Balasore District.

0.00 INTRODUCTION 

0.0 The &tate -ovt. of .rissa has launched *B/+0 &aharanchala "idyuti1arana 2o3ana of 

the state -overnment, for electrification of villages 4 5ards4 &lums which are not 

scheduled to be covered under M'( '(D4 M) '(D fund4 B#-6 etc.

0.07 8lectrification of un$electrified villages 4 5ards4 &lums with a minimum population of 

00 within their respective 3urisdiction duly approved by the Municipal 

Corporation4Municipalities49(Cs will be covered under this programme. 

0.0: The scheme envisages up$gradation of capacity of the distribution system in order 

to cope with additional load, which may include.

a; 0p$gradation of e%isting Distribution Transformer of appropriate capacity.

b; #e$conductoring of !" conductor & use of (B cable 'T lines.

c; )rovision of 'T less Transformer.

d; )rovision of DT metering for energy audit 

e; )rovision of <')8 (B cable for 'T line

f; 8lectrical service connection to un electrified B)' households on the pattern of 

*!utir +yoti,.

0.0= Balasore District has one no Municipality. 

07.00 DEFINITION OF TERMS:

/n construing this contract and the scope of wor1, the following words will have same 

meaning herein assigned to them unless there is something in the sub3ect or conte%t in 

conte%t in consistent with such construction. 

7. Owner !"r#$aser: 

The *.wner 4 )urchaser, shall mean the Collector & District Magistrate, Balasore and 

shall include its legal representative, successors and assignees. 

7.7 Con%ra#%or: 

The *Contractor, shall mean the firm whose tender has been accepted by the owner 

and shall include its legal representatives, successors and assignees. 

7.: En&'neer In C$ar&e: 

7.= The *8ngineer /n Charge, shall mean the 8%ecutive 8ngineer of concerned 8lectrical 

distribution division of 98&C. under the district of Balasore or his authori>ed 

representative. 

7.= Cons'&nee: 

)

Section-I

The *Consignee, shall mean the person authori>ed by the Collector & District 

Magistrate, Balasore to receive the materials, supervise and ta1e measurement of the 

wor1.

7.? S'%e: 

The *&ite, shall mean the actual place of the proposed pro3ect as detailed in the 

specification or other place where wor1 has to be e%ecuted under this contract. 

7.@ S(e#')'#a%'on: 

The *&pecificationA shall mean collectively all terms stipulated in the contract 1nown as 

-eneral Conditions of contract and technical field reBuirement, Technical &pecification 

and such amendments as may be made in the (greement pertaining to the method 

and manner of performing the wor1 with respect of Buantities and Bualities of materials 

and wor1manship to be furnished under the contract.

7.C Con%ra#%: 

The *Contract, shall mean and include the following documentsA

a; /nvitation to Tender 

b; /nstruction to Tender 

c; -eneral Terms of contract and Technical field reBuirement 

d; Technical &pecification 

e; Contract (greement 

f; ContractorDs tender proposal including clarification letter

g; 'etter of intend

h; 5or1 .rder 

i; (greement

07.0E Co**'ss'on'n&:

The *Commissioning, shall mean the first authori>ed operation of the eBuipment 4 

installation after completion of erection, testing, initial ad3ustment, statutory approvals 

etc.

7.E A((ro+e,: 

The *(pproved, shall mean the written approval of the Consulting 8ngineer 4 8ngineerF

in$charge.

07.0G Mon%$s:

Months shall mean the calendar month.

07.0 !er)or*an#e Tes%:

The *)erformance Test, shall mean all the tests as prescribed in the specification 4 /&& 

to be carried out by the contractor before ta1ing over the installation by the owner. 

07. F'nal A##e(%an#e:

The *6inal (cceptance, shall mean the owners written acceptance of the wor1s 

performed under the contract after successful completion of )erformance & -uarantee 

Test and Commissioning. 

0:.00 A!!ROAC- TO SITE 

0:.0 Balasore District is located in the 9orthern part of .rissa. 9H$ ? & 9H$ @0 pass 

through the district. 

0=.00 SITE

0=.0 The site is spread in Balasore revenue district of Or'ssa state. The Balasore district 

has one municipality for which this tender is meant as detailed belowA

+

?.0 SER.ICE CONDITIONS

(ll out door 8Buipment4material to be supplied against this specification shall be 

suitable for satisfactory continuous operation under tropical conditions as specified 

belowA

. Ma%imum ambient temperature I0C; ?0

7. Minimum ambient temperature I0C; 0

:. #elative humidity IJ; F #ange 0 $ 00

=. Ma%imum (nnual rainfall Icm; C0 $ 700

?. Ma%imum wind )ressure I!g4m

7

.; C?

@. Moderately hot and humid tropical, climate, 2es

conductive to rust and fungus growth

[email protected] BID DOCUMENTS

[email protected] The bid specification documents are available in the office of the &uperintending 

8ngineer, 8lectrical Circle, 98&C., Balasore for sale to the interested eligible parties 

on receipt of application for the same alongwith Ban1 Demand Draft in favour of 

)ro3ect Director, D#D(, payable at Balasore for an amount of #s.@,0004$ plus =J vat 

for Municipality area.

[email protected] The bid specification documents will be available for sale on submission of a written 

application from Dt. 0C.0:..707 during office wor1ing hours. Completed bids shall 

be received upto ?.00 Hrs on Dt. 22.03.2012.. This part F/ bid Itechnical bid; will be 

opened on on Dt. 23.03.2012 a% 11.30 -rs in presence of bidders or representatives 

who wish to be present. The part F // bid Iprice bid; of substantially responsive bidders 

will be opened on a date 4 time to be intimated to the concerned responsive bidders.

[email protected]: Bids received after the due date and without 8.M.D. shall be re3ected outright. The 

undersigned reserves the right to re3ect any or all bids without assigning any reasons if 

the situation warrants.

[email protected]= ( complete set of bidding documents can be down loaded from the website http:// 

www. Balasore.nic.in. However for the bidders who has obtained the bid document by 

down loading from the website must submit the cost of the Tender paper in shape of 

Ban1 demand draft in favour of )ro3ect Director, D#Da, Balasore payable at Balasore 

along with the bid document in order to ma1e them eligible to participate in the tender. 

[email protected]? #eBuest for Bid Document through post 4 by hand will be entertained, however Bid can 

be received through post, but owner will not be responsible for any postal delay.

[email protected]@ The Bids will be opened in presence of Bidders 4 BidderDs representatives as per 

-uidelines.

[email protected] Bids without 8.M. Deposit shall be re3ected outright. 9o ad3ustment of any previous 

deposit will be entertained. The 8.M. Deposit shall be forfeited in case of withdrawal of 

bids after the last date of submission and 4 or non$acceptance of order. 



0C.00 SUBMISSION OF TENDER:

0C.0 &ealed tenders in duplicate together with descriptive and illustrative literature 

superscribing Tender 9otice 9o. and date of opening are to be submitted 4 sent by post 

4 by hand to )D, D#D(, Balasore, DistA Balasore, )/9A C?@00. However, under 

signed will not be hold responsible for postal delay, if any, for non$receipt of Bid 

documents in time.

0C.07 The bidders are reBuired to prepare their bid documents on the following manner.

0C.0: En+elo(e /A F Bid security I8MD; in the form of Ban1 Draft for the specified value 

drawn in favour of *)ro3ect Director, D#D(, Balasore,, payable at Balasore or in 

*

shape of Ban1 -uarantee for said amount issued by any 9ationalised Ban1 payable at 

Balasore in the prescribed format only & the Ban1 Demand draft in favour of )ro3ect 

Director, D#Da, Balasore payable at Balasore towards the cost of Tender paper, in 

case, bid documents are down loaded from website.

0C.0= En+elo(e / B F )re$Bualification data i.e. attested copies ofA

. "alid H.T. license issued by 8'B..

7. (udited balance sheet in support of Turnover more than #s.0 la1hs 

for last one financial year.

: Bidders liBuidity capacity or access to liBuidity supported by letter 

issued by a schedule Ban1 which shall have been issued within @ 

Isi%; months from the date of bid opening.

=. 8.).6. #egistration certificate 

?. 8&/ #egistration certificate.

@. 'abour license.

C. /TCC, )(9 card, T(9 card.I.ptional;

E. "(T clearance certificate 

G. 8%perience supported by clientDs letter

0C.0? En+elo(e / C F The price offer shall be furnished items as per )rice Bid after proper 

field survey. 

The Ban1 instrument and other data as described above under each )ara shall be 1ept 

in different mar1ed envelopes (, B, C duly sealed and appropriately mar1ed with 

8nvelope, 9ame of the Municipality, Bid specification number, name of wor1. (ll the 

three sealed envelopes i.e. (, B and C shall be 1ept in a big envelope mar1ed 

En+elo(e / D superscribing the name of the Municipality area, bid specification 9o., 

9ame of wor1 and date of opening. 

.n the stipulated date 4 time the envelopes mar1ed KDD containing bids received shall 

be opened before all the representatives of bidders present. Thereafter the relevant 

envelopes of mar1ed ( and B of each bidder shall be opened in order. /f on opening 

envelope K(D the bid security4cost of tender in case, the bid documents are down 

loaded from website is prima face in order then the corresponding envelope KBD will be 

opened and the same will be read out as necessary.

The sealed en+elo(e 0C1 #on%a'n'n& (r'#e 2',s shall be 1ept in safe custody which 

shall be opened on a date 4 time to be intimated to all the bidders whose bids will be 

found to be substantially responsive after due chec1 and scrutiny. During evaluation to 

find the responsiveness of bidders, the owner will have the right to see1 any 

clarification that might be necessary. The bidders are e%pected to respond to such 

Buarries within a reasonable time. However Buarries of owner and bidders response 

shall not affect the eligibility criteria in any manner.

0E.00 !ERFORMANCE BAN3 4UARANTEE:

The Bidder will submit )erformance Ban1 -uarantee alongwith acceptance from any 

9ationalised 4 &cheduled Ban1, encashable at Balasore amounting 0J of total 

Contract value valid for E months from the date of completion of the wor1. 9o interest 

will be allowed for the )erformance Ban1 -uarantee submitted by the Bidder.

0G.00 TERMS OF !A5MENT:

Ii; E0J of cost of materials, and services alongwith 00J ta%es and duties shall be 

paid within :0 days of successful commissioning of wor1s and made operational.

Iii; Balance 70J shall be released within :0 days of ta1ing over of wor1s by the 

8lectrical 8ngineer in charge duly certifying the system to be free of defects 

0.00 !A5IN4 AUT-ORIT5 

Collector & District Magistrate, Balasore will be the )(2/9- authority

%

.00 4UARANTEE.

/n the event of any defect in the materials arising out of inferior Buality of raw materials 

and bad wor1manship within a period of E months of e%ecution of wor1, the Bidder 

shall guarantee to replace or repair to the satisfaction of the owner the defective 

materials at site free of any cost. However if the contractor fails to do so within a 

reasonable time, the owner reserves the right to effect repair or replacement and 

recover charges for repair or replacement from the bidder by encashment of 

)erformance Ban1 -uarantee.

7.00 INSURANCE

7.0 (ll the materials shall have appropriate insurance cover from the time the same are out 

of the manufactures premises till wor1 is completed.

:.07 T-IRD !ART5 INSURANCE

The Contractor shall, prior to commencement of the 3obs under this 5or1 .rder, ta1e 

out a comprehensive insurance policy against any damage or loss or in3ury which may 

occur to any property or to any person or any employee or representative of any 

outside agency 4 company engaged or not engaged for the performance of the &ervice 

and arising out of the e%ecution of the wor1 or temporary wor1 or in carrying out of 3obs 

under this 5or1 .rder.

:.0: The wor1 after due completion under the supervision of &8 8lectrical Ior 8.8.B8D 

Balasore,98&C. in their respective areas shall be inspected by competent authority of 

8lectrical /nspectorate -ovt. of .rissa. (ll arrangement for this inspection including 

deposit of statutory fees shall be the responsibility of the Contractor.

=.00 COMMENCEMENT AND COM!6ETION OF 7OR3

The wor1 shall have to be commenced within such period so that the total wor1 under 

this contract shall have to be completed within a specified time IMa%imum =? days; 

from the date of placement of order. The phase wise completion period shall be 

intimated by the successful bidder to the Controlling officer in due course. The bidder 

has to mobilise the erection team adeBuately to maintain target period for the total 

completion of the wor1 as per programme.

?.00 !RO4RAMME 8 SC-EDU6E TO BE FURNIS-ED:

The successful bidder has to submit to Collector & District Magistrate, Balasore for 

approval within ?days from the date of issue of order a detailed scheduled of 

programme in the form of Bar chart 4 -9(TT Chart indicating various activities 

involving drawing, scheduled of material procurement, testing, reliability runs 4 delivery 

etc. The Collector & District Magistrate, Balasore reserves the right to call for further 

necessary detailed programme during currency of the contract so that he may able to 

follow up adeBuately the progress of wor1.

@.00 SER.ICE 4UARANTEE 

@.0 7or9 Co*(le%'on 

/n no case, the successful bidder shall abandon the scheme till completion of the wor1. 

6or the same successful bidder shall have to give an underta1ing in proper forms 

otherwise ris1 )urchase clause shall be applicable.

@.07 Na%"re o) !r'#e :s;

;

The Buoted price shall be firm throughout the contract period including the e%tension 

period Is; if any. The price schedule should be properly filled up and submitted along 

with other documents falling which the tender shall be re3ected. (ny increase in price, 

ta%es and duties beyond the scheduled period of the order will not be borne by the 

owner, if the delay is due to any failure on the part of the Bidder.

@.0: <"an%'%=:

The Buantities mentioned in tender schedules are provisional. The .wner reserves the 

right to vary the Buantities while placing the order with L4$70J of tender Muantities.

@.0= R's9 !"r#$ase:

The time of completion of wor1 stipulated in the )urchase order shall be deemed to be 

the essence of the contract and if the Bidder fails to complete the wor1 within the 

period prescribed for such delay the purchaser shall be entitled to complete the wor1 

by nearest other substitute on the account and at the ris1 of bidder and Bidder shall be 

liable to compensate for any loss or damage which the )urchaser may sustain by 

reason of such failure on the part of the Bidder.

C.00 USE OF CONTRACT DOCUMENTS AND INFORMATION:

a; The contractor shall not, without the purchaserDs prior written consent, disclose the 

Contract, or any provision thereof, or any specification, plan, information 

furnished by or on behalf of the purchaser in connection therewith, to any person. 

b; The manufacturer shall not without the )urchaserDs prior written consent, ma1e 

use of any document or information e%cept for purpose of performing the 

Contract.

E.00 STATUTOR5 OB6I4ATION A4AINST T-E CONTRACT

The contractor shall be responsible to comply with all statutory obligations arising out 

of the 'aw of the 'and. The contractor should be duly registered with )6, 8&/ (uthority 

and the liability for such payment to the concerned authority shall be entirely borne by 

them. They should mention in the application submitted for purchase of Tender 

document, their )6, 8&/ Code 9o. 4 #egistration 9o.



9o &ervice ta% shall be paid to the contractor against this contract. The 5or1 Contract 

Ta%, if applicable also shall not be paid. /f &ervice Ta%45or1 Contract Ta% is applicable 

during the period of e%ecution of the 3ob the same shall be borne by the contractor. 

0tility shall not accept any responsibility whatsoever on the ta%es and duties as stated 

above. The bidder is e%pected to ta1e these into account in his price bid indicating their 

brea1 up. 

G.00 RESER.ATION:

The purchaser reserves the right to deviate any of the terms and conditions stated 

herein and to split up the orders as and when necessary and re3ect any or all tenders 

without assigning any reasons what$so$ever and does not bind himself to accept the 

lowest tenders.

70.0 6E4A6 >URISDICTION:

Material pertaining to this order including itDs e%ecution from the placement of the order 

and if any disputes arise thereby the necessary 3udicious affairs and court case shall 

be within 3urisdiction of Balasore only.

7.00 FORCE MA>EURE:

The manufacturer4Contractor shall be under no liability if he is prevented from carrying 

out any of his obligations by reasons of war, invasion, hostilities Iwhether war declared 

or not;, riots, civil commotion, mutiny insurrection, rebellion, revolution, accident, 

earthBua1e fire, floods, -ovt. orders and4or restrictions Ie%cept power supply 

<

restriction;, delay or inability to obtain materials due to import or other statutory 

restrictions or other cause beyond the reasonable control of the bidder.

However, such force ma3eure circumstances are to be intimated immediately and to be 

established subseBuently with proper documents4proofs to the entire satisfaction of the 

purchaser.

77.00 !RE?BID DISCUSSION:

( pre bid meeting will be held on the stipulated date to clarify doubts Iif any; of the 

intending bidders on the bid specification documents. The owner may also modify the 

stipulating in the bidding documents on its own. Bidders needing clarification shall 

forward their Buarries to the owner well in advance of pre bid meeting date. 

Clarification 4 modification if any shall be issued by the purchaser 4 owner to all the 

bidders who have purchased the bidding document in the form of addendum which 

shall for all practical purposes be part of bidding document.

7:.0 ACCE!TANCE OF ORDER

The Colle#%or 8 D's%r'#% Ma&'s%ra%e@ Balasore will communicate acceptance of Bid to 

the successful Bidder or his (uthori>ed agent by a letter of intent4formal order. The 

successful bidder shall communicate the acceptance of the order alongwith 

)erformance Ban1 -uarantee so as to reach the )urchaser within ? days from the 

date of issue of the said letter of intent4 order. I) %$e a##e(%an#e o) or,er an, %$e 

!er)or*an#e Ban9 4"aran%ee 's no% re#e'+e, w'%$'n %$e a2o+e (er'o,@ then the 

earnest money against the Tender is liable to be forfeited.

7=.00 4ENERA6A

7=.0 8arnest Money in shape of DD 4 Ban1 -uarantee in favour of A!roBe#% D're#%or@ 

DRDA@ BalasoreC must be from any 9ationalised 4 &cheduled Ban1 payable at 

Balasore. 

• Cost of Bidding &cheduled Contract Document N #s @,000.004$ L=J "(T per 

Municipality 

• Date of beginning of sale of Bidding documents N Dt. 0C.0:.707 during 

office hours.

• 'ast date and time of receipt of Bids NDt.77.0:.707 upto ?.00 hrs. in

office of the )ro3ect Director D#D(, Balasore

• Date and time of opening of bid I6inancial.; will be intimated to all responsive 

bidders after evaluation of technical proposal.

• Date of )re Bid discussion Iif any; = Dt.7:.0:.7 at .:0 Hrs in office of the 

)ro3ect Director,D#D(,Balasore owner reserves the right to cancel 4 withdraw the 

invitation for bids without assigning any reasons and shall bear no liability 

whatsoever conseBuent upon such a decision.

7=.07 The Bidders shall be reBuired to 1eep their offers valid up to E0 days from the date of 

opening of bids.

7=.0: Tele%, Telegraphic or in$complete offers shall be re3ected outright.

7=.0= The correspondences with regard to the above shall be made at the following address 

Collector & District Magistrate, Balasore 

Tel: 06782 - 262001 

F!- 06782- 262208 

"-#ail $ %#&ls'ori(nic(in

=
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SECTION / II

INSTRUCTION TO BIDDERS

INSTRUCTION TO BIDDERS

0.00 SCO!E

The Collector & District Magistrate, Balasore invites sealed bids from eligible interested 

bidders on two part bidding system on Turnkey Basis for construction of new !" 

line, #econductoring of e%isting !" line, 8rection of Distribution &ub$station of 

different capacity, upgradation of e%isting Distribution &ub$station, construction of 'T 

line & #econductoring of 'T line with (B cable, )roviding service connection to 

unelectrified B)' house hold& on the pattern * !utir +yoti, in the Municipality area of 

Balasore District. 

07.00 COST OF BIDDIN4:

The bidder shall bear all costs associated with the survey, preparation and submission 

of the bid and Collector & District Magistrate, Balasore, hereinafter referred to as the 

)urchaser 4 owner shall in no case be responsible or liable for those costs, regardless 

of the conduct or outcome of the bidding process.

0:.00 CONTENT OF BIDDIN4 DOCUMENTS:

The goods reBuired, bidding procedures and contract terms are prescribed in the 

bidding documents. /n addition to the invitation for bids, the Bidding Documents 

includeA

Ia; -eneral Conditions of Contract

Ib; Mualification #eBuirements

Ic; &chedule of reBuirements

Id; Technical specifications

Ie; )rice &chedules & &chedule of Bids

If; 8arnest Money

Ig; )erformance &ecurity 6orm

The bidder is e%pected to e%amine all instructions, forms, terms and specification in the 

bidding documents. 6ailure to furnish all information reBuired as per the bidding 

documents, the bid so submitted shall come under non$responsive category and liable 

for re3ection.

0=.00 C6ARIFICATION OF BIDDIN4 DOCUMENTS:

( prospective Bidder reBuiring any clarification of the Bidding Documents may notify 

the )urchaser 4 .wner in writing or by fa% at the )urchaserDs mailing address indicated 

in the invitation for Bids. The )urchaser4 .wner shall respond in writing to any reBuest 

for clarification of the Bidding Documents which it receives not later than 0 days prior 

to the deadline for the submission of bids prescribed by the )urchaser. 5ritten copies 

of the )urchaserDs response Iincluding an e%planation of the Buery but without 

identifying the source of inBuiry; shall be sent to all prospective Bidders who have 

purchased the bidding document.

0?.00 AMENDMENT TO BIDDIN4 DOCUMENTS:

11

0?.0 (t any time prior to the deadline of final submission of bids, the )urchaser 4.wner 

may, for any reason whether at his own initiative or in response to a clarification 

reBuested by a prospective Bidder, modify the Bidding documents by amendment.

0?.07 The amendment shall be notified in writing or by fa% or by 8$mail to all prospective 

Bidders who have received the Bidding Documents and shall be binding on them.

0?.0: /n order to afford prospective Bidders reasonable time in which to ta1e the 

amendments into account in preparing their bids, the )urchaser may, at his discretion, 

e%tend the deadline for the submission of bids.

[email protected] !RE6IMINAR5 EDAMINATION:

[email protected] The )urchaser 4 .wner shall e%amine the bids to determine whether they are 

complete, whether any computational errors have been made, whether reBuired 

sureties have been furnished, whether the documents have been properly signed, and 

whether the bids are generally in order.

[email protected] (rithmetical errors shall be rectified on the following bases. /f there is a discrepancy 

between the unit price and the total price that is obtained by multiplying the unit price 

and Buantity, the unit price shall prevail and the total price shall be corrected. /f the 

Bidder does not accept the correction of the errors, his bid shall be re3ected. /f there is 

a discrepancy between words and figures, the amount in words shall prevail.

[email protected]: )rior to the detailed evaluation, the )urchaser 4 .wner shall determine the substantial 

responsiveness of each bid to the Bidding Documents. 6or purpose of these Clauses, 

a substantially responsive bid is one which conforms to all the terms and conditions of 

the Bidding Documents without material deviations. The )urchaserDs determination of a 

bidDs responsiveness shall be based on the contents of the bid itself without recourse 

to e%trinsic evidence.

[email protected]= ( bid determined as not substantially responsive shall be re3ected by the )urchaser 

and may not subseBuently be made responsive by the Bidder by correction of the non$

conformity.

[email protected]? The )urchaser 4 .wner may waive any minor informality or non$conformity or 

irregularity in a bid which does not constitute a material deviation, provided such 

waiver does not pre3udice or affect the relative ran1ing of any Bidder.

0C.00 CONTACTIN4 T-E !URC-ASER:

0C.0 9o Bidder shall contact the )urchaser 4 .wner on any manner relating to its bid, from 

the time of the bid opening to the time the contract is awarded, unless reBuested by the 

purchaser for any clarification, if any.

0C.07 (ny effort by a Bidder to influence the )urchaser in the )urchaserDs Bid evaluation, bid 

comparison or contract award decision may result in the re3ection of the BidderDs bid.

0E.00 !URC-ASER1S O7NER1S RI4-T TO .AR5 <UANTITIES AT TIME OF A7ARD:

The )urchaser reserve the right to increase or decrease by up to 70J the Buantity of 

goods services specified in the &chedule of #eBuirement during e%ecution of Contract 

without any change in price or other terms and conditions.

0G.00 !URC-ASER1S O7NER1S RI4-T TO ACCE!T AN5 BID AND TO RE>ECT AN5 OR 

A66 BIDS: 

The )urchaser reserves the right to accept or re3ect any Bid and re3ect all Bids at any 

time prior to award of contract, without thereby incurring liability to affected Bidders or 

any obligation to inform the affected Bidders of the grounds for the purchaserDs action.

0.00 CONTRACTOR1S FIRMS1 CONSTRUCTION MANA4EMENT:

0.0 Con%ra#%or1s F'r*1s Re(resen%a%'+eA

1(

The ContractorDs46irmDs shall, in addition to a pro3ect coordinator, employ one or more 

competent representative to supervise the carrying out of the wor1s on &ite. He shall 

be fluent in the language for day to day communications. Their names shall be 

communicated in writing to the )urchaser before wor1s on &ite begins.

(ny instruction or notice which the )urchaser gives to the ContractorDs 4 6irmDs 

representatives shall be deemed to have been given to the &upplier.

(t least one of the ContractorDs competent representatives on each &ite shall be fluent 

in spea1ing, writing, reading and understanding .riya 4 8nglish 4 Hindi.

.00 OB>ECTION TO CONTRACTOR1S FIRM1S EM!6O5EES:

The ContractorDs 4 6irmDs shall, upon the )urchaserDs written instructions, remove from 

the 5or1s any person employed by him in the e%ecution of the 5or1s, who misconduct 

himself or is incompetent or negligent.

7.00 SAFET5 !RECAUTIONS:

The ContractorDs shall observe all applicable regulations regarding safety on the &ite.

:.00 E6ECTRICIT5 AND 7ATER:

The &upplier shall be entitled to use for the purpose of performing the &ervices such 

supplies of electricity and water as may be available on the &ite and shall provide any 

apparatus necessary for such use. The &upplier shall pay the )urchaser at the 

applicable tariff plus the )urchaserDs overheads, if any, for such use. 5here such 

supplies are not available, the &upplier shall ma1e his own arrangement for provision 

of any supplies he may reBuire.

=.00 C6EARANCE OF SITE:

The ContractorDs shall from time to time during the progress of the 5or1s clear away 

and remove all surplus materials and rubbish disposal in an approved manner. .n 

completion of the wor1 the &upplier shall remove all &uppliersD eBuipment and leave 

the whole of the &ite clean and in a wor1able condition, to the satisfaction of the 

)urchaser. The &upplier shall obtain prior approval of the )urchaser to remove the 

surplus materials.

?.00 O!!ORTUNITIES OF OT-ER CONTRACTORS:

The &upplier shall in accordance with )urchaserDs instructions, cooperate with and 

afford to other contractors engaged by the )urchaser to wor1 on the &ite and persons 

lawfully so engaged upon the &ite all reasonable opportunities for carrying out their 

wor1 provided that the same shall not obstruct or disturb the progress of the wor1. The 

&upplier shall also afford such opportunities to the employees of the )urchaser.

@.00 AUT-ORIT5 FOR ACCESS:

9o persons other than the employees of the Contractor and his sub$contractors shall 

be allowed on the &ite e%cept with the written consent of the )urchaser.

6acilities to inspect the wor1 shall at all times be afforded by the &upplier to the 

)urchaser and his representatives, authorities and officials.

C.00 OB6I4ATIONS OF T-E !URC-ASER:

C.0 A##ess %o an, !ossess'on o) %$e S'%e:

The purchaser shall in reasonable time grant the &upplier access to the possession of 

the &ite, which shall not be e%clusive to the &upplier.

C.07 Ass's%an#e w'%$ 6o#al Re&"la%'ons:

The )urchaser shall assist to the e%tent possible the &upplier in ascertaining the 

nature and e%tent of any laws, regulations orders or bye$laws and customs in /ndia 

where the -oods are to be erected, which may affect the &upplier in the performance 

1)

of his obligations under the Contract. The )urchaser shall if so reBuested procure for 

the Contractor copies thereof where available and information relating thereto at the 

&upplierDs cost.

E.00 6ABOURA

E.0 En&a&e*en% o) 6a2o"r:

The Contractor shall, unless otherwise provided in the Contract, ma1e his own 

arrangements for the engagement of all labour and for their payment, housing, feeding 

and transport.

The Contractor 4 6irm shall pay rates of wages and allowances according to the nature 

of the wor1 and observe hours and wor1ing conditions of his employees, so as to be no 

less favorable to the employees than those generally prevailing in the region where the 

wor1 is to be carried out. (t the same time, the &upplier shall observe all regulations 

prescribed by the law of the -overnment and shall strictly comply with any agreement, 

custom, practice or award relating to the wages.

The Contractor 46irm is encouraged, to the e%tent practicable and reasonable, to 

employ staff and labour with the reBuired Bualifications and e%perience from sources 

within the region of wor1.

E.7 Re%"rn o) 6a2o"r:

The &upplier shall submit detailed returns showing the supervisory staff and the 

numbers of the several classes of labour from time to time employed by the &upplier 

and his subcontractors on the &ite. The returns shall be submitted in such form and at 

such intervals as the )urchaser may prescribe.

The &upplier shall within twenty$four I7=; hours of the occurrence of any accident at or 

about the &ite or in connection with the e%ecution of the wor1, report such accident to 

the )urchaser. The &upplier shall also report such accident to the competent authority 

whenever such report is reBuired by the 'aw.

The &upplier shall 1eep proper wages boo1s and time sheets showing the wages paid 

to and the time wor1ed by all wor1men employed by him in and for the performance of 

the Contract and shall produce such wages boo1s and time sheets on demand for 

inspection by any persons duly authori>ed by the )urchaser and shall furnish to the 

)urchaser such information relating to the wages and conditions of employment of 

such wor1men as the )urchaser or his duly authori>ed representative may from time to 

time reBuire.

E.: The Contractor shall ta1e all steps, necessary to comply with the various applicable 

laws4 rules4 regulations 4 notifications, including but not limited to the provisions of 

Contract 'abour I#egulation and (bolition (ct;,GC0 as amended, Minimum 5ages 

(ct. GE=, 5or1man Compensation (ct, G7:, 8mployee &tate /nsurance (ct, G=E 

I*8&/,;, )ublic )rovident 6und (ct, G@E, )ayment of Bonus (ct, GE? and all other 

applicable laws and rules framed there under including any statutory approval reBuired 

from the Central4&tate -overnments, Ministry of 'abour in relation to the ContractorDs 

employee4 labourer4 5or1men deployed to perform the &ervice under this 5or1 .rder.

G.00 7OR3MAN COM!ENSATION.

G.0 The Contractor shall ta1e out a comprehensive insurance policy under the 5or1man 

Compensation (ct G7:, to cover such wor1ers, who will be engaged to underta1e the 

3obs covered under this 5or1 .rder and a copy of this insurance policy will be given to 

Company solely for its information, reference and records. The Contractor shall ensure 

that such insurance policies are 1ept at all times.

1+

G.7 The Contractor shall 1eep the Company indemnified at all times, against all claims that 

may arise under this 5or1 .rder, including claims of compensation under the 

provisions of 5or1men Compensation (ct G7:, and as amended from time to time or 

any compensation payable under any other law for the time being in force by any 

wor1man engaged by the Contractor4&ub$Contractor4&ub$agent in carrying out the 3ob 

involved under this 5or1 .rder and against costs and e%penses, if any, incurred by the 

Company in connection therewith and without pre3udice to any of the CompanyDs rights 

ma1e recovery.

G.: The Company shall be entitled to deduct from any money due to or to become due to 

the Contractor under this 5or1 .rder or under any other contract, moneys paid or 

payable by way of compensation as aforesaid or cost or e%penses in connection with 

any claims thereto. The Contractor shall abide by the decision of the Company as to 

the sums payable by the Contractor under the provisions of this Clause.

G.= 9othing contained in this 5or1 .rder, shall establish any relationship of any 1ind 

between the Company on the one hand and the employees, wor1men and labourers, 

of any 1ind whatsoever of the Contractor on the other hand.

70.00 RESTRICTION ON 7OR3IN4 -OURS:

9o wor1 shall be carried out on the &ite outside normal wor1ing hours or on the locally 

recogni>ed days of rest, unless

a; The Contract so provides, or

b; The wor1 is unavoidable or necessary for the saving of life or property or for 

the safety of the wor1, in which case the &upplier shall immediately advise the 

)urchaser, or 

c; The )urchaser gives his consent.

70.0 The Contractor shall be e%pected to employ on the wor1 only his regular s1illed 

employees with e%perience of the particular type of wor1. 9o female labour shall be 

employed after dar1. 9o person below the age of eighteen years shall be employed.

70.07 /n case the )urchaser becomes liable to pay any wages or dues to the labour or any 

-overnment agency under any of the provisions of the Minimum 5ages (ct, 5or1men 

Compensation (ct, Contract 'abour #egulation (ct or any other law due to act of 

omission of the Contractor, the )urchaser may ma1e payments and shall recover the 

same from the ContractorDs invoices.

70.0: !ERMISSION TO DE6I.ER:

70.0= The Contractor shall apply in writing to the )urchaser for permission to deliver any 

-oods or &upplierDs eBuipment to the &ite.

70.? The &upplier shall be responsible for the receipt at &ite of all -oods and &upplierDs 

eBuipment, delivered for the purposes of the Contract and shall, upon arrival at &ite, 

advise the )urchaser when and where it has arrived and4or been stored.

7.00 TA3IN4 O.ER:

7.0 The -oods and &ervices shall be ta1en over by the )urchaser when they have been 

completed in accordance with the Contract, e%cept in minor respects that do not affect 

the use of the -oods and &ervices for their intended purpose, have passed the Test 

on Completion and a Ta1ing .ver Certificate has been issued.

77.00 INDEMNIT5 BOND:

6or the -oods to be provided by the &upplier, it shall be the responsibility of the 

&upplier to ta1e delivery, unload and store the -oods at 5or1 &ite and e%ecute an 

/ndemnity Bond, trust receipt and obtain authori>ation letter from the )urchaser in favor 

1*

of the &upplier against loss, damage and any ris1s involved, for the full value of the 

-oods. This /ndemnity Bond shall be furnished by the &upplier before commencement 

of the supplies and shall be initially valid till the scheduled date of testing, 

commissioning and handing over of the -oods to the )urchaser.

7:.00 NOTIFICATION OF A7ARD:

7:.0 )rior to e%piry of the bid validity, the )urchaser shall notify the successful Bidder in 

writing or by 6a%, that its bid has been accepted.

7:.07 The notification of award shall constitute the formation of the Contract.

7:.0: 0pon the successful BidderDs furnishing of &ecurity Ban1 -uarantee, the purchaser 

shall promptly notify each unsuccessful Bidder and shall discharge their 8arnest 

Money.

7=.00 SI4NIN4 OF CONTRACT:

7=.0 (t the same time as the purchaser notifies the successful bidder that its bid has been 

accepted, the purchaser shall send the bidder a Contract 6orm to be e%ecuted 

between the bidder & purchaser.

7=.07 5ithin ? days of receipt for the Contract 6orm, the successful Bidder shall sign and 

date the Contract 6orm and return it to the purchaser alongwith the )erformance Ban1 

-uarantee.

7=.0: The Contract is to be e%ecuted on #s. 00.00 9on$+udicial &tamp )aper.

7?.00 CONFIDENTIA6IT5

The technical information, drawing and other related documents forming part of this 

wor1 order and the information obtained during the course of investigation under this 

5or1 .rder shall be the CompanyDs e%clusive property and shall not be used for any 

other purpose e%cept for this e%ecution of this 5or1 .rder. The technical information 

drawing, records and other document shall not be copied, transferred, or divulged and4 

or disclosed to third party in full4 part, not misused in any form whatsoever e%cept to 

the e%tent for the e%ecution of this 5or1 .rder

7?. /n the event of any breach of this provision, the Contractor shall indemnify the Company 

against any loss, cost or damage or claim by any party in respect of such breach.

7?.7 The provisions of this Clause shall remain effective for a period of Two I7; years from 

the e%piry or termination of this 5or1 .rder.

7?.: The Contractor shall not use the name of the Company in any manner either for credit 

arrangement or otherwise and it is agreed that the Company shall not in any way be 

responsible for the debts, liabilities or obligations of the Contractor and4 or his 

employees.

1%
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SECTION - III

QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS 

<UA6IFICATION RE<UIREMENTS

0.00 a; The Bidder must have valid HT 8lectrical Contractor licence issued by 8'B..

b; Bidder must have e%ecuted similar type of wor1 previously.

c; Bidder must declare its sub$contractors name, if any, who will e%ecute the wor1. The 

contractor must be having labour license for at least 70 labour.

d; Bidder shall be financially sound and must have an annual turnover of minimum #s. ?0 

la1hs for last one financial year.

e; Bidder must have 8)6 registration certificate, 8&/ registration certificate & "at 

clearance certificate.



07.00 The Bidder should furnish the information on all past wor1s and satisfactory performance.

0:.00 (ll bids submitted shall also include the following information.

i; Copies of original documents defining the constitution or legal status, place of 

registration and principal place of business of the Company or 6irm or )artnership 

etc.

ii; The Bidder should furnish a brief write up, bac1ed with adeBuate data, e%plaining his 

available capacity and e%perience Iboth technical and commercial; for the 

manufacture and supply of the reBuired materials within the specified time of 

completion after meeting all his current commitment.

iii; The Bidder should clearly confirm that all the facilities e%ist in the factory from the 

where materials to be procured for inspection and testing and these will be made 

available to the )urchaser or his representative for inspection before any material 

despatch to wor1 site.

iv; #eports on financial status of the Bidder such as profit and loss statement, balance 

sheets and auditors report for the past three years, ban1ers certificate etc.

v; Certificate from Chartered (ccountant on supply 4 e%ecution in any one year i.e. a 

continuous period of 7 months Ias a proof of meeting the reBuirements. 

0=.00 The Bidder shall furnish Type Test #eports for materials reBuired at site. The Bids 

received without type test reports may be treated as 9on$responsive.

0?.00 8ven though the Bidder meets the above Bualifying criteria, he is sub3ect to be 

disBualified if he has I/; made misleading or false representation in the &tatements and 

attachments submitted in proof of Bualification reBuirements and 4 or I//; record of poor 

performance such as not properly completing the contract, inordinate delays in supply 

completion, litigation history or financial failure etc.

[email protected] 9ot withstanding anything stated above, the purchaser reserves the right to access 

bidderDs capability and capacity to perform the contract. 

C.0 Bidder participating, if not have facility to manufacture materials reBuired for the wor1, must 

submit their vendors list from where they will procure the material with their credential and 

annual turn over. 5hile choosing vendors the bidder must ensure that vendor must have 

supplied the eBuivalent Buantity of material in any one year during last three years.

1<
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SECTION - IV

GENERAL CONDITIONS OF 

CONTRACT & TECHNICAL FIELD 

REQUIREMENTS

0.00 In%ro,"#%'on 

0.0 The &tate -ovt. of .rissa has launched *B/+0 &aharanchala "idyuti1aran 2o3ana of the 

state -overnment, for electrification of villages 4 5ards4&lums which are not scheduled 

to be covered under M'( '(D4 M) '(D funds4 B#-6 etc.

0.07 8lectrification of un$electrified "illages45ards4&lums with a minimum population of 00 

within respective 3urisdiction duly approved by the Municipal Corporation 4 Municipalities 

will be covered under this programme. 

The scheme envisages up$gradation of capacity of the distribution system in order to 

cope with additional load which may include. 

. Construction of new !" & 'T 'ines.

7. )rovision of H"D system by 'T less transformers

:. 'T e%tension using <')8 (B cables.

=. )rovision of DT metering for energy audit.

?. 0p gradation & #econductoring of !" & using of (B cable for 'T lines.

@. 0p gradation of the 8%isting Distribution sub$stations.

C. )ower supply to unelectrified B)' households.



0.0: Balasore District has one Municipality. 

07.00 A!!ROAC- TO SITE 

07.0 Balasore District is located in the 9orthern part of .rissa, 9H$ ? & 9H$ @0 pass through 

the district. 

:.0 SITE 

0:.0 The site is spread in Balasore revenue district of Or'ssa state. The Balasore district 

has one Municipality for which this tender is meant as detailed belowA

&. 9o 9ame of Municipality

Balasore

('

4ENERA6 CONDITION OF CONTRACT 8 TEC-NICA6 FIE6D RE<UIREMENT

0.00 SCO!E OF 7OR3S

The scope of wor1s include e%ecution on Turnkey Basis with complete system design, 

procurement4manufacture, manufacturerDs Buality assurance, shop testing Iincluding 

type testing where specified4reBuired;, transportation, storage, erection, including all 

civil4structural wor1s, site testing, commissioning of all items & materials as elaborated 

below including all associated activities that though not e%clusively specified here in but 

are reBuired for the completion of the entire wor1s under this pac1age.

. This specification intends to cover but not restrict to the following activities, services 

and wor1s.

i; Complete design and engineering of all the systems, sub$systems, 

eBuipment, material and services.

ii; )roviding engineering data, drawings and .&M manuals for 

.wnerDs review, approval and records.

iii; Manufacturing, supply, testing, pac1ing, transportation and 

insurance from the manufacturerDs wor1 to the site.

iv; #eceipt, storage, insurance, preservation and conservation of 

eBuipment at the site.

v; (ll civil and structural wor1s as reBuired.

vi; 6abrication, pre$assembly Iif any;, erection, testing and putting 

into satisfactory operation of all the eBuipment4material including successful 

commissioning.

vii; /n addition to the reBuirements indicated in this section ITechnical 

&pecifications;, all the reBuirements as stated in other sections shall also be 

considered as a part of this specification as if completely bound herewith.

viii; The Bidder shall be responsible for providing all material, 

eBuipment and services specified or otherwise which are reBuired to ensure 

operability, maintainability and the reliability of the complete wor1 covered 

under this specification.

i%; (ll services & activities reBuired to be given contractually, by the 

bidder, during warranty period.

.7 The pac1age envisages following wor1s at different locations in Balasore district in the 

state of .rissa

i; &urvey, )ole &potting for all HT & 'T 'ines and 6inali>ation of DT 'ocation.

ii. Construction of new !" & 'T 'ines.

iii. )rovision of H"D system by 'T less transformers

iv. 'T e%tension using <')8 (B cables.

v. )rovision of DT metering for energy audit.

vi. 0p gradation & #econductoring of !" & using (B cable for 'T lines.

vii. 0p gradation of the 8%isting Distribution sub$stations.

viii. )ower supply to unelectrified B)' households on the pattern of *!utir +yoti,.
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07.00 DETAI6ED SCO!E

7. S"r+e=

The scope covers detailed route survey for all e%isting and proposed !" & 'T lines, 

location of tap$off on e%isting feeders, pole spotting, optimi>ation of pole location, 

crossing of roads, rail trac1, rivers, distribution transformer station location etc. The 

survey shall, as a minimum, identify4cover the followingA

7.7 Municipality wise maps shall be prepared on the bac1ground of &urvey of /ndia I&./; 

map of A7?000 scales indicating the following.

i. "illages45

ards4&lums boundaries and their respective census codes

ii. 8%isting and proposed !" 

lines and Distribution transformer &tations.

07.0: "illage45ard4slum level map shall be created from the map with a scale of A?000 or 

better indicating the following

i; "illage45ard4&lum geographical features and landmar1s with clear depiction and 

label

ii; (ll the village4ward4slum that e%ist in the Municipality or 9(Cs area.

iii; 8%isting & proposed HT & 'T lines, DTs

iv; 'ist of individual consumer fed from each pole

v; 8stimated loading.

vi; (ll distance and locations of electrical system from 1ey reference points.

0:.00 .'lla&e 7ar,sSl"*s Ele#%r')'#a%'on 

0:.0 The list of villages 4 5ards4&lums where with a minimum population of 00 9os. and 

which are to be electrified under the scheme alongwith their census code, appro%imate 

electrical scope of wor1 will be indicated in the wor1 order. However the bidders shall 

verify the actual scope at site during field survey before e%ecution of wor1.

((

(nne%ure 

6IST OF .I66A4ES -ABITAITON TO BE E6ECTRIFIED UNDER T-E SC-EME 7IT- 

A!!RODIMATE SCO!E 

T. B8 (TT(CH8D 

0E.00 New 113. l'ne )or +'lla&e$a2'%a%'on ele#%r')'#a%'on:

Construction of !" spur line from the e%isting or to be constructed lines for 

electrification of villages4habitations with a span length of ?0 meters with G mtr.long 

:00 !g ).&.C. pole.

These lines shall emanate from e%isting lines and shall have provision of (B &witches 

of =00(mp. rating at T$off points only where the spur line length e%ceeds 7 !m. 

E.1 Re#on,"#%or'n& o) 113. l'nes

#econductoring of !" lines with ??mm

7 

& 00mm7 (( Conductor with all allied 

materials will be ta1en up where the conductor has been stolen in the e%isting route. 

#econductoring of !" line with ??mm

7

((( Conductor will also be ta1en up where 

the e%isting line has -/ wire or under si>e conductor. The dismantled conductor to be 

returned to 8%ecutive 8ngineer of concerned electrical division of 98&C.. 

(ll damaged insulators, cross arm and other line materials to be replaced.

(ligning 4 re$erection of tiled 4 bend poles where found in the route of line alongwith 

strengthening of its foundation is in the scope of the bidder.

5hile reconductoring disconnection 4 connection of the e%isting DT shall be in the 

scope of the bidder

However, bidders is to assess the actual scope of re$conductoring of the !" lines 

while carrying out the route survey. 

(ll damaged insulators, cross arm and other line materials to be replaced.

(ligning 4 re$erection of tiled 4 bend poles where found in the route of line along with 

strengthening of its foundation is in the scope of the bidder.

5hile reconductoring disconnection 4 connection of the e%isting DT shall be in the 

scope of the bidder

However, bidders is to assess the actual scope of re$conductoring of the :: !" lines 

while carrying out the route survey.

0?.00 Cons%r"#%'on o) D's%r'2"%'on Trans)or*er Cen%ers

Construction of Distribution Transformer Centers IDTC; using the type of transformers 

& configurations as given in the table below.

()

&l 9o. Type of DT "oltage 

ratio I!";

#atingI!"(; (rrangement 9o. of earthing

GMtr. :00!g. 

single pole 

structure with 

7pole (B switch 

& D. fuse 

= 9os.

GMtr. )&C Double 

pole structure 

with (B switch 

& H- fuse

? 9os. 

0?.0 The scope includes supply, installation, testing and commissioning the following

i; : )hase 7?!"( Distribution Transformers & $)hase @!"( DT shall be 

fitted with '( !" line.

ii; (ll structures, cables, earthing and all other items, not specifically 

mentioned but necessary for safe operation of the distribution transformer is 

included in scope. The cable from DT to DB and from DB to .verhead lines 

shall be run properly, duly clamped with poles for protection of cable.

iii; 'T Distribution Bo% with MCCB & 8nergy Meter on 'T side of DT. The 

Distribution bo% shall have proper loc1ing arrangement. 

0?.07 The contractor shall survey the area, fi% the location of DT 1eeping in view that DT is 

as close as practically possible to the load centre of the area to be fed. 

0?.0: Contractor shall obtain the approval for final DT location from engineer in the field.

0?.0= The no. of 'T feeders4 service connections to be connected to a particular DT shall be 

decided during detailed engineering.

0?.0? 6or three phase DTs, -ang operated (B switches shall be mounted between !" 

line dropper & H- fuse. 

0?.0@ /n case of up$gradation of sub$station capacity one additional DT of appropriate 

capacity will be installed on pole 4 plinth depending on the e%isting DT. /f the e%isting 

DT is a pole mounted one the additional DT will be on a plinth or vice versa.

?.C &imilarly in case of upgradation of &ub$station capacity, if the e%isting DT is of 7?4@:!"( it is 

to be upgraded to ne%t higher capacity i.e @:400!"( 40.=!". (nd in such case 'T )"C 

cable is to be upgraded to the reBuired si>e. 

[email protected] Cons%r"#%'on o) 6T 6'nes

The 'T lines shall be of following configurations

Type of line Conductor (verage span 

in mtr.

:)hase =5ire (B cable of si>e 

:<:?mm

7

L<7?mm

7 

L %@; of <')8 

/9&0'(T/.9



:00!- )&C

=0

)hase (BC (erial Bunched 

Cable I(BC; of si>e 

<:?L<7? L%@

of 

<')8 /9&0'(T/.9



:00!- )&C

=0

[email protected] 'T 'ines using (B Cable shall be constructed on G mtr :00!- )&C )ole complete with 

eye hoo1, suspension4dead end clamp including belting of clamps etc. complete as 

(+

reBuired for supporting 'T (B conductor, earthing arrangement, anti climbing device, 

danger plate, stay sets as reBuired, bolts, nuts & washers and any other hardware 

reBuired to complete the wor1, as finalised during detailed engineering.

0C.00 Ser+'#e Conne#%'ons

0C.0 The scope includes providing service connections to the consumers Below )overty 

'ine IB)' consumers; including 7 points wiring and coil earthing to the installation. The 

service cable shall travel from service pole to the premises of the consumer with the 

provision of 

i; )"C insulated double core with outer sheath 7.? sB. mm single strand (lluminium 

cable

ii;0DC I0niversal Distribution Connector; (BC cable with piercing type connector 

and distribution bo% at DT

iii; &upporting -/ wire 0 &5-

iv; -/ pipe 70 mm, bend etc.

v; 8lectro &tatic 8nergy meter at the consumer premises as per the specification 

enclosed.

vi; )roviding 79os. C6' Bulb IE5L5 F 9o. each; lamp in the consumer 

premise

0C.07 6.T. #ons"*er #onne#%'on )ro* ser+'#e (ole

The contractor shall provide the service connections to the identified households. The 

service connection shall be complete with energy meters with T) Bo% in consumerDs 

premises. &ervice Connection shall be provided with K)"CD insulated @?0400 " 

grade, twin core (luminum solid Conductors of si>e 7.? sB.mm I:477 cu eBuivalent; 

these wires shall be supported by a bearer -/ wire I:.? mm; as per #8C &pec. 9o. 

=?4GE@. Cable shall be tied to bearer wire with an insulated I)orcelain or ba1elite; ring 

of adeBuate si>e and strength. The bidder shall provide his own arrangements for 

anchoring the bearer wire at the premises of customers in case of B)' households.

0C.0: !ole To( D's%r'2"%'on BoF

'ocations, where the numbers of consumers are in e%cess of 7 Isay : to ?;, a pole top 

'T distribution bo% shall be provided. /f the number of consumers e%ceeds ?, then the 

connection has to be provided from ad3acent pole having separate distribution bo%.

C.= !'er#'n& Conne#%or

5herever, the consumers for a particular pole are or 7, piercing type connectors, 

having provision for main conductor and service conductor of appropriate si>e for (BC 

& 0DC for bare conductor, shall be used. 6or 'T main lines with bare conductors, 

service connection shall be provided using K0DCD or wedge type connectors of suitable 

dimension4si>e as per #8C specification.

Cost of all items4material reBuired to complete the service connections shall be 

included in the Buoted price. The installation of all the material is in the scope of 

contractor. 

(s far as possible the service connection shall be given from the DT4pole of the 'T 

line, which is nearest to the consumerDs premise.

The service cable shall enter to the meter of the consumer premises through -/ pipe of 

70mm dia up to the meter board. -/ pipe will be fi%ed to the wall with suitable clamps. 

The supporting -/ wire will be suitably tied to the -/ pipe. Coil earthing is to be done 

with -/ lead wire to main switch.

0C.0? -o"se 7'r'n&

(*

6or all the identified B)' households, the contractor shall carry out complete wor1s of 

house wiring with installation of energy meters.

/&/ mar1ed Double )ole @(mp main switch shall be used.

/&/ mar1ed )"C conduit with single core 7.? sB mm. aluminum wire shall be used for 

house wiring.

Two point wiring for lighting points shall include two piano type /&/ mar1ed ?( switch, 

Ba1elite4plastic holder, 79os. C6' 'amp IE5 & 5;. 

The wooden bo% shall be fi%ed in the consumer premises at a suitable height and shall 

house

i; @(mp. D) Main &witch

ii; 8arthing terminal

iii; .ne ? (mp. &witch

iv; .ne E5 C'6 bulb with holder

(nother wooden distribution board shall be fi%ed in the consumer premises at a 

suitable height and shall house

i; ? (mp switch

ii; 5att C6' lamp with holder

The internal wiring shall be done using )"C conduits.

The 8lectrostatic meter with T) Bo% will be fi%ed separately. 

0E.00 4ENERA6 RE<UIREMENTS 8 INSTRUCTIONS

0E.0 &ub$stations or Transformers upgraded 4 installed or )&C poles installed and B)' 

households electrified under this scheme will be inscribed with the name of the scheme 

i.e *Bi3u &aharanchal "idyuti1aran 2o3ana, and year of electrification in white paint in 

the bac1 ground of deep green paint. 

0E.0 6or substation eBuipment the scope covers survey, structure, soil resistively 

measurements design, fabrication and supply of all type of structures and including 

bolts, nuts and washers, hanger. Design, selecting type of foundation for different 

structures and casting of foundation for structure footingO and erection of structure, tac1 

welding of bolts and nuts, supply and application of >inc rich paint, structure earthing, 

fi%ing of insulator string, stringing of conductors, earth wires along with all necessary 

line accessories and commissioning of the &ub &tations.

0E.07 (ll the raw materials such as steel, >inc for galvani>ing, reinforcement steel and 

cement for foundation, co1e and salt for earthing, bolts, nuts, washers, danger plates, 

phase plate, number plate etc. reBuired for substation & its structures shall be included 

in the scope of supply. Bidders shall clearly indicate in their offer, the sources from 

where they propose to procure the raw materials and the components. "ender list must 

be provided with their credentials.

0E.0: /n case of augmentation of e%isting sub$station, the Bidder shall visit site to ascertain 

the structures and foundations, dismantling and new construction of structures and 

foundations wor1s to be done before Buoting. Bidder must furnish the design and 

drawings in support of the activities mentioned above that are to be carried out for 

augmentation of e%isting sub$station site.

0E.0= 6or HT & 'T line the scope covers detailed survey, proposal for feeder bifurcation, pole 

spotting, optimi>ation of pole location, pole design, testing, fabrication and supply of all 

type of transmission line poles including cross arms, angles, channels, braces, top 

(%

brac1ets, stay sets, bolts, nuts and washers, D$shac1le, all types of insulators, and all 

type of pole accessories li1e, phase plate, number plate, danger plate, anti$climbing 

device, stay sets. -uarding arrangements, etc.O design, selection of type of foundation 

for different poles and casting of foundation for pole footingO and erection of poles, 

supply and application of >inc rich paint, pole earthing, fi%ing of insulators, supply of 

conductors & accessories, stringing of conductors along with all necessary line 

accessories and testing and commissioning of

0E.0? Bidder is reBuired to follow statutory regulations stipulated in 8lectricity (ct 700:, 

/ndian telegraph act EEG, /.8. (ct G0, 8lectricity I&upply; (ct G=E, /ndian 8lectricity 

#ules G?@ with all amendments till date and other local rules and regulations referred 

in this specifications.

0E.0@ The bidder shall comply with all the statutory rules and regulations prevailing in the 

state including those related to safety of eBuipment and human beings.

0E.0C The successful bidder shall acBuire electrical license from the 8'B. Bhubaneswar, as 

reBuired for e%ecuting the wor1s.

0E.0E The Bidder shall do complete coordination with all local & statutory agencies for 

e%ecution of complete wor1s including obtaining clearance for energising of the HT 

systems upon completion of erection. 

0E.0G Bidder shall obtain approvals & clearances and right of way from all agencies involved. 

(ll lines shall generally be routed through public land 4 along the road. 

0E.0 The bidder shall be responsible for transportation to site of all the materials to be 

provided by the Contractor as well as proper storage and preservation of the same at 

his own cost, till such time the erected line is ta1en over by the .wner.

E. Bidder shall set up reBuired number of stores along the line to e%pedite Buic1 

e%ecution.

E.7 6ailure of any eBuipment to meet the specified reBuirements of tests carried out at 

wor1s or at site shall be sufficient cause for re3ection of the eBuipment. #e3ection of 

any eBuipment will not be held as a valid reason for delay in the completion of the 

wor1s as per schedule. Contractor shall be responsible for removing all deficiencies, 

and supplying the eBuipment that meet the reBuirement.

ROUTE SUR.E5

&uccessful bidder shall carry out detailed survey and prepare the detailed route of 

::!", !" & 'T lines, location of Distribution Transformer on topographical sheets 4 

mou3a maps available from government agencies. The bidder shall ma1e his own 

arrangements for obtaining the topographical maps4mou>as maps from the concerned 

agencies. The final route map for :: !", !" & 'T lines, shall be prepared and 

submitted by the bidder, showing the proposed pole position, ground clearance, 

conductor sag and various crossings i.e. railway lines, communication lines, 8HT lines, 

rivers, road and stream crossings on the map to a scale of A7?000. (ll 'T lines along 

with pole locations are to be mar1ed on village 4 mou>a maps 4 patwari maps to a scale 

A?000.

4ENERA6 CONSTRUCTIONA6 !RACTICES :113.;

The following types of poles shall be used at respective locations given below.

a; &) I&ingle )ole support; 0o $ 0o deviation.

b; D) IDouble )ole support; 0o $ @0o deviation

c; 6) I6our )ole support; @0o $ G0o deviation

!ole S(o%%'n&

a; S(an

(;

(verage span of HT & 'T lines with proposed conductors is given in the table below.

:2; Roa, Cross'n&

(t all ma3or road crossings, the poles shall be fitted with strain type insulators but the 

ground clearance at the roads under ma%imum temperature and in still air shall be 

such that even with conductor bro1en in ad3acent span, ground clearance of the 

conductor from the road surfaces shall not be less than @. meters.

:#; !ower 6'ne Cross'n&s

5here the proposed lines reBuire to cross over another line of the same voltage or 

lower voltage, provisions to prevent the possibility of its coming into contact with other 

overhead lines shall be made in accordance with the /ndian 8lectricity #ules, G?@ as 

amended from time to time. (ll the wor1s related to the above proposal shall be 

deemed to be included in the scope of the Contractor. 5here e%isting lines of higher 

voltages are to be crossed under another line, the bidder shall ta1e up suitable re$

routing so as to obtain necessary sectional clearances, other wise crossing through 

1" cable shall be proposed.

:,; Tele#o**"n'#a%'on 6'ne Cross'n&s

The angle of crossing shall be as near to G0 degree as possible. However, deviation to 

the e%tent of :0 degree may be permitted under e%ceptionally difficult situations. 

HT line shall be routed with reBuisite suppression with parallel telecom line to avoid 

inductance during faults.

:,; De%a'ls Enro"%e.

Sl 

No.

6'ne Class S"((or% 

:-e'&$% 'n 

*%rs 34 

#lass;

Con,"#%or 

T=(e

No*'nal 

Con,"#%or s'Ge 

'n sH

MaF. s(an 

'n *%rs. 

!" :)h 

Ifor new line 

& spur line;

)&C IE4700; (((C

<')8 

C(B'8

??

??MM

7 

&/9-'8 

C.#8

?0

?0

7 'T :)h =5 )&C IE4700; (BC :<:?L<7?L%@ =0

: 'T )h 75 )&C IE4700; (BC <:?L<7?L%@ =0

(<

(ll topographical details, permanent features, such as trees, telecommunication lines, 

building etc. ?.? meter on either side of the alignment shall be detailed on the route 

plan.

:e; Clearan#e )ro* 4ro"n,@ B"'l,'n&@ Trees e%#.

Clearance from ground, buildings, trees and telephone lines shall be provided in 

conformity with the /ndian 8lectricity #ules, G?@ as amended upto date. The bidder 

shall select the height of the poles such that all electrical clearances are maintained. 

#CC4rail poles shall be used for all road & drain crossings, if reBuired. /n case of 

acceptional terrain, rail pole may be used with the approval of owner.

:); The minimum planting depth of poles shall be governed by /& A @CE. However, if 

due to the ground conditions, e.g. water logged area etc. depth of planting of poles 

shall be suitably increased the bidder will supply the poles of suitable height in order to 

maintain the reBuired clearances, the vendor will submit the details of the same on 

case to case basis.

Ih; -uarding mesh shall be used in all electric line 4 telecom line 4 road 4 drain 4 canal 

crossing and at all points as per statutory reBuirements. The bidder shall provide & 

install anti climbing devices and danger plates on all poles and DT stations.

DESI4N !ARAMETERS

a; 6actor of safety 7.0 in 9ormal condition for :: 1" & 7.? for 1" line & 'T line 

)&C supports.

b; 5ind )ressure on )ole & conductorF (s per /& E07 

c; /n addition to wind load on cross$arms, insulators guy$wire etc. shall be 

considered.

d; 5ind load on full pro3ected area of conductors and pole is to be considered for 

design.

e; -round clearance shall be minimum ?.7m for :: 1" line & =.@ m for !" line 

& 'T line for bare conductor at locations other than road crossings.

f; -round clearance shall be minimum =m for 1" (BC line & 'T (BC line.

g; The live metal clearance shall be as per /&A ?@: and shall be min. ::0 mm for 

:: !" line.

)ole accessories li1e danger plates, phase plates and number plates shall be 

provided.

!O6ES

Ere#%'on o) !ole@ !SC )oo%'n& an, #o*(a#%'on o) so'l

)its are to e%cavated to a si>e of 0.@ meter % .7 meter with its longer a%is in the 

direction of the line. /n case bidder employs 8arth augers, the )it si>e can be 

considered 0.@ meter dia with .? meter depth. 

6or hard roc1 locations, meter deep hole of diameter 70J in e%cess of the longest 

dimension of the bottom most portion of pole shall be e%cavated. The pole shall be 

grouted in the pit with A7A= nominal concrete mi% at the time of pole erection.

The planting depth of pole over the base precast concrete slab shall be ?00 mm in 

the ground e%cept in wet soil and blac1 cotton soil where depth shall be increased by 

0.7 mtr. to 0.: mtr. with reduced wind span. 

6ollowing arrangement shall be adopted for proper erection of )&C type poles and

properly Compacting of the soil around the base 4 foot of the poles, under this

pac1age.

. (ll the )&C poles shall be provided with a #CC bloc1 base having 

dimensions and constitutions as per #8C Construction &tandard !$.

(=

7. The poles shall then be lifted to the pit with the help of wooden 

supports. The pole shall then be 1ept in the vertical position with the help of 7? 

mm Imin.; manila ropes, which will act as the temporary anchor. The verticality of 

the pole shall be chec1ed by spirit level in both longitudinal & transverse 

directions. The temporary anchor shall be removed only when poles set properly 

in the foundation after compacting the soil.

:. 8ntire void space above the bloc1 is to be filled with uniform pieces of 

bric1s and rigidly compacted by ramming in layers maintaining verticality of the 

)&C pole.

=. Concreting of foundation upto a height of .E mtrs. from the bottom of 

the pit with a circular cross$section of radius 0.7? mtrs. Ivolume of 0.: cu.mtr. per 

pole; in the ratio of A7A= shall be done at the following locationsA

i; 6or all ::!" poles

ii; (t all the tapping points and dead end poles.

iii; (t all the points where DT is to be installed.

iv; (t all the points as per #8C construction dwg. 9o. ($0 

Ifor the diversion angle of 0$@0 degree;

v; 5ithin a ma%imum distance of 1m from the last +hama 

filled pole structure.

vi; Both side poles at all the crossing for road, nallaha railway 

crossings etc.

vii; 5here #ail poles, double pole and four pole structures.

?. /n case the route of ::4 1" lines encounters marshy low laying area, 

special type of foundations shall be used. /n such a case, difference in e%cavation 

Buantity, concreting & reinforcement between special foundation and normal 

foundation shall be paid e%tra as per Delhi &chedule of #ate ID&#; applicable on 

the date of bid opening. 9o other payment incidental to special foundation 

locations shall be made to the contractor.

Ear%$'n& o) !oles

/n ::4 1" & 'T line, each pole shall be earthed with coil type earthing as per 

#8C Construction &tandard +$.

(ll D) & 6our pole structures & the poles on both sides of railway, Telecommunication, 

road, drain & river crossing shall be earthed by pipe earthing as per enclosed #8C 

Construction &tandard +$7.

EF%ens'on !ole

)&C pole with pole e%tension arrangement up to two meters shall be used at low 

ground level locations for maintaining ground clearance and for road crossings for HT 

& 'T lines. 8%tension of poles shall be by use of 100x50x6mm galvanise channel up to 

three meters. ( overlap of one meter shall be maintained with the pole.

5herever such e%tended poles will be used the span on both sides of the e%tension 

pole shall be suitably reduced to ta1e care of loading on the pole.

!RO.IDIN4 OF 4U5SSTRUT !O6ES TO SU!!ORTS

&trut poles4flying guys wherever reBuired shall be installed on various pole locations as 

per #8C construction standards .6or selection of guing locations #8C guidelines & 

construction practices shall be followed.

/n this wor1 anchor type guy sets are to be used. These guys shall be provided at

i; angle locations

ii; dead end locations

iii; T$off points

iv; &teep gradient locations.

v; Double )ole, & four poles

)'

The stay rod should be placed in a position so that the angle of rod with the vertical 

face of the pit is :004=?0 as the case may be.

-./. stay wires of si>e C4:.? mm I0 &5-; with -/ turn buc1le rod of @ mm dia & @ 

mm dia -/ stay stay rods, shall be used for !" & 'T line.

-./. stay wires of si>e C4= mm with -/ turn buc1le rod of 70 mm dia & 70 mm dia -/ 

stay stay rods, shall be used for :: !" line. 

6or double pole structure ID);, four stays along the line, two in each direction and two 

stays along the bisection of the angle of deviation Ior more; as reBuired depending on 

the angle of deviation are to be provided. Hot dip galvanised stay sets are to be used.

The anchor plate shall be fi%ed to 700mm % 700mm M& plate of @mm thic1ness. M.&. 

rod with a bolt arrangement at one end and other end is given shape of =0mm dia 

circle to bind one end of the stay wire. The anchor plate shall be buried in concrete. 

The dimensions for concreting & earth & boulder fill shall be as per the drawing 

mentioned in clause no :.0.00.

The turn buc1le shall be mounted at the pole end of the stay and guy wire so fi%ed that 

the turn buc1le is half way in the wor1ing position, thus giving the ma%imum movement 

for tightening or loosening.

/f the guy wire proves to be ha>ardous, it should be protected with suitable asbestos 

pipe filled with concrete of about 7 m length above the ground level, painted with white 

and blac1 strips so that, it may be visible at night.

CROSS ARMS

Cross (rms for :: !" and !" .verhead )ower 'ines shall be made out of 

00%?0%@ mm and C? % =0 %@ mm M.&. channel. Cross (rms made out of M.&. angle 

shall not be used. Cross arms shall conform to specification given under the head 

miscellaneous items in this specifications.

F'F'n& o) Cross Ar*s

(fter the erection of supports and providing guys, the cross$arms are to be mounted on 

the support with necessary clamps, bolts and nuts. The practice of fi%ing the cross 

arms before the pole erection can also be followed. /n case, the cross$arm shall be 

mounted after the pole is erected, the lineman should climb the pole with necessary 

tools. The cross$arm shall then tied to a hand line and pulled up by the ground man 

through a pulley, till the cross$arm reaches the line man. The ground man should 

station himself on one side, so that if any material drops from the top of the pole, it may 

not stri1e him. (ll the materials should be lifted or lowered through the hand line, and 

should not be dropped.

INSTA66ATION OF 6INE MATERIA6S

Ins"la%or an, B'n,'n&s

)rior to fi%ing, all insulators shall be cleaned in a manner that will not spoil, in3ure or 

scratch surface of the insulator, but in no case shall any oil be used for that purpose. 

)in insulators shall be used on all poles in straight line and disc or shac1le insulators 

on angle and dead end poles. Damaged insulators and fittings, if any, shall not be 

used. The insulator and its pin should be mechanically strong enough to withstand the 

resultant force due to combined effect of wind pressure and weight of the conductor in 

the span.

&train insulators shall be used at terminal locations or dead end locations and where 

the angle of deviation of line is more than 00. &train insulators shall be used at ma3or 

crossings.

The pins for insulators shall be fi%ed in the holes provided in the cross$arms and the 

pole top brac1ets. The insulators shall be mounted in their places over the pins and 

)1

tightened. /n the case of strain or angle supports, where strain fittings are provided for 

this purpose, one strap of the strain fittings is placed over the cross$arm before placing 

the bolt in the hole of cross$arms. The nut of the straps shall be so tightened that the 

strap can move freely in hori>ontal direction.

-an,l'n& o) Con,"#%or an, Ear%$ w're

#unning .ut of the ConductorsA The contractor shall be entirely responsible for any 

damage to the pole or conductors during stringing. Care shall be ta1en that the 

conductors do not touch and rub against the ground or ob3ects, which could scratch or 

damage the strands.

The seBuence of running out shall be from the top to down i.e. the top conductor shall 

be run out first, followed in succession by the side conductors. 0nbalanced loads on 

poles shall be avoided as far as possible. 5hen lines being erected run parallel to 

e%isting energi>ed power lines, the Contractor shall ta1e adeBuate safety precautions 

to protect personnel from the potentially dangerous condition.

Mon'%or'n& o) Con,"#%ors ,"r'n& S%r'n&'n&

The conductor shall be continuously observed for loose or bro1en strands or any other 

damage during the running out operations. #epair to conductors, if necessary, shall be 

carried out with repair sleeves. #epairing of the conductor surface shall be carried out 

only in case of minor damage, scuff mar1s, etc. The final conductor surface shall be 

clean, smooth and free from pro3ections, sharp points, cuts, abrasions, etc. The 

Contractor shall be entirely responsible for any damage to the poles during stringing.

Cross'n&s?(ll crossings shall be at right angles. Derric1s or other eBuivalent methods 

ensuring that normal services need not be interrupted nor damage caused to property 

shall be used during stringing operations where roads, channels, telecommunication 

lines, power lines and railway lines have to be crossed. The contractor shall coordinate 

with state electricity board for obtaining wor1 permit and shut down of the concerned 

line. However. shut down shall be obtained when wor1ing at crossings of overhead 

power lines. The Contractor shall be entirely responsible for the proper handling of the 

conductor, earthwire and accessories in the field. 

-uarding shall be provided at ma3or crossings. The -uardings shall consists of -/ 

guard cross arm of length 7.? mtrs made out of C? % =0 % @ mm channel & shall be hot 

dipped galvani>ed generally conforming to /&A7@::4C7. The clamps shall also be hot 

dipped galvani>ed generally conforming to /&A7@::4C7. -uardings shall be erected with 

ground & line clearances as per the /.8. rules. The guarding shall be provided with -/ 

wire E &5- for !" & 'T line & = &5- for ::!" line. Binding wire & suitable / bolt & 

nut bolts for cross arm to cross arm. -uard wire shall be separately earthed at both 

ends. Crossings the roads 4 canals or any other lines shall be as per the enclosed 

drawing 9o. CCA G=0=A 98&C'A 89--A #--"2A'T '/98A [email protected] ::!" line guarding 

arrangement shall be as per #8C construction standard M@.

An%'?#l'*2'n& De+'#es

(nti Climbing Devices shall be provided with -./. Barbed wire, they shall be provided 

and installed by the Contractor for all poles. The barbed wire shall conform to /&A7CE 

I-rade (;. The barbed wires shall be given chromating dip as per procedure laid 

down in /&A:=0. 

!a'n%'n& Ma%er'als

(ll the metal parts e%cept -./. parts are to be painted with one coat of red o%ide and 

one coat of aluminium paint. 

STRIN4IN4 OF CONDUCTOR

The wor1s include spreading of conductors or HT4'T (B Cables without any damage 

and stringing with proper tension without any 1in1s4damage including binding of 

conductor at pin points, 3umpering at cut points etc. The ground & line clearances at 

road crossings along roads, '.T. crossings & other crossings shall be as per the 

relevant /.8. rules.

5hile transporting conductors drums to site, precautions are to be ta1en so that the 

conductor does not get damaged. The drum shall be mounted on cable drum support. 

)(

The direction of rotation of the drum shall be according to the mar1 in the drum so that 

the conductor could be drawn. 5hile drawing the conductor, it shall not rub causing 

damage. The conductor shall be passed over poles on wooden or alluminium snatch 

bloc1 Ipulley; mounted on the poles for this purpose. 

The conductor shall be pulled through come$along clamps to stringing the conductor 

between the tension locations. 

Conductor splices shall not crac1 or otherwise be susceptible to damage in the 

stringing operation. The Contractor shall use only such eBuipment 4 methods during 

conductor stringing which ensures complete compliance in this regard. (ll the 3oints 

including mid span 3oints on the conductor and earth$wire shall be of the compression 

type, in accordance with the recommendations of the manufacturer, for which all 

necessary tools and eBuipment li1e compressors, dies, etc., shall be obtained by the 

Contractor.

8ach part of the 3oint shall be cleaned by wire brush till it is free of rust or dirt, etc., and 

be properly greased with anti$corrosive compound, before the final compression is 

carried out with the compressors. (fter completing the 3ointing, tensioning operation 

shall be commenced. 

(ll the 3oints or splices shall be made at least ? meters away from the pole. 9o 3oints 

or splices shall be made in spans crossing over main roads, railways and small river 

spans. 9ot more than one 3oint per sub$conductor per span shall be allowed. The 

compression type fittings shall be of the self centering type. (fter compressing the 

3oint, the alluminium sleeve shall have all corners roundedO burrs and sharp edges 

removed and smoothened.

During stringing of conductor to avoid any damage to the 3oint, the contractor shall use 

a suitable protector for mid span compression 3oints in case they are to be passed over 

pulley bloc1s 4 aerial rollers. The pulley groove si>e shall be such that the 3oint along 

with protection can be passed over it smoothly.

TA!!IN4 ARRAN4EMENT FROM EDISTIN4 113. 6INE

Tapping of e%isting 1" line shall be ta1en by providing a hori>ontal cross arm below 

the e%isting " cross arm of the pole & mounting disc insulators on it. The tapping 

conductors may be guided by providing pin insulators as reBuired. ( new two pole 

structure shall be erected within 0$? meters of this tapping pole & the new line will 

emerge from this two pole structure with disc insulators. The Taping pole to the double 

pole conductor tension should be such that it avoids looseness & sag to the e%tent 

possible & it should avoid e%tra tension on the tapping pole. 

5herever the proposed spur line length is more than two 1m after the tapping an (B 

switch arrangement shall be provided at the double pole for isolation of the line.

(ligning4re$erection of tilted4bent poles wherever found in the route of line along with 

strengthening of its foundation is in the scope of the bidder. 

Before underta1ing the #e$conductoring wor1 in the given line, the bidder shall ma1e 

assessment of type and Buantity of the e%isting conductor in consultation4presence of 

ownerDs representative.

5hile #e$conductoring of !" line, disconnection4connection of e%isting Distribution 

Transformer shall be in the scope of the contractor4bidder. The supply and erection of 

line material for achieving the DT disconnection and connection shall be in the scope 

of the contractor.

The empty conductor drums, available after laying of conductor, shall be disposed of 

by the contractor at his cost. These drums may be used for rewinding of Conductor 

removed from the line at the later stage of #e$conductoring wor1. 

(ny other wor1 not mentioned above e%clusively but reBuired for accomplishing 

desired wor1 will be in the scope of the bidder4contractor.

6or all above activities shut down will be provided for the line by owner. #estoring the 

disturbance4damage caused by above activities to the e%isting infrastructure e.g. road, 

water4sewerage pipes, telecommunication lines etc. will be in the scope of the 

bidder4contractor.

5hile #epairing & #eplacing the eBuipment, if any eBuipment gets damaged due to 

negligent handling of the contractor the same shall be replaced by the contractor, at his 

cost, to the owner4employerDs satisfaction.

))

S"r+e= o) eF's%'n& l'nes

&urvey shall have to be carried out by the contractor of e%isting lines. 

Due to heavy conductor being used for #e$conductoring, failure containment structures 

Inormally D)4four pole structure; may be reBuired along the entire length shall be 

provided for HT 1" lines. &uch structures are generally reBuired at the following points 

and is in the scope of contractorDs wor1.

i; (t the tapping points.

ii; (t points where a DT is installed4to be installed.

iii; (t angle points i.e. with diversion angle of 0$@0 degree.

iv; (t the distance of 7 1m ma%. from the last D) or four pole structure.

6our )ole structures shall be use as per #8C construction Dwg. 9o. ($0 Ifor the 

diversion angle of @0$G0 degree;.

S(an

&ince the wor1 shall be done on the e%isting line, the e%isting span shall be 

maintained. However, if any new pole is reBuired to be erected along the route of 

e%isting line, the span should be as near as possible to the basic design span indicated 

below.

!" line A ?0 meter

)+
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SECTION - V

TEC-NICA6 S!ECIFICATION

TEC-NICA6 S!ECIFICATION FOR 113. 6INE MATERIA6S

SU!!ORT !O6ES@ CROSSARMS AND NUTS 8 BO6TS 

0.00 SCO!E

This &pecification covers Design, 8ngineering, Manufacture, testing, inspection before 

dispatch, forwarding, pac1ing, transportation to site, /nsurance Iboth during transit & 

storage;, &torage, 8rection, &upervision, testing and commissioning of !", support 

)oles, Cross (rms and Bolts & 9uts. for use in the networ1s of 98&C., .rissa

The eBuipment offered shall have been successfully type tested and the design shall 

have been satisfactory operation for a period not less than two years on the date of bid 

opening. Compliance shall be demonstrated by submitting with the bid, Ii; 

authenticated copies of the type test reports and Iii; performance certificates from the 

users.

The scope of supply includes the provision of type tests. #ates of type tests shall be 

given in the appropriate price schedule of the bidding document and will be considered 

for evaluation. The Collector & District Magistrate, Balasore reserves the right to waive 

type tests as indicated in the section on Muality (ssurance. /nspection and Testing in 

this specification.

The line support poles and cross arms shall conform in all respects to highest 

standards of engineering, design, wor1manship, this specification and the latest 

revisions of relevant standards at the time of offer and the Collector & District 

Magistrate, Balasore shall have the power to re3ect any wor1 or material, which, in his 

3udgment, is not in full accordance therewith.

7.0 4ENERA6 

The line support poles and cross arms shall be designed to carry the line conductors 

with the necessary insulators and all other fittings and eBuipment under the conditions 

specified.

)oles may be manufactured from concrete Ipre stressed; or steel.

)ole cross arms are normally constructed of steel and shall be bolted to the pole.

98&C. use a "$ cross arm on the !" line structures at intermediate and right angle 

locations to reduce problems from birds bridging insulators. The BidderDs cross arm 

design must provide a similar level of protection from bird contact and e%plain how this 

is achieved from the offered design.

0:.00 DESI4N RE<UIREMENT 

/n order to limit the range of materials reBuired for line construction, maintenance and 

repair the Contractor shall limit the number of different types of support structures and 

cross arms as far as possible.

The following are minimum reBuirementsA

 )ole top fi%ings and cross arms A

6or any particular pole function, the pole top eBuipment shall be identical 

regardless of the height of the structure.

 The number of cross arm types for a particular voltage and conductor si>e shall 

be limited to three types.

 6i%ing bolts and nuts for cross arms and bracing straps shall be limited to two 

si>es by diameter IM@ and M70;

The line support poles and cross arms shall be designed to the following 

reBuirementsA

)%

 The wind pressures to be applied to the conductors, poles and cross arms are 

specified in /& ?@: I)art 4 &ection ;A GG? and as stipulated in the &ervice 

Conditions.

 Three wind >ones are found within the state of .rissa and the design of 

structures shall ta1e account of this fact. The Bidder shall ta1e account of the 

wind loading regimes together with the respective terrain category necessary 

for the pro3ects for which he is bidding and shall propose the design of support 

poles and cross arms which will prove most effective for the pro3ect and for the 

8mployerDs system.

 The wor1ing load on the support poles and cross arms should correspond to 

those that are li1ely to come onto the structure during its wor1ing life. 8%isting 

designs meet system reBuirements where wor1ing loads are applied at a point 

@00 mm from the top of the pole. The offered design shall meet reBuirements 

with the point of application of the load as per bidderDs design but not more than 

@00 mm from the top of the pole.

The structures shall be planted directly into the ground with a planting depth as 

per /& @CEA GCE and as stipulated in this specification.

(ll structures shall have a depth mar1 made at a point : meters from the butt 

end. This mar1 shall be in the form of a hori>ontal line with *:m, engraved 

directly below the line. /n the case of steel structures the mar1 shall be 

embossed or indented before surface treatment.

)ole details provided in this specification are indicative of poles used on the 

98&C. distribution system, or available as standard designs. The Bidder must 

determine the reBuirements of the design offered and select suitable poles to 

deliver the specified performance. The inclusion of a particular si>e in the 

specification does not indicate approval of the pole for any function.

0=.00 !SC !O6ES

)&C )oles shall be of solid rectangular type with an overall length G.0 M suitable for 

use in !" overhead power lines and double pole & four pole structures associated 

with the lines and for 40.= !" substations.

0?.00 A!!6ICAB6E STANDARDS

8%cept when they conflict with specific reBuirements in this &pecification, the )&C 

poles shall comply with the relevant provisions made in the following /ndian &tandards 

or the latest versions thereof.

a; /&A @CE, &pecification for pre stressed concrete poles for overhead power, 

traction and telecommunication lines

b; /&A 7G0?, Method of test for concrete poles for overhead power and 

telecommunications lines.

c; /&A C:7, Code of )ractice for selection, handling and erection of concrete 

poles for overhead power and telecommunication lines

[email protected] TERMINO6O45

6or the purpose of this specification, following definitions shall applyA$

[email protected] A.ERA4E !ERMANENT 6OAD

That fraction of the wor1ing load which may be considered of long duration over a 

period of one year

[email protected] 6OAD FACTOR

The ratio of ultimate transverse load to the transverse load at first crac1.

[email protected]: TRANS.ERSE

);

The direction of the line bisecting the angle contained by the conductor at the pole. /n 

the case of a straight run, this will be normal to the run of the line.

[email protected]= Trans+erse 6oa, a% F'rs% Cra#9

6or design, the transverse load at first crac1 shall be ta1en as not less than the value 

of the wor1ing load.

@.? 7OR3IN4 6OAD

The ma%imum load in the transverse direction, that is ever li1ely to occur, including the 

wind pressure on the pole. This load is assumed to act at a point @00mm below the top 

with the butt end of the pole planted to the reBuired depth as intended in the design

@.@ Ul%'*a%e Fa'l"re

The condition e%isting when the pole ceases to sustain a load increment owing to 

either crushing of concrete, or snapping of the prestressing tendon or permanent 

stretching of the steel in any part of the pole.

[email protected] Ul%'*a%e Trans+erse 6oa,

The load at which failure occurs, when it is applied at a point @00mm below the top and 

perpendicular to the a%is of the pole along the transverse direction with the butt end of 

the pole planted to the reBuired depth as intended in the design.

0C.00 A((l'#a%'on

0C.0 9.0 M !oles :300 3&;

These poles shall be used at tangent locations for 1v and '.T. lines in wind pressure 

>ones of 001g4M

7 

& for double pole structures of distribution transformer centers as 

per #8C Construction &tandards 6$7 to 6$= and for special locations in !" and '.T 

'ines, such as road crossing etc.

0E.00 Ma%er'al

0E.0 Ce*en%

The cement used in the manufacture of pre stressed concrete poles shall be ordinary 

or rapid hardening )ortland cement conforming to /&A 7@G$GC@I&pecification for 

ordinary and low heat )ortland cement; or /&A E0= 8$GCEI&pecification for rapid 

hardening )ortland cement;.

0E.07 A&&re&a%es

(ggregates used for the manufacture of pre$stressed concrete poles shall confirm to 

/&A:E: I&pecification for coarse and fine aggregates from natural sources for 

concrete;. The nominal ma%imum si>e of aggregates shall in no case e%ceed 7mm

0E.0: 7a%er

5ater should be free from chlorides, sulphates, other salts and organic matter. )otable 

water will be generally suitable.

0E.0= A,*'F%"re

(dmi%ture should not contain Calcium Chloride or other Chlorides and salts which are 

li1ely to promote corrosion of pre$stressing steel. The admi%ture shall conform to /& G0:.

0E.0? !re?S%ress'n& S%eel

The pre$stressing steel wires including those used as un tensioned wires should conform 

to /&A CE? I)art$/; I&pecification for plain hard$drawn steel wire for pre stressed 

concrete, )art$/ cold drawn stress relieved wire;, /& CE? I)art$//; I&pecification for plain 

hard$drawn steel wire; or /&A@00: I&pecification for indented wire for pre stressed 

concrete;.The type designs given in the anne%ure are for plain wires of = mm diameter 

with a guaranteed ultimate strength of C? 1g4mm

7

and for plain wires of ?mm diameter 

)<

with a guaranteed ultimate strength of @0 1g4mm

7

. 

(ll pre stressing steel shall be free from splits, harmful scratches, surface flaws, rough, 

aged and imperfect edges and other defects li1ely to impair its use in pre stressed 

concrete.

0E.0@ Con#re%e M'F

The concrete mi% shall be designed to the reBuirements laid down for controlled concrete 

Ialso called design mi% concrete; in /&A :=:$GE0Icode of practice for prestressed 

concrete; and /&A =?@$GCE ICode of practice for plain and reinforced concrete;, sub3ect to 

the following special conditionsO

a; Minimum wor1s cube strength at 7E days should be at least =70 !g4cm

7

.

b; The concrete strength at transfer should be at least 70 1g4cm

7

.

c; The mi% should contain at least :E01g. .f cement per cubic meter of concrete. 

d; The mi% should contain as low a water content as is consistent with adeBuate 

wor1ability. /f it becomes necessary to add water to increase the wor1ability, the cement 

content also should be raised in such a way that the original value of water cement ratio is 

maintained.

0G.00 Des'&n ReH"'re*en%s

The poles shall be designed for the following reBuirementsA

a; The poles shall be planted directly in the ground with a planting depth as per /&A @CE. 

5herever, planting depth is reBuired to be increased beyond the specified limits or 

alternative arrangements are reBuired to be made, on account of ground conditions e.g. 

water logging etc., the same shall be in the scope of the bidder at no e%tra cost to owner. 

The bidder shall furnish necessary design calculations4details of alternative arrangements 

in this regard.

b; The wor1ing load on the poles should correspond to those that are li1ely to come on the 

pole during their service life.

c; The factor of safety for all poles G.0 Mts. shall not be less than 7.0 and for E.0 M poles, 

the factor of safety shall not be less than 7.?.

d; The average permanent load shall be =0J of the wor1ing load. 

e; The 6...& against first load shall be .0.

f; (t average permanent load, permissible tensile stress in concrete shall be :0!g4cm

7

.

g; (t the design value of first crac1 load, the modulus of rupture shall not e%ceed ?:.0 

1g4cm

7

for M F=0.

h; The ultimate moment capacity in the longitudinal direction should be at least on fourth 

of that in the transverse direction.

g; (t the design value of first crac1 load, the modulus of rupture shall not e%ceed ?:.0 

1g4cm

7

for M F=0.

h; The ultimate moment capacity in the longitudinal direction should be at least on fourth 

of that in the transverse direction.

)=

i; The ma%imum compressive stress in concrete at the time of transfer of pre$stress should 

not e%ceed 0.E times the cube strength.

3; The concrete strength at transfer shall not be less than half, the 7E days strength 

ensured in the design, i.e. =0. % 0.? N 7001g4cm

7

.

0G.0 D'*ens'ons an, Re'n)or#e*en% 

The cross$sectional dimensions and the details of pre$stressing wires should conform to 

the particulars given in the anne%ure.

The )rovision of holes for fi%ing cross$arm and other fi%tures should conform to the #8C 

specification 9o. ?4GCG.

09.02 Man")a#%"re

(ll pre$stressing wires and reinforcements shall be accurately fi%ed and maintained in 

position during manufacture. The untensioned reinforcement, as indicated in the drawings, 

should be held in position by the use for stirrups which should go round all the wires.

(ll wires shall be accurately stretched with uniform prestress in each wire. 8ach wire or a 

group of wires shall be anchored positively during casing. Care should be ta1en to see that 

the anchorages do not yield before the concrete attains the necessary strength.

0G.0: Co+er

The cover of concrete measured from outside of pre$stressing tendon shall be normally 

70mm.

0G.0= 7el,'n& an, 6a(('n& o) S%eel

The high tensile steel wire shall be continuous over the entire length of the tendon. 5elding 

shall not be allowed in any case. However, 3ointing or coupling may be permitted provided 

the strength of the 3oint or coupling is not less than the strength of each individual wire. 

0G.0? Co*(a#%'n& 

Concrete shall be compacted by spinning, vibrating, shoc1ing or other suitable mechanical 

means. Hand compaction shall not be permittedO

C"r'n&

The concrete shall be covered with layer of sac1ing, canvass, hessian or similar absorbent 

material and 1ept constantly we up to the time when the strength of concrete is at least 

eBual to the minimum strength of concrete at transfer of pre stress. Thereafter, the pole may 

be removed from the mould and watered at intervals to prevent surface crac1ing of the unit, 

the interval should depend on the atmospheric humidity and temperature.

+'

The pre stressing wires shall be de$tensioned only after the concrete has attained the 

specified strength at transfer Ii.e. 700 or 70 1g4cm

7

, as applicable;. The cubes cast for the 

purpose of determining the strength at transfer should be cured, as far as possible, under 

conditions similar to those under which the poles are cured. The transfer stage shall be 

determined based on the daily tests carried out on concrete cubes till the specified strength 

indicated above is reached. Thereafter the test on concrete shall be carried out as detailed 

in /&A :=: ICode of practice for pre stressed concrete;. The manufacturer shall supply, 

when reBuired by the owner or his representative, result of compressive test conducted in 

accordance with /&A =?@ ICode of practice for plain an reinforced concrete; on concrete 

cubes made from the concrete used for the poles. /f the owner so desired, the manufacturer 

shall supply cubes for test purposes and such cubes shall be tested in accordance with 

/&A=?@ ICode of practice for plain and reinforced concrete;.

The de tensioning shall be done by slowly releasing the wires, without imparting shoc1 

sudden load to the poles. The rate of de tensioning may be controlled by any suitable mean 

either mechanical Iscrew type; or hydraulic

The poles shall not be de tensioned or released by cutting the pre stressing wires using 

flames or bar croppers while the wires are still under tension. 

0G.0C 6')%'n& E=e?-oo9s or -oles

&eparate eye$hoo1s or holes shall be provided for handling the transport, one each at a 

distance of 0.? times the overall length, from either end of the pole. 8ye$hoo1s, if 

provided, should be properly anchored and should be on the face that has the shorter 

dimension of the cross$section. Holes, if provided for lifting purposes, should be 

perpendicular to the broad face of the pole.

0G.0E -oles )or Cross Ar*s e%#

&ufficient number of holes shall be provided in the poles for attachment of cross arms and 

other eBuipments.

0.00 S%a#9'n& 8 Trans(or%a%'on

&tac1ing should be done in such a manner that the broad side of the pole is vertical. 8ach 

tier in the stac1 should be supported on timber sleeper located as 0.? time the overall 

length, measured from the end. The timber supported in the stac1 should be aligned in a 

vertical line.

)oles should be transported with their board faces placed vertically and in such manner 

that shoc1s are avoided. &upports should be so arranged that they are located 

appro%imately at a distance eBual to 0.? times the overall length from the ends. The 

erection of the pole should be carried out in such a way that the erection loads are applied 

so as to cause moment with respect to the ma3or a%is, i.e. the rope used for hoisting the 

pole should be parallel to the broader face of the pole.

+1

.07 8arth wire shall not be allowed to come in contract with the pre stressing wires.

7.00

Tes%s 

7.0 Trans+erse S%ren&%$ Tes% 

)oles made from ordinary )ortland cement shall be tested only on the completion of 7E 

days and poles made from rapid hardening cement only on the completion of = days, 

after the day of manufacture.

The poles may be tested in either hori>ontal or vertical position. /f tested in hori>ontal 

position, provisions shall be made to compensate for the overhanging weight of the pole, 

for this purpose, the overhanging portion of the pole may be supported on a movable 

trolley or similar device.

The pole shall be rigidly supported at the butt end for a distance eBual to the agreed depth 

of planting

'oad shall be applied at a point @00mm from the top of the pole and shall be steadily and 

gradually increased to the design value of the transverse load at first crac1. The deflection 

at this load shall be measured. 

( pre stressed concrete pole shall be deemed not to have passed the test if crac1s wider 

than 0. mm appear at a stage prior to the application of the design transverse load at first 

crac1 and the observed ultimate transverse load is less than the design ultimate 

transverse load.

The load shall then be reduced to >ero and increased gradually to a load eBual to the first 

crac1 load plus 0J of the minimum ultimate transverse load, and held up for 7 minutes. 

This procedure shall be repeated until the load reaches the value of E0 per cent of the 

minimum ultimate transverse load and thereafter increased by ? percent of the minimum 

ultimate transverse load until failure occurs. 8ach time the load is applied, it shall be held 

for 7 minutes. The load applied to pre stressed concrete pole at the point of failure shall 

be measured to nearest five !ilograms.

The pole shall be deemed not to have passed the test if the observed ultimate transverse 

load is less than the design ultimate transverse load.

7.07 Meas"re*en% o) Co+er

(fter completion of the transverse strength test, the sample pole shall be ta1en and 

chec1ed for cover. The cover of the pole shall be measured at : points, one within .E 

meter from the butt end of the pole, the second within 0.@ meters from the top and the 

third at an intermediate point and the mean value compared with the specified value.

The mean value of the measured cover should not differ by more thanI



P; mm from the 

specified cover. The individual values should not differ by more than IP; :mm from the 

specified value.

.00 Ear%$'n&

.0 8arthing shall be provided by having length of E &5- -/ wire embedded in concrete 

during manufacture and the ends of the wires left pro3ecting from the pole to a length of 

00mm at 7?0mm from top and ?0mm below ground level.

+(

/f these reBuirements are not met, the wor1manship with reference to aligning of the end 

plates and pre stressing wires and assembly of moulds should be improved and 

inspection at pre$production stage tightened suitably.

7.0: Sa*(l'n& an, Ins(e#%'on

S#ale o) sa*(l'n&

6o%A /n any batch, all poles of the same class and dimensions shall be grouped together to 

constitute a lot.

S"2?lo%A /f the number of poles in a lot e%ceed ?00, the lot shall be divided into a suitable 

number of sub lots such that the number of poles in any sub$lot shall not e%ceed ?00. The 

acceptance or otherwise of a sub$lot shall be determined on the basis of the performance 

of samples selected from it. 

The number of poles to be selected from a lot or a sub$lot shall depend upon its si>e and 

shall be in accordance with col. and 7 of the following tableA

SAM!6E SIIE AND CRITERION FOR CONFORMIT5

&i>e of lot 

or sub$lot

Dimensional #eBuirement 9o. of poles for 

transverse strength 

test

&ample &i>e )ermissible 9o. of 

defective samples.

0pto 00 0 Q

0 to 700 ? :

70 to :00 70 7 =

:0 to ?00 :0 : ?

QThe number of poles to be tested shall be sub3ect to the agreement between the 

owner and supplier

7.0= These poles shall be selected at random. /n order to ensure randomness, all the poles in 

the lot or the sub$lot may be arranged in a serial order and starting from any random 

pole, every r

th

pole may be included in the sample, r being the integral part of 94n where 

9 is the si>e of the lot or the sub$lot and n is the sample si>e.

7.0? 9umber of Tests

(ll the poles shall be tested for overall length, cross$selection and uprightness. The 

tolerance shall be IP; ? mm on overall length IP; , : mm on cross sectional dimensions 

and 0.? per cent on uprightness. 

+)

The number of poles to be tested for transverse strength test shall be accordance with 

Col. = of the above table. These poles may be selected from those already tested in 

0.7.

7.0@ Criteria for Conformity

( lot or sub$lot shall be considered as conforming to this specification.

The number of poles which does not satisfy the reBuirements of overall length, cross$

section and uprightness shall not e%ceed the corresponding number, /f the number of 

such poles e%ceeds the corresponding number, all poles in the lot or sub$lot shall be 

tested for these reBuirements and those not satisfying the reBuirements shall be re3ected.

(ll the poles tested for transverse strength test shall satisfy the reBuirements of the test. 

/f one or more poles fail, twice the number of poles originally tested shall be selected 

from those already selected and sub3ected to the test., /f there is no failure among these 

poles, the lot or the sub$lot shall be considered to have satisfied the reBuirements of this 

test.

:.00

Mar9'n&

The pole shall be clearly and indelibly mar1ed with the following particulars either during or 

after manufacture but before testing at a position so as to be easily read after erection in 

position.

a; Month and year of manufacture

b; Transverse strength of pole in !g.

c; Mar1erDs serial 9o. and mar1.

++

TEC-NICA6 S!ECIFICATION FOR STEE6 MATERIA6S

00<?0 MM M& CH(998'

?0<?0<@ MM M& (9-'8 

0.00 S#o(e:

This specification covers the manufacturing, testing before dispatch and delivery at 

destination at site stores of Baripada Circle area under 98&C.. 

00<?0 MM M& CH(998'

C?<=0 MM M& CH(998'

?0<?0<@ MM M& (9-'8 

(s per /.& A70@7 and its later amendments for grade (

07.00 S%an,ar,s: 

The steel materials shall comply with the reBuirements of latest issue of /& F 70@7 

-r F ( e%cept where specified otherwise.

0:.00 Cl'*a%'# Con,'%'ons:

The climatic conditions at site under which the store shall operate satisfactory, are as 

followsA

Ma%imum temperature of air in shade =? c

Ma%imum temperature of air in shade 0 c

Ma%imum temperature of air in shade ?0 c

Ma%imum rain fall per annum 7000mm

Ma%imum temperature of air in shade =? c

Ma%imum ambient temperature =? c

Ma%imum humidity 00J

(v. 9o. of thunder storm days per annum C0J

(v. 9o. of dust storm per annum 70

(v. #ain fall per annum ?0mm



0=.00 0.1 CROSSARMS

The cross$arm shall normally be constructed of steel and it will be the contractorDs 

responsibility to ensure that the conductor spacing at the cross arms is adeBuate to 

prevent phase clash while supporting the loads generated, as per the ContractorDs line 

design, by conductor weight, by wind, and by conductor tension for ma%imum wind 

span and worst design conditions, for all pole duties and for all permitted line 

deviations.

Cross$arms shall be fi%ed to the pole in a manner which prevents rotations in any plane 

even if the bolts are not fully tightened.

The cross$arm dimensions and characteristics given in this specification are intended 

to describe typical distribution structures and to maintain the general loo1 of the 

e%isting networ1 and ta1e advantage of the familiarity of the 8mployerDs staff with these 

1ind of arrangements.

'+.'1 Cross?ar* Des'&n Cal#"la%'ons 

The contractor shall design the cross$arm length and section configuration. He shall 

provide calculations to satisfy the Collector & District Magistrate, (ngul that the choice 

of length complies with the reBuirements of !" lines in respect of conductor phase 

spacing and to avoid conductor clashing for the span lengths and tension limitations 

specified or designed.

The cross$arm sections shall be determined by ta1ing cognisance of the design wind 

and weight spans, cross$arm length, as well as calculated conductor tension limits 

under worst design conditions and wind pressure.

+*

0=.07 Fa2r'#a%'on

Cross$arms for !" construction at intermediate and light angle poles shall be 

fabricated from grade =:( mild steel of channel section and for heavy angle poles, end 

poles and section poles fabricated from grade =: ( mild steel of angle section. The 

grades of structural steel shall conform to /&.4#4@:04G@C or /& F 77@A GC?. they shall 

be hot dip galvani>ed as per specification.

The cross$arm shall be drilled to accommodate pole bolts and any insulator fittings 

included in the ContractorDs design.

8%cept where otherwise indicated all dimensions are sub3ect to the following 

tolerancesA

• Dimensions up to and including ?0mm A L mm O and

• Dimensions greater than ?0 mm A L 7J

(ll steel members and other parts of fabricated material, as delivered, shall be free of 

warps, local deformations, unauthori>ed splices, or unauthori>ed bends. Bending of flat 

strap shall be carried out cold. &traightening shall be carried out by pressure and not 

by hammering. &traightness is of particular importance if the alignment of bolt holes 

along a member is referred to its edges.

Holes and other provisions for field assembly shall be properly mar1ed and cross 

referenced. 5here reBuired, either by notations on the drawings or by the necessity of 

proper identification and fitting for field assembly, the connections shall be match 

mar1ed.

( tolerance of not more than mm shall be permitted in the distance between the 

center lines of bolt holes. The holes may be either drilled or punched and, unless 

otherwise stated, shall be not more than 7 mm greater in diameter than the bolts. 

5hen assembling the components, force may be used to bring the bolt holes together 

Iprovided neither members nor holes are thereby distorted; but all force must be 

removed before the bolt is inserted. .therwise strain shall be deemed to be present 

and the structure may be re3ected even though it may be, in all other respects, in 

conformity with the specification.

The bac1s of the inner angle irons of lap 3oints shall be chamfered and the ends of the 

members cut where necessary and such other measures ta1en as will ensure that all 

members can be bolted together without strain or distortion. /n particular, steps shall be 

ta1en to relieve stress in cold wor1ed steel so as to prevent the onset of embitterment 

during galvani>ing .

&imilar parts shall be interchangeable.

&hapes and plates shall be fabricated and assembled in the shop to the greatest 

e%tent practicable. &hearing, flame cutting, and chipping shall be done carefully, 

neatly, and accurately. Holes shall be cut, drilled, or punched at right angles to the 

surface and shall not be made or enlarged by burning. Holes shall be clean$cut without 

torn or ragged edges, and burrs resulting from drilling or reaming operations shall be 

removed with the proper tool.

&hapes and plates shall be fabricated to tolerances that will permit field erection within 

tolerances, e%cept as otherwise specified. (ll fabrication shall be carried out in a neat 

and wor1manli1e manner so as to facilitate cleaning, painting, galvani>ing and 

inspection and to avoid areas in which water and other matter can lodge.

Contact surfaces at all connections shall be free of loose scale, dirt, burrs, oil and other 

foreign materials that might prevent solid seating of the parts.

0=.0: Cross?ar* Re(la#e*en%

5here rehabilitation of e%isting networ1s reBuires the replacement of a K"D or hori>ontal 

cross$arm or replacement of a pole with a K"D or hori>ontal cross$arm then the 

+%

replacement unit shall be matched to the original so as not to change the general loo1 

of the line.

.nly in instances, where large sections of the line may reBuire replacement or the 

original design is no longer available or desirable, shall be contractor, with the 

permission the, replace the original cross$arm configuration with a new design.

The replacement cross$arm shall conform to the reBuirements of the fabrication section 

of this specification.

0=.0= O%$er Asso#'a%e, S%eelwor9

.ther steelwor1 may be reBuired for mounting line eBuipment such as (B &witch, 

surge arresters and /nsulators.

The contractor is e%pected to design the steelwor1 and to accompany the bid with the 

relevant drawing and substantiating design calculations.

The steel wor1 shall be fabricated from grade =: ( mild steel as per 

/&.4#4@:04G@C or /&$77@AGC? and it shall be hot dip galvani>ed as per the 

&urface Treatment section of this specification.

(ll reBuired fi%ing nuts, bolts and washers shall be supplied alongwith cross arms. 

0?.00 BO6TS AND NUTS

(ll bolts and nuts shall comply with /&. 7C7, EE?, EEE, =C?G4 and the washer shall 

conform with /&.4#4EEC. (ll hardware shall be galvani>ed as per the &urface 

Treatment. 

(ll bolts, studs, screw threads, pipe threads, bolts heads and nuts shall comply with 

the appropriate /ndian &tandards for metric threads, or the technical eBuivalent.

(ll bolts, nuts and washers placed in outdoor positions shall be treated to prevent 

corrosion and electrolytic action between dissimilar metals.

)rotective washers of suitable material shall be provided front and bac1 on the 

securing screws.

The dimensions and characteristics given are intended to describe typical /&. metric 

bolts, nuts and washers, such as are commonly used in the construction of distribution 

lines and other distribution plant and eBuipment. However , the bidder is free to 

propose alternative hardware.

6urthermore, it shall be the BidderDs responsibility to ensure that the bolts, screws, 

nuts, washers, clips, fasteners of any description and any other hardware, are capable 

of supporting the loads action on them, as per the bidderDs design, by wind, vibration 

and short circuit forces for all permitted line and plant duties.

The /&. metric galvani>ed blac1 he%agon bolts list in the table of Bolt Threaded Depth 

in this specification shall be used either as pole bolts, namely, where the bolt is 

reBuired to pass through the center of the pole, or as assembly bolts. The bolts shall 

comply with /&. 7C7, EE?,EEE, =C?G4 and shall also conform with the dimensions 

given in the table of Bolt Threaded Depth 9uts shall be in accordance with /&. 7C7, 

EE?,EEE,=C?G4.

0nless otherwise specified, each bolt shall be supplied with one full nut and one 

washer. /ndividual nuts may also be used for special purposes, such as loc1 nuts. 

These nuts shall also conform with /&. 7C7, EE?,EEE,=C?G4.

Bolt threaded length 

+;

D'a*e%er 6en&%$ :**; T$rea,e, 6en&%$ :**;

M7 E0

=0

700

770

7:0

7@0

:0

C0

C0

C0

C0

E0

M@ =0

=?

0

700

770

7:0

7@0

7E0

6ully Threaded

6ully Threaded

:E

C0

C0

C0

E0

E0

M70 =0

770

7E0

6ully Threaded

C0

E0

M77 =0 6ully Threaded

&crew threads shall be parallel throughout their length. They shall be so formed that, 

after galvani>ing, the nut can be easily screw by hand over the whole threaded length, 

without e%cessive play. Before dispatch from the wor1 s one washer shall be fitted to 

each bolt and a nut shall be screwed on the whole threaded length and left in this 

position.

0?.0 !er*'ss'2le 6oa,s

The safe wor1ing shear stress of bolts is E94mm

7

, with the area of the bolt measured 

at the root of the thread. The following table referenced Bolts &afe 5or1ing 'oads 

shows the ultimate tensile strength and the tensile stress areas, as per /&. 7C7, EE?, 

EEE, =C?G4 and the safe wor1ing tensile and safe wor1ing shear loads for the bolts 

covered by this specification. The ultimate shear strength has been assumed to be 

C?J of the ultimate tensile load and a factor of 7.? has been appliedA

Bolts safe wor1ing loads

Bolt &i>e 0ltimate 

Tensile 

&tress 

I94mm

7

;

Tensile 

&tress (rea 

Imm

7

;

0ltimate 

Tensile 

&trength 

I19;

&afe 

5or1ing 

Tensile 'oad 

I19;

&afe 

5or1ing 

&hear 'oad 

I19;

M7 :G7 E=.: ::.0? :.77 G.G

M@ :G7 ?C.0 @.?= 7=.@7 E.=@

M70 :G7 7=?.0 [email protected]= :E.=7 7E.E

0?.07 E=e Bol%s an, N"%s

M70 eye bolts shall preferably be of drop forged manufacture and shall be 

supplied complete with one full nut.

8yebolts shall be manufactured from steel to /&. 7C7, EE?, EEE, =C?G4 and 

shall meet the reBuirements for mechanical properties detailed in /&. 7C7, EE?, EEE, 

=C?G4.

5here a welding process is used in the manufacture, each eye bolt shall be 

individually proof tested by the manufacturer in accordance with /&. 7C7, EE?, EEE, 

=C?G4 to 7?J of its safe wor1ing tensile load that is to =E 19. The safe wor1ing 

tensile load shall be the ultimate a%ial tensile strength divided by the factor of safety of 

7.?.

+<

The eye shall be permanently and legibly stamped with the letter M8T#/C in 

letters not less than : mm high.

The safe wor1ing load of any eye bolt is that load which may be safely carried 

in an a%ial direction. /f loaded in any other direction the safe wor1ing load is reduced 

and reference shall be made to the following table for safe wor1ing loads of M70 eye 

bolts and eye nuts.

&afe wor1ing loads of M70 eye bolts and eye nuts

An&le 2e%ween D're#%'on o) 6oa, an, 

AF's o) Bol%

Sa)e 7or9'n& 6oa, :3N;

0

?

0

?

70

7?

:0

:?

=0

=?

?0

??

@0

@?

C0

C?

E0

E?

G0

:E.=7

:0.??

7?.?7

77.0?

G.?=

C.@C

@.7=

?.:

=.7@

:.?E

:.0@

7.@E

7.=0

7.7:

7.?

7.C

7.7E

7.=G

7.E

0?.0: T'e Ro,s

Tie rods shall be supplied with four full nuts. The material of the rods shall be steel to 

/&. 7C7, EE?, EEE, =C?G4 and shall meet the reBuirements for mechanical properties 

detailed in /&. 7C7, EE?,EEE, =C?G4. (ssociated nuts shall comply with /&. 7C7, EE?, 

EEE, =C?G4.

0?.0= 7as$ers

5ashers shall be of the following different types A

• #ound, flat, mild steel washers and having the dimensions shown in the following 

tableA #ound flat washer dimensions.

• Tapered, sBuared Icurved; malleable iron washers.

• &Buare Icurved; mild steel washersO

• &Buare, flat, mild steel washers, in accordance with /&.4#4EEC or /& F70@ A G@C.

• Tapered, D shaped, malleable iron washers, in accordance with /&.4#4EEC or /&$

70@AG@C.

Ro"n, )la% was$er ,'*ens'ons 

T=(e In%ernal D'a*e%er 

:**;

EF%ernal D'a*e%er 

:**;

T$'#9ness 

:**;

M7 = 7E 7.?

M@ E := :.0

M70 77 :G :.0

M77 7= == :.0

+=

These washers shall comply with /&.4#4EEC

0?.0? S#rews

&crews may beA

• Coach screws of galvani>ed mild steel, gimlet pointed, in accordance with B& 

=G=. the screws shall be 0mm in diameter and supplied in lengths of :Emm, 

C@mm and ?7mmO or

• #oundhead drive screws of galvani>ed mild steel, @: mm long and with @.: mm 

diameter and in accordance with B& =G=$.

*'

TEC-NICA6 S!ECIFICATION FOR 11 3. INSU6ATORS

0.00 SCO!E

This &pecification covers Design, 8ngineering, Manufacture, testing, inspection before 

dispatch, forwarding, pac1ing, transportation to site, /nsurance Iboth during transit & 

storage;, &torage, 8rection, &upervision, testing and commissioning of !" /nsulators 

for use in the networ1s of 98&C., .rissa.

The eBuipment offered shall have been successfully type testes and the design shall have 

been satisfactory operation for a period not less than five years on the date of bid 

opening. Compliance shall be demonstrated by submitting with the bid, Ii; authenticated 

copies of the type test reports and Iii; performance certificates from the users.

The scope of supply includes the provision of type test, #ates for type tests shall be given 

in the appropriate price schedule of the bidding document and will be considered for 

evaluation.

The insulators shall conform in all respects to highest standards of engineering, design, 

wor1manship, this specification and the latest revisions of relevant standards at the time 

of offer.

(ny departure from the provisions of this specification shall be disclosed in the 9on 

Compliance &chedule at the time of bidding.

07.00 STANDARDS

8%cept where modified by the specification, the /nsulators shall be designed, 

manufactured and tested in accordance with the latest editions of the following standards.

IECISOBS IS S"2Be#%

/8C 70 Dimensions of ball and soc1et coupling of string 

insulator units.

/8C :C7 IGE=; 'oc1ing devices for ball and soc1et couplings of string 

insulator units A Dimensions and tests.

/8C C70 Characteristics of the line post insulators 

/8C :E: /nsulators for overhead lines with a nominal voltage 

above 000".

/&$ C: )orcelain insulators for overhead power lines

/& F7=E@

I)art /, //, 

///;

&pecification for insulator fittings for overhead power 

lines with a nominal voltage greater than 000".

/8C 7C: Characteristics of indoor and outdoor insulators.

/& F 7?== )orcelain post insulators

/8C @E

Tests on post insulators 

/8C ?C? Thermal$mechanical performance test and mechanical 

performance test on string insulator units.

/8C ?C? Thermal$mechanical performance test and mechanical 

*1

performance test on string insulator units

/&$==? )orcelain insulators for '" overhead power lines

/&$ ?:00 &tay insulators

/&. E?0$ &hot blasting 

/& F@00? )hosphating of iron and steel

/&$7@:: Tests on galvani>ed steel

/&. =@0 /& F 7@7G Hot dip galvani>ing 

/8C 0G Composite /nsulators 

/8C :0? Characteristics of string insulators of the cap and pin type.

/8C =C Dimensions of clevis and tongue coupling of string 

insulator units.

/&. =@0

B& C7G

/& 7@7G &pecification for hot dip galvani>ed coatings on iron and 

steel articles.

This list is not be considered e%haustive and reference to a particular standard or 

recommendation in this specification does not relieve the Contractor of the necessity of 

providing the goods complying with other relevant standards or recommendations.

TEC-NICA6

The types of insulators described in this specification are intended to maintain the general 

loo1 of the e%isting networ1 and to ta1e advantage of the familiarity of the employerDs staff 

with these type of units. However, the Bidder, is free to ma1e alternative proposals.

/t shall be the Bidders responsibility to ensure that the insulators conform to or e%ceed both 

the mechanical electrical properties specified in this specification and all related 

international and /ndian &tandards.

The strength of the proposed insulators shall be capable of supporting the loads generated 

as per the BidderDs line design, by wind acting on the conductors and insulators, by 

conductor tensions for ma%imum windspan and worst design conditions and for all insulator 

duties and permitted line deviations.

0:.00 !IN INSU6ATORS 

No*'nal .ol%a&e

33 3. 11 3.

"isible discharge voltage 7C !" rms. G !" rms.

5et power freBuency one minute withstand voltage C? !" rms. :? !" rms.

)ower freBuency puncture voltage E0 !" rms. 0? !" rms.

/mpulse withstand voltage pea1 C0 !" pea1 C? !" pea1

Creepage distance E=0 mm :70 mm

)rotected creepage distance =70 mm $$

Minimum failing load up to conductor si>e 00 mm

7

0 !9

*(

0=.00 !er)or*an#e C$ara#%er's%'#s

The insulators shall be suitable for use on the 98&C. distribution system with 

conditions as shown in the sections on &ervice Conditions and &ystem Conditions. 

They shall conform to /8C C70 or /& C: and shall meet the following performance 

criteria 

0?.00 Ma%er'als 

The insulators used by the 8mployer at present are of the brown gla>ed porcelain type.

)orcelain in the line pin insulators shall be sound, free from cavities and other defect, 

thoroughly verified with uniform brown gla>e and have a high Buality smooth finish. The 

gla>e shall cover all the e%ternal parts of the insulator. The cement used shall not give 

rise to chemical reaction with metal fittings.

0?.0 Design and Construction 

The relevant vertical dimension shall be such that when combined with pin insulator 

spindle describe in technical specification for line fittings, the design reBuirements 

are the specified voltage level for conductor clearance from the cross arm shall be 

met.

The design shall be such that stresses due to e%pansion and contraction in any part of 

the insulator shall not lead to deterioration. )recautions shall be ta1en to avoid chemical 

reaction between cement and metal fittings by the choice of suitable materials or by the 

manufacturing method. &ingle piece insulator construction is preferred.

The insulating material shall not engage directly with hard metal. )in insulators shall be 

provided with a thimble of suitable material. Cement used in the insulator shall not 

cause fracture by e%pansion or loosening by contraction and proper care shall be ta1en 

to locate the individual parts correctly during cementing. The insulators shall have a 

center conductor groove.

0?.07 D'*ens'ons 

The Bidder shall guarantee that the dimensions and tolerances of the insulator offered 

are in accordance with the technical drawing submitted with the bid documents.

0?.0: Mar9'n&s

(ll insulators shall be clearly mar1ed with the name or trademar1 of the manufacturer, 

the minimum failing load in !9 and the month and year of manufacture. They shall also 

be mar1ed with the name of the 8mployer. These mar1ing shall be legible and indelible. 

The mar1ings may be printed or impressed, provided such impressions do not impair 

the performance of the insulator. Mar1ings shall be applied before firing.

*)

0?.0= Tes%s

Type, acceptance and routine tests shall be carried out and results given alongwith 

certification as appropriate in the Technical &chedule and Test Certificates &chedule of 

this specification. The insulators shall comply with the following tests as per /&$C:

0?.0? Type tests

The following type tests are reBuired A

• "isible discharge testO

• /mpulse voltage withstand testO

• 5et power freBuency voltage withstand test

• Mechanical failing load test

7= hour mechanical strength testO

0?.0@ A##e(%an#e Tes%s

The test samples having withstood the routine tests shall be sub3ected to the following 

tests according to the sampling procedure if /8C :E: clause 7:O

• "erification of dimensions

• 8lectro$mechanical failing load testO

• )uncture testO

• )orosity testO

• Test for galvani>ation of ferrous parts

0?.0C Ro"%'ne Tes%s

The following routine tests shall be conducted on each set and results are to be 

furnished for considerationA

• "isual e%amination 

• Tensile load testO

• )ower freBuency voltage test

[email protected] DISC INSU6ATOR

!er)or*an#e C$ara#%er's%'#s 

9ominal "oltage

:: !" !"

Minimum number of discs is string

:



"isible discharge voltage 7C!" rms. G !" rms.

5et power freBuency one minute 

withstand voltage

C?!" rms. :? !" rms.

)ower freBuency puncture voltage .: times the actual dry flashover voltage of the 

unit

/mpulse withstand voltage pea1 C0 !" C? !" 

Minimum creepage distance E=0 mm :70 mm

Minimum protected creepage 

distance 

=70 mm $$

Minimum mechanical failing load for 

conductor si>es of 7:7 MM

7

(((C

70 !9 70 !9

E0 & 00 mm7 G0 G0

*+

[email protected]

?? mm7 C0 C0

[email protected] Ma%er'als

The disc insulators used by the 8mployer at present are of the brown gla>ed 

porcelain type.

/nsulators shall be of the cap and pin type and the insulating material shall be brown 

gla>ed aluminous porcelain. The porcelain used in the manufacture of shells and shall be 

sound, free from defects, thoroughly vitrified and smoothly gla>ed. The finished porcelain 

shall be gla>ed in brown colour. The gla>e shall cover all e%posed parts of the insulator 

and shall have a good luster, smooth surface and good performance under the e%treme 

weather conditions of a tropical climate. /t shall not be crac1ed or chipped by ageing 

under the specified service conditions. The gla>e shall have the same coefficient of 

e%pansion as of the porcelain body throughout the wor1ing temperature range. Cement 

used in the construction of the insulators shall not cause fracture by e%pansion or 

loosening by contraction and proper care shall be ta1en to locate the individual parts 

correctly during cementing.

[email protected]: Des'&n an, Cons%r"#%'on

The design shall be such that stresses due to e%pansion and contraction in any part of the 

insulator shall not lead to deterioration. )recautions shall be ta1en to avoid chemical 

reaction between cement and metal fittings, either by choice of suitable materials, or by 

the manufacturing method.

The design of the insulators shall be such that the shell shall not engage directly with 

hard metal. 5hen units are coupled together there shall be no contact between the shell 

of one unit and metal of the ne%t ad3acent unit. 

)in and Cap shall be designed to transmit the mechanical stresses to the shell by 

compression and develop uniform mechanical strength in the insulator. The cap shall be 

circular with the inner and outer surfaces concentric, of such design that it will not yield or 

distort under load conditions.

The pin ball shall move freely in the cap soc1et but without danger of accidental 

uncoupling during erection or in position. The design of the disc should be such that 

stresses due to e%pansion or contraction in any part of the insulator shall not lead to 

deterioration.

The loc1ing devices shall be so formed that when set there shall be no ris1 of the loc1ing 

device being displaced accidentally under any conditions. 9othing but e%treme 

deformation of the loc1ing device shall allow separation of the insulator units or fittings. 

The hole for the security clip shall be countersun1 and the force reBuired to pull the clip 

into its unloc1ed position shall not be less than ?0 9 I ? !g ; or more than 7?0 9 I7? !g.; 

'oc1ing devices when in position shall be independent of rotation, and the efficiency of 

the loc1ing shall be independent of the degree of opening applied to the loc1ing device 

after insertion. The loc1ing device shall be of austenitic stainless steel or phosphor 

bron>e and of the same design for all the complete insulator sets.

)in shall be made of drop forged steel and caps shall be made of malleable cast iron, 

spheroid graphite iron or drop forged steel. )ins and caps shall be duly hot dip galvani>ed 

and shall not be made by 3ointing, welding, shrin1 fitting or any other process from more 

than one piece of material. The finished product shall be free from crac1s and air$holes, 

and shall be of such Buality so as to comply with the reBuirements of this &pecification.

**

/nsulator units after assembly shall be concentric and co$a%ial within limits as permitted 

by the relevant &tandards. 

[email protected]= Corros'on !ro%e#%'on an, F'n's$

6errous parts, unless of stainless steel, shall be hot dip galvani>ed in accordance with B& 

F C7G or /& A7@7G. However, the minimum weight of >inc deposited generally shall be 

@0g4sB.m. which is eBuivalent to a minimum average thic1ness of coating of E? micron 

IRm;.

[email protected]? D'*ens'ons 

The dimensions of ball and soc1et insulators shall be in accordance with the 

standard dimensions stated in /&A 7=E@$ I)art$//; 4 /8C $ 70. The dimensions 

shall be chec1ed by appropriate gauge after galvani>ing.

The bidder shall guarantee that the dimensions and tolerances of the insulator offered 

are in accordance with the drawing which shall accompany the bid documents.

(ll components shall comply with the relevant standards.

[email protected]@ Mar9'n&s 

(ll insulators shall be clearly mar1ed with the name or trademar1 of the manufacturer and the 

year of manufacture. /n addition each unit shall be mar1ed with the specified mechanical or 

electromechanical failing load. These mar1ings shall be legible and indelible. The mar1ings 

may be printed or impressed provided such impressions do not impair the performance of the 

insulator. Mar1ings shall be applied before firing.

.ne 0 mm. thic1 ring of suitable Buality of paint shall be mar1ed on the cap of each 

insulator of particular strength for easy identification of the type of insulator. The paint shall 

not have any deteriorating effect on the insulator performance. Different colour codes shall 

be used as identification mar1 for different insulators.

[email protected] Asso#'a%e, -ar,ware

The hardware for insulator strings with disc insulators together with ball and soc1et fittings 

shall be of standard design, so that units are interchangeable with each other and suitable for 

use with disc insulator of any ma1e conforming to relevant /ndian or /nternational &tandard.

[email protected] Se#"r'%= #l'(s 

&ecurity clips for use with ball and soc1et coupling shall be 5$shaped type which provides 

positive loc1ing of the coupling as per /&A7=E@ F I)art$///; 4 /8C A :C7. The legs of the security 

clips shall be spread after assembly in the wor1s to prevent complete withdrawal from the 

soc1et. The loc1ing device shall be resilient, corrosion resistant and of suitable mechanical 

strength. There shall be no ris1 of the loc1ing device being displaced accidentally or being 

rotated when in position. 0nder no circumstances shall be loc1ing devices allow separation 

of fittings.

&plit pins shall be used with bolts and nuts. The Bidder must note that 7.?J e%tra fasteners 

are to be supplied without any e%tra cost to the 8mployer to deal with losses during erection.

[email protected] Tes%s

*%

Type, acceptance and routine tests shall be carried out and results given alongwith 

certification as appropriate in the Technical Data &chedule and Test Certificates &chedule of 

this specification. 

[email protected] T=(e %es%s

The following type tests are reBuired A

• "isible discharge testO

• /mpulse voltage withstand testO

• 5et power freBuency voltage withstand test

• 8lectro$mechanical failing load test for string insulator units Iporcelain type;

• 7=hours mechanical strength testO

0@.

A##e(%an#e Tes%s

The test samples having withstood the routine tests shall be sub3ected to the following tests 

according to the sampling procedure of /8C :E: clause 7: A

• "erification of dimensions

• 7= hour mechanical strength testO

• 8lectro$mechanical failing load test for string insulator units Iporcelain type;

• )uncture testO

• )orosity test Iporcelain only ;O

• Test for galvani>ation of ferrous parts

[email protected] Ro"%'ne %es%s

The following routine tests shall be conducted on each set and results are to be furnished for 

consideration A

• "isual e%aminationO

• Tensile load testO

• )ower freBuency voltage testO

0C.00 !OST INSU6ATOR FOR !RIMAR5 SUBSTATIONS 

0C.0 !os% Ins"la%or :#la*( %o( %=(e;

Bidders may offer substation designs using post insulators of the clamp top type. The 

insulators shall be suitable for use in 98&C. primary substations with conditions as shown 

in the sections on &ervice Conditions and &ystem Conditions.

They shall conform to /8C 7C: or /& 7?== and shall meet the following performance criteriaA

9ormal "oltage ::!" !"

"isible discharge voltage 7C !" rms. G !" rms.

5et and dry power freBuency one minute 

withstands voltage.

C? !" rms. :? !" rms.

)ower freBuency puncture withstand 

voltage

.: times the actual 

dry flashover voltage.

.: times the actual 

dry flashover 

voltage.

/mpulse withstand voltage pea1 C0 !" pea1 C? !" pea1

Minimum creep age distance E=0 mm :E0 mm

*;

Minimum protected creep age distance =70 mm $

Minimum failing load Ibending; 7.? !9 7.? !9

Minimum failing load Itorsion; 7000 9mQ 700 9mQ

Q 5hile these are the minimum failing loads acceptable to the employer, it shall be the 

bidderDs responsibility to ensure that the mechanical strength of the offered insulators 

shall be capable of insulators, by conductor tensions for ma%imum wind span and 

worst design conditions and for all insulator duties and permitted line deviations. 

The Bidder shall Buote the ma1e, type of insulation material, metal fittings along with 

cantilever, torsion, tension and compression strengths.

The porcelain shall be sound, free form defects thoroughly vitrified and smoothly 

gla>ed to give a brown colored finish. The gla>e shall cover all e%posed parts of the 

insulator and shall have a good luster, smooth surface and good performance under 

the e%treme weather conditions of a tropical climate. /t shall not be crac1ed or chipped 

by ageing under the specified service conditions. The gla>e shall have the same 

coefficient of e%pansion as of the porcelain body throughout the wor1ing temperature 

range. The cement used shall not give rise to chemical reaction with metal fittings.

0C.07 Tes%s

Type, acceptance and routine tests shall be carried out and results given alongwith 

certification as appropriate in the Technical Data &chedule and Test Certificates &chedule 

of this specification.

0C.0: T=(e Tes%s

The following type tests are reBuired A

• "isible discharge testO

• /mpulse voltage withstand testO

• Dry power freBuency voltage withstand test

• 5et power freBuency voltage withstand test

o Mechanical strength test for post insulators as per /8C @E 4 /& 7?==O

0C.0= A##e(%an#e %es%s

The test samples having withstood the routine tests shall be sub3ected to the following 

tests according to the sampling procedure of /8C :E: clause 7:O

• "erification of dimensions

• Temperature cycle test

• Mechanical strength test for post insulators as per /8C @E4 /& 7?==O

• )orosity test on post insulatorsO

• )uncture test

*<

Test for galvani>ation of ferrous parts

0C.0? Ro"%'ne Tes%s

The following routine tests shall be conducted on each set and results are to be 

furnished for consideration A

• "isual e%amination 

• )ower freBuency voltage dry testO

• Tests to prove mechanical strength.

0E.00 STA5 INSU6ATORS :11 3.;

The insulators shall be suitable for use on the NESCO distribution system with 

conditions as shown in the sections on &ervice Conditions and &ystem 

Conditions !" &tay insulators shall be used on '." stays.

0E.0 !er)or*an#e C$ara#%er's%'# s$all 2e s%r'#%l= as (er rele+an% IS.

0E.07

Materials 

The insulators shall be brown gla>ed porcelain. 

0E.0: Des'&n

The bidder shall guarantee than the dimensions and tolerance of the insulators offered are 

in accordance with the drawing which shall accompany the bid documents.

The insulators shall be used with C4E &5- IC4=.00 mm ; steel stay wire, having an overall 

diameter of 7.7 mm and tensile strength of C0 1gf4sB. mm. The insulators shall be 

suitable for use having a minimum stay wire hole diameter of 77 mm and be such that a 

straight stay wire can be passed through it.

0E.0= Mar9'n&s

(ll insulators shall be clearly mar1ed with the name or trademar1 of the manufacturer and 

the year of manufacture. These mar1ings shall be legible and indelible. The mar1ings may 

be printed or impressed, provided such impressions do not impair the performance of the 

insulator. Mar1ing shall be applied before firing. 

0E.0? Tes%s

The insulators shall be sub3ected to the following type, acceptance and routine tests in 

accordance with /& F?:00 A G@G.

0E.0@ T=(e Tes%s

The following type tests are reBuiredA

• Dry power freBuency voltage withstand testO

• 5et power freBuency voltage withstand testO

• Mechanical strength testO

0E.0C A##e(%an#e %es%s

The test samples having withstood the routine tests shall be sub3ected to the following 

tests according to the sampling procedure of /8C :E: clause 7:O

.er')'#a%'on o) ,'*ens'ons

• Mechanical or 8lectro F Mechanical failing load testO

Mechanical load shall be applied under conditions reproducing service conditions as 

closely as possible.

• )orosity testO

)ower freBuency puncture test.

0E.0E #outine Tests

The following routine tests shall be conducted on each insulatorA

• "isual e%amination 

• Mechanical load test.

*=

TEC-NICA6 S!ECIFICATION FOR 11 3. 6INE FITTIN4S

0.00 SCO!E

This &pecification covers Design, 8ngineering, Manufacture, testing, inspection before 

dispatch, forwarding, pac1ing, transportation to site, /nsurance Iboth during transit & 

storage;, &torage, 8rection, &upervision, testing and commissioning of !" 'ine 

6ittings for use in the networ1s of 98&C., .rissa.

The eBuipment offered shall have been successfully type tested and the design shall 

have been in satisfactory operation for a period not less than two years on the date of 

bid opening. 6ittings which are components of insulator assemblies shall have been in 

satisfactory operation for a period not less than five years. 8%amples of such fittings are 

spindles for pin insulators, and hoo1s, conductor clamps, armour rods, and yo1e plates 

for strain and suspension disc insulators. Compliance shall be demonstrated by 

submitting with the bid Ii; authenticated copies of the type test reports and Iii; 

performance certificates from the users. 

The scope of supply includes the provision of type tests. #ates for type tests shall be 

given in the appropriate price schedule of the bidding document and will be considered 

for evaluation.

The line fittings shall conform in all respects to highest standards of engineering, design, 

wor1manship, this specification and the latest revisions of relevant standards at the time 

of offer.

07.00 STANDARDS

8%cept where modified by the specification, the fittings shall be designed, manufactured 

and tested in accordance with the latest editions of the following standards.

IECISO or o%$er 

In%erna%'onal 

S%an,ar, 

IS T'%le

/&$7=E@ Metal fittings of insulators

/&.4#4@:04G@C /&$70@7AGG7 &teel for general structural purposes

/&. 70G7 F47 /&$?0E7 AGE 5rought aluminum and aluminum alloys

D/9 @CG@ Conical washers

/8C 7E=

/&$77 .verhead power line fittings

B& :7EE

/nsulator and Conductor fittings performance 

%'

/8C 0EG

/& F:GE (luminum conductors 

/8C ?07

/nsulated power cables F:: !"

(&TM D000

/8C =?=

Test methods of pressure sensitive, adhesive 

coated taps for electrical and electronic 

applications 

B& E:

-eneral purpose -alvanised &teel 5ire

B& ==7G

Turnbuc1les for general engineering purposes 

B& 89 07E$ A 

GG=

Mechanical tests on steel wire

/&. G000

Muality Management &ystems 

/&. E?0$

&hot blasting 

/& F@00? )hosphating of iron and steel

/&. =@0 /& F7@7G Hot dip galvani>ing 

/&$ 7@:: -alvanised steel tests 

B& G7= Tests on materials before stabili>ation

/&. @E, 7@, 7@7, 

C7=, G@?4, G@?4:, 

B&$ :@=:

Metric screw threads

B& :EC &crewed and &oc1eted steel tubes

/& F7= Hot dip galvani>ed stay strand 

This list is not be considered e%haustive and reference to a particular standard or 

recommendation in this specification does not relieve the Contractor of the necessity of 

providing the goods complying with other relevant standards or recommendations.

4ENERA6

0:.00 This specification covers the design, manufacture, testing, supply, delivery and 

performance reBuirements of insulator fittings 4 hardware, conductor splices, terminating 

connectors, binding and stay wire materials as reBuired by the lines. 

The dimensions and characteristics given in this specification are intended to described 

typical distribution overhead line fittings and hardware which will maintain the general 

loo1 of the e%isting networ1 and will ta1e advantage of the availability of tools and the 

familiarity of the employers staff with these 1ind of arrangements.

However, the bidder is free to propose alternative fittings and hardware provided the bid 

respects the general reBuirements of this specification.

6urthermore, it will be the bidderDs responsibility to ensure that all the fittings, hardware 

and accessories are capable of supporting the mechanical and electrical loads imposed 

on them by climatic conditions, conductor tensions and structure loads under worst 

design conditions as stated in the specification. 

The bidder is referred to the associated 98&C. Technical &pecifications for additional 

information.

%1

0=.00 INSU6ATOR FITTIN4S AND -ARD7ARE

/nsulator fittings and hardware for use in line terminations or anchor points shall be 

capable of withstanding a tension force at least eBual to the brea1ing loads of the 

insulators which are as followsA

0=.0 Con,"#%ors no*'nal 2rea9'n& loa,

Con,"#%or A#%"al AAAC 

#ross se#%'onal 

area :**

2

;

No*'nal Brea9'n& 

6oa,:3N; o) 

Con,"#%or

No*'nal Brea9'n& 

6oa, :3N;o) 

Ins"la%or

#abbit 8Buivalent ?? (((C @.0: C0 !9

#acoon 8Buivalent E0 (((C 7:.= G0 !9

Dog 8Buivalent 00 (((C 7G.7@ G0 !9

)anther 8Buivalent 7:7 (((C @E.0? 70 !9

0=.07 D's# Ins"la%or F'%%'n&s 

The insulators shall be cap and pin type with ball and soc1et couplings. The hardware for 

insulator strings, whether suspension or strain insulators, together with ball and soc1et 

fittings shall be of standard design. This hard wares shall be interchangeable and suitable 

for use with disc insulators of any ma1e conforming to relevant /ndian and /nternational 

&tandards.

6ully dimensioned drawing of the complete insulator string hardware and their 

components parts should show clearly the following arrangements.

. (ttachment of hanger or strain plate

7. &uspension assembly.

:. Dead end assembly

=. 2o1e plates.

?. Hardware fittings of ball and soc1et type for interconnecting units to the yo1e plate.

@. (nchor lin1s for connection of tension strings to cross arms with suitable fittings.

@.7. Ia; Ball and soc1et designation

The designation should be in accordance with the standard dimensions stated in /&A 7=E@ 

IpartF// ;4 /8C A 70. The dimensions shall be chec1ed by appropriate gauge after 

galvani>ing .



0=.0: Ball En,e, -oo9s 

Ball ended hoo1s , together with section straps, shall be used to attach the ball and soc1et 

chain of insulators to the angle, section and end pole cross arm.

Ball ended hoo1s shall be manufactured to comply with /&.4#4@:04G@C or /& F 

707@AGG7 and shall be hot dip galvani>ed to conform with the section on &urface 

Treatment in this specification .The dimensions of the ball ended hoo1 shall be 

compatible with those of the section strap.

%(

0=.0= U Bol% S$a#9les 

5here the reBuirements of the line design reBuires a double set of tension insulators, 

then a 0 bolt shac1le, together with a ball ended eye lin1 and a soc1et clevis, may 

be used to attach a combination of dual yo1e plates, double chain of tension 

insulators and conductor clamp to the cross$arm of the pole.

0 bolt shac1les shall be made to comply with /&.4#4@:04G@C or /& F 70@7 AGG7 and 

shall be hot dip galvani>ed to conform with the section on &urface Treatment.

The dimensions of the 0 bolt shac1le shall be compatible with those of the ball ended 

eye lin1 and the crossarm, specified in the 98&C. specification. 

0=.0? Ball En,e, E=e 6'n9s

5here the reBuirements of the line design reBuires a double set of tension insulators, a 

ball ended eye lin1, together with an 0 bolt shac1le and a soc1et clevis, shall be 

used to attach a combination of dual yo1e plates, double chain of tension 

insulators and conductor clamp to the cross$arm of the intermediate H pole. /n 

general, ball ended eye lin1s shall be used to attach ball and soc1et combinations 

to other associated hardware.

Ball ended eye lin1s shall be made to comply with /&.4#4@:04G@C or /&$70@7AGG7 and 

shall be hot dip galvani>ed to conform with the section on &urface Treatment.

The dimensions of the ball ended eye lin1 shall be compatible with those of the 

insulators and those of the 0 bolt and soc1et clevis.

0=.0@ So#9e% Cle+'ses

&oc1et clevises may be used at :: !" and !" termination points to attach the 

compressed termination to the closest insulator in the chain. They shall also be 

used where lines reBuire a duplicate chain of tension or suspension insulators. /n 

this case a soc1et clevis may be reBuired to attach the bottom insulator to the 

bottom dual yo1e plate and the ball ended hoo1 or eye lin1 to the top dual yo1e 

plate.

&oc1et clevises shall be made to comply with /&.4#4@:04G@C or /& F70@7AGG7 and all 

ferrous parts shall be hot dip galvani>ed in conformity with the section on surface 

treatment. The soc1et clevises shall be delivered complete with phosphor bron>e 

security clip, mild steel pin and washer and stainless steel split pin.

The dimensions of the soc1et clevis shall be compatible with the ball end in strain 

insulator pins and in other hardware and with the dimensions of the dual yo1e plate.

0=.0C D"al 5o9e !la%es

Dual yo1e plates may be used where :: !" line reBuire a duplicate chain of tension or 

suspension insulators. The dual yo1es may be reBuired to attach the insulators to 

the cross$arm on the one hand and to the conductor termination or suspension 

clamp on the other.

%)

Dual yo1e plates shall be made to comply with /&.4#4@:04G@C or /&$70@7AGG7 and all 

ferrous part shall be hot dip galvani>ed in conformity with the section on surface 

treatment.

The dimensions of the dual yo1e plate shall be compatible with those of the ball elevis 

and of the soc1et clevis, respectively.

0=.0E

Ball Cle+'ses

Ball clevises may be used where lines reBuire a duplicate chain of tension of suspension 

insulators. The ball clevises may be reBuired to attach the first insulator in the chain to 

the first dual yo1e plate.

Ball clevises shall be made to comply with /&.4#4@:04G@C or /&$70@7AGG7 and all 

ferrous parts shall be hot dip galvani>ed in conformity with the section on surface 

treatment. The ball clevises shall be delivered complete with mild steel pin and washer 

and stainless steel split pin. 

The dimensions of the ball clevis shall be compatible with those of the dual yo1e plate.

0=.0G So#9e% Ton&"es 

&oc1et tongues may be sued where lines reBuire a duplicate chain of suspension 

insulators. The soc1et tongue may be reBuired to attach the suspension clamp to 

the lower dual yo1e plate by means of a ball ended eye lin1. (lternatively, the 

suspension clamp may be attached directly to the dual yo1e plate.

&oc1et tongues shall be made to comply with /&.4#4@:04G@C or /&$70@7AGG7 and all 

ferrous parts shall be hot dip galvani>ed in conformity with the section on surface 

treatment. The soc1et tongues shall be delivered complete with phosphor bron>e 

security clip.

The dimensions of the soc1et tongue shall be compatible with those of the suspension 

clamp.

0=.0 !'n Ins"la%or F'%%'n&s

0?.00 Ins"la%or !'n

)in insulator pins shall be made from grade =:( steel complying with /&.4#4@:04G@C or 

/& F 70@7AGG7 and shall be hot dip galvani>ed to conform with the section on &urface 

Treatment. The pins shall also comply with the reBuirements of /& F 7=E@ Iparts & 7 ;

The collar which is reBuired in straight pins shall not be welded to the stal1. The 

complete pin shall be forged out of a single piece of material. The lower surface of the 

collar must be perpendicular to the a%is of the stal1.

8ach straight pin shall be fitted with one he%agonal /&. metric nut and washer comply 

with the section reference Bolts, 9uts and 5ashers in the 98&C. specification.

The threads shall cover the whole of the stal1 to ensure that the same pin insulator can 

be used both on channel and angle cross$arms. They shall be /&. metric complying with 

/&. @E, 7@, 7@7,C7=, G@?4, G@?4: coarse threaded series, and shall be formed before 

galvani>ing to such a depth that , in the finished state, the nut can be easily screwed by 

hand over the whole threaded length of the pin without e%cessive play. The bid shall 

state by what process the threads are formed.

0?.0 11 3. !'n 'ns"la%or

%+

The !" pin insulator assembly complete is for use with the reBuisite cross$arm and 

structure in an intermediate or light angle pole position. The galvani>ed steel pin 

when used with the !" pin insulator described in the 98&C. specification of :: 

!", !" /nsulators, the combination shall meet the following reBuirementsA

• Conductor clearance to cross$arm shall be a minimum of 770 mmO

• The minimum creepage distance shall be not less than :70 mmO

• The insulator pin shall fit the steel channel or angle cross$arms outlined in the 

specification.

• 5hen fitted to the steel channel or angle cross$arms shall have a mechanical 

failing load IM6'; of at least , 0 !9.

• The deflection of the top of the pin at the specified failing load shall be less than 

.? mm.

However, the strength of the proposed insulator assembly shall be capable of supporting 

the loads generated as per the BidderDs line design, by wind acting on the conductor and 

insulators, by conductor tensions for ma%imum wind span and worst design conditions 

and for all insulator duties and permitted line deviations. Design calculations shall 

determine the strength of the insulator assembly offered.

[email protected] TERMINATIONS AND CONNECTORS 

(ll splice or termination connectors shall be capable of being used with (((C 

conductors complying with the 98&C. Technical &pecification for all (luminum (lloy 

Conductors, the si>es stipulated in this specification.

The barrel of each fitting shall be pac1ed with an abrasive, neutral, high melting point, 

soft grease and shall be delivered with the ends sealed. The Buantity of grease shall be 

appro%imately half the volume of the bore.

The bore shall be tapered at each end for a distance of ? mm. Tension splices shall be 

chamfered off leaving a minimum wall thic1ness at the ends of 7 mm.

(ll straight through tension and non tension connectors shall be provided with a 

conductor stop at the center of the tube.

/n the lug terminals, the palm faces shall be flat and the barrel length shall correspond to 

half the appropriate non tension connector.

/f lugs have to be used with )"C covered conductors, an additional barrel length of 70 

mm shall be provided and the lugs counter bored to accommodate the )"C covering.

The palm faces of the lug connections shall be protected with an oil impregnated 

strippable plastic or other suitable coating.

The ma%imum tolerance in connector tubes shall be L 0.? mm in internal and e%ternal 

diameters and L0.:? mm in concentricity.

The connectors offered shall be suitable for application by compression.

(ll terminations and splices shall be capable of being made with hand operated 

compression tool. The dies shall be removable from and interchangeable with the 

respective tools. 6or all (((C conductors up to a cross section of 00 MM

7

die$less 

compression tools can be used.

%*

( one piece tension connector shall be used and it shall be possible to compress the 

aluminum conductor without a reBuirement for destranding.

(ll connectors shall perform without distress under normal, cyclic loading and fault 

conditions and shall not limit the rating of the conductor on which they are used.

Conductor connectors shall be able to accommodate typical variations in dimensions of 

conductors supplied by different manufacturers and shall be of a material which will not 

react chemically with the conductors to which they are attached.

Tension connectors for use in line terminations of anchor points shall be capable of 

withstanding a tension force of at least G0J of the brea1ing loads of the conductors as 

given in the section referenced Conductors nominal brea1ing loads in this specification.

[email protected] Tens'on or Dea, En, Ter*'na%'ons 

These terminations shall be manufactured from aluminium and be of the compression 

type, factory filled with a special grease compound to give optimum electrical and 

mechanical performance. They shall be used to terminate the main conductor under 

full tension at heavy angle, section and end pole position.

Con,"#%or 

All Al"*'n'"* Allo= 

Con,"#%or Cross 

Se#%'on :**

2

O+erall D'a*e%er :**;

#abbit 8Buivalent ?? (((C G.=?

#econ 8Buivalent E0 (((C .=:

Dog 8Buivalent 00 (((C 7.CE

)anther 8Buivalent 7:7 (((C G.C0

The dead end assembly shall be compression type with 3umper connection terminal at 

one end. The 3umper terminal shall be set such that the 3umper will leave the clamp at 

an angle of @0 degrees to the a%is of the main conductor. The area of bearing surface 

on all the connections shall be sufficient to ensure positive electrical and mechanical 

contact and avoid local heating due to /

7

# losses. The resistance to the clamp when 

compressed on conductor shall not be more than C?J of the resistance of eBuivalent 

length of conductor.

Die compression areas shall be clearly mar1ed on each dead$end assembly designed 

for continuous die compressions and shall bear the words KC.M)#8&& 6/#&TD 

suitably inscribed near the point on each assembly where the compression begins. /f 

the dead end assembly is designed for intermittent die compressions it shall bear 

identification mar1s KC.M)#8&&/.9 S.98D (9D K9.9$C.M)#8&&/.9 S.98D 

distinctly with arrow mar1s showing the direction of compressions and 1nurling mar1s 

showing the end of the >ones. The letters, number and other mar1ings on the finished 

clamp shall be distinct and legible.

The assembly shall not permit slipping of damage to or failure of the complete 

conductor or any part thereof at a load less than G0J of the ultimate tensile strength of 

the respective conductors.

[email protected] Non Tens'on Ter*'na%'ons

These fittings shall consist of palm type lug terminals and shall be used to terminate line 

3umpers and other non tension conductors on to eBuipment terminals, such as pole 

mounted transformers. 'ugs shall be of two typesA aluminium and bimetal. /n the bimetal 

lugs the bimetal 3unction within the palm shall be of such design as to afford adeBuate 

protection against electrolytic corrosion.

(ll bolts, nuts and washers used to connect aluminium lugs shall be made of galvani>ed 

steel. 'ugs with an aluminium palm shall be supplied with conical washers. The 

conical washer shall conform to D/9 @CG@ or eBuivalent.

%%

The lugs shall be suitable for conductors having overall diameters as shown in the above 

table.

'ugs shall be suitable for fitting to 0 mm , : mm and C mm studs and the lug palm 

shall be of adeBuate dimension to accommodate the current rating of the conductor.

[email protected]: Tens'on Conne#%ors

Tension connectors shall be used for ma1ing conductor splices under full tension and 

shall consist of an aluminium sleeve, factory filled with a special grease compound to give 

optimum electrical and mechanical performance.

These connectors shall be capable of being used to ma1e splices in midspan and shall 

therefore be capable of supporting tension loads at least eBual to the ma%imum conductor 

brea1ing load, as listed in table reference Conductor nominal brea1ing load in this 

specification.

The fullest possible use shall be made of ma%imum conductor lengths and therefore 

tension 3oints shall be minimi>ed but where they are not avoidable they shall 

preferably of the compression type and in accordance with the reBuirement of /8C$

7E=, /& F77 and /& F7=E@.

[email protected]= Non Tens'on Conne#%ors

9on tension connectors comprise tap off connectors and straight through non tension 

connectors.

The tap off connectors shall be used for branching off a main line and shall consist of a 

*C, shaped barrel which can be compressed on to the main conductor and in electrical 

contact with another closed barrel, holding the branch conductor forming a tee 

configuration. Both the closed and *C, shaped barrels shall be factory filled with a special 

grease compound to give optimum electrical and mechanical performance.

The straight through non tension connectors shall be used to splice 3umpers and other 

non tension conductors and shall consist of an aluminium sleeve, factory filled with a 

special grease compound to give optimum electrical and mechanical performance. They 

shall preferably be of the compression type.

The range of connectors shall be of the (((C listed in the section on Tension 

Terminations in this specification.

[email protected]? Co*(ress'on Tool'n&

The range of connectors offered for conductors up to and including 7:7 mm

7

(((C shall 

be capable of being compressed by a hand operated tool. The employer is already 

committed to the use of die$less hand operated mechanical compression tools on 

overhead line wor1. 0se of this method of 3ointing will be preferred. However where 

the bidder offers other types of compression 3ointing and connecting systems, details 

of the tools, dies and methods shall be submitted with the bid.

6ull details of 3ointing methods and Buality control system shall be included in the Muality 

(ssurance )lan.

[email protected]@ Ma%er'als 

%;

The aluminum portion in all connectors shall be GG.?J pure aluminum, conforming with /& 

F ?0E7A GEA 5rought aluminum and alloy bars.

Compounds and greases for improving contact between connectors and conductor 

strands shall used. They shall however, be chemically neutral to the connector and 

conductor materials and must be present in position in the delivered connectors.

The Buantity of grease shall be appro%imately half the volume of the bore. (s a rule of 

thumb to chec1 that sufficient Buantity is present, grease should be sBuee>ed out of 

the conductor barrel entry point as the conductor is fully inserted. The grease in the 

connectors shall be protected from accumulating dust and other debris by means of 

plastic plugs, or eBuivalent. 

[email protected] Mar9'n&s 

The manufacturerDs name or trademar1 shall be clearly stamped on every fitting.

/n addition, the following information shall be provided on connectorsA

• Metric conductor si>e for which the connector is suitableO

• The die number suitable for compressing the connectorO

• The points on the connector surface to be compressedO

• The seBuence of die action i.e the order in which different parts of the connector 

shall be compressedO

• The insertion length for the conductor with the location of any bloc1ed off 

portions in the connector center.

(ll mar1ings shall be legible and indelible.

[email protected] Tes%s

[email protected] T=(e %es%s

The mechanical type test shall comply with B& :7EE part , whereas the electrical type 

test shall conform with /8C 7E=4/& F 7=E@

[email protected] Tens'le %=(e %es%s on %ens'on #onne#%ors.

6or these tests a connector shall be compressed onto the 8mployerDs conductor in 

accordance with the manufacturerDs installation instructions. The assembly shall be 

mounted in a tensile test rig and anchored in a manner appro%imating, as nearly as 

possible, the arrangement to be used in service, precautions being ta1en to avoid 

conductor bird caging. The length of conductor between the connector and any other 3oint 

or clamp in the test assembly shall be not less than 00 times the overall diameter of the 

conductor. 

( tensile load of ?0J of the brea1ing load of the conductor shall be applied and the 

conductor mar1ed in such a way that movement relative to the connector can easily 

be detected. The tensile load shall be steadily increased to G?J of the brea1 load of 

the conductor and then reduced to G0J and maintained at that level for one minute. 

During this period there shall be no movement of the conductor relative to the 

connector and no connector failure.

The load shall then be steadily increased until failure occurs. The load reading at which 

the failure occurs shall be recorded as a percentage of the nominal brea1ing load of the 

conductor.

This test shall be repeated successfully on three identical connectors. 

0@. Tens'le %=(e %es%s on non %ens'on #onne#%ors.

%<

This test shall be similar to the tensile test on tension connectors, e%cept that the one 

minute test will ta1e place at 0J of the nominal brea1ing load of the conductor. 

6or tap off connectors the tension shall be applied between the main and the tap off 

conductor and failure shall be recorded as a percentage of the nominal brea1ing load of 

the tap off rather than the main conductor. 

[email protected] Ele#%r'#al %=(e %es%s

These tests shall be in accordance with the full electrical reBuirements of the latest edition 

of /8C 7E=4/&$7=E@

0@.: A##e(%an#e Tes%s 

&ample tests are intended to verify the Buality of the materials and wor1manship. They 

are made on connectors ta1en at random from batches about to be delivered. /f reBuired 

the sample test shall be carried out on a sample of 0.= percent of the Buantity in the 

consignment sub3ect to a minimum of three units.

/n the event of a sample not meeting the test reBuirements, twice the original number of 

samples shall be tested. /f all these samples meet the test reBuirements the consignment 

will be acceptable, but if any fail to do so, the consignment in total will be deemed to be 

unacceptable and shall be re3ected.

&ample inspection however will be carried out, during which the following reBuirements 

shall be chec1ed out on the chosen connector samplesA

• That the connector dimensions correspond with those shown on the manufactureDs 

drawing. The ma%imum tolerance allowable shall be L7JO

That the ends of the connectors are suitably chamfered or coned to facilitate insertion of 

the conductors without damageO

• That the connectors are smooth, seamless and free from any defects li1ely to 

cause them to be unsatisfactory in serviceO

• That all identification mar1s are clearly legibleO

• That galvani>ed parts are in accordance with the section on &urface TreatmentO

• That adeBuate Buantities of grease are present in the connectors.

The number of samples to be chec1ed shall be determined by the following algorithm A

s N = for 00TnT?00

s N =L.?n4000 for ?00TnT70,000

N G L 0.C?n4,000 for nU70,000

5here s N number of samples selectedO and nN number of connectors in the 

consignment 

Tests shall be carried out on all units. Mechanical routine testing shall comply with B& 

:7EE part , whereas electrical routine testing shall conform with /8C 7E=4/&$7=E@.

The bid shall be accompanied by test certificates giving successful results of the type 

tests carried out on connectors identical in all details and representative of the range 

offered.

The test certificate must contain the following details A

• Type of connectorO

• ManufacturerO

• Te%tual and photographic description of test arrangementsO

%=

• Description of conductors usedO

• Details of tools and dies usedO

• Details of grease or compound usedO

• Test resultsO

• 'evel and duration of load currentO and 

• 'evel and duration of short circuit current.

0C.00 BO6TS AND NUTS

Bolts, nuts and washers shall conform to the section on Bolts and 9uts in the 

specification.

0E.00 6INE BINDIN4 ACCESSORIES

'ine binding accessories consisting of soft aluminum binding wire, aluminum binding 

stirrups, semi conducting tape and anticorrosive tape are reBuired for the line. 

The aluminum binding wire & stirrups are for use to bind bare aluminum conductor to 

the insulators in the construction of new lines and #econductoring of line.

&emi conducting tape shall be used under the bind with !" )"C covered 

conductors.

(nticorrosive tape shall be used as a barrier against ingress of moisture wherever 

copper and aluminum are spliced together, such as at the interface between aluminium 

conductors and the copper or brass terminals of eBuipment connected to the line. /t may 

also be used to seal the ends of )"C covered conductor.

0E.0 Al"*'n"* B'n,'n& 7're

0E.07 !$=s'#al C$ara#%er's%'#s 

The binding wire shall be 8C grade hard$drawn aluminium rods of :.?: mm diameter 

complying with /8C 0EG4/&$:GE. The material comprising the wire shall have the 

following chemical composition A

(luminium GG.?J minimum

• Copper, silicon and iron 0.?J ma%imum

The surface of the wire shall be smooth and free from all irregularities and 

imperfections. /ts cross section shall closely appro%imate that of a true circle.

0E.0:

C$ara#%er's%'#s o) Al"*'n"* B'n,'n& 7're

D'a*e%er o) w're :**; Cross se#%'onal 

area o) no*'nal 

,'a. w'res :**;

7e'&$% o) 

w're

9&9*

Brea9'n& 

6oa, :3N; M'n'*"* No*'nal MaF'*"*

:.? :.?: :.?? G.CEC 7@.=? .?C

0E.0= Ins(e#%'on an, Tes%s

The following routine chec1s and tests shall be carried out on 0J of the coil of 

aluminium binding wire. /f any one sample fails to pass any one of the tests nominated 

for that wire, then samples shall be ta1en from every coil in the consignment and any 

coil from which a sample proves defective shall be re3ected. .n no account shall any 

;'

re3ected material be presented for test again.

• )hysical properties 

The surface of the finished wire shall be chec1ed to ensure that it is smooth, free from 

all irregularities, imperfections and inclusions and that its cross section appro%imates 

closely that of a true circle.

The wire shall be chec1ed to ensure that its diameter and weight are within the values 

given in the table above A Characteristics of aluminium binding wire.

• 0ltimate tensile strength 

5hen tested on a standard tensile testing machine, the value obtained for the ultimate 

tensile stress shall not be less than .?C !9.

• 5rapping test

The wire shall withstand one cycle of a wrapping test as follows A

The wire shall be closely wrapped round a wire of its own diameter to form a close heli% 

of eight turns. &i% turns shall then be unwrapped and again closely rewrapped in the 

same direction as the first wrapping. The wire shall not brea1 or crac1 when sub3ected to 

this test.

0E.0? Del'+er= 

The aluminium binding wire shall be delivered in :0 m coils, with a permitted tolerance 

of L?J. #andom or non standard lengths shall not be permitted.

8ach coil shall be adeBuately guarded against damage due to transportation and 

handling and shall have an outer layer of tightly wound polythene tape or be contained 

in a suitable, transparent plastic bag.

The internal diameter of the wound coil shall not be such as to result in a permanent set 

in the conductor.

0E.0@ Al"*'n"* B'n,'n& S%'rr"(s 

0E.0C !$=s'#al C$ara#%er's%'#s 

The following types shall be reBuired A

• /ntermediate pole binding stirrups for :: !" and !"O and 

• 'ight angle pole binding stirrups for :: !" and !".

/t shall be the responsibility of the bidder to ensure that the stirrups match the insulators. 

8ach aluminium stirrup shall be made of a C mm diameter aluminium rod complying with 

/&. 70G$47.

;1

The tensile strength of the stirrups shall be between :?94mm

7

and C0 94mm

7

0E.0E Fa2r'#a%'on

&tirrups shall be cold formed on a suitable mandrel such that the bends are smooth and 

the surfaces free from indentations.

The stirrups for intermediate positions shall be formed through the following stepsA 

• The 0 shape shall be formed first around a mandrel of the appropriate diameterO

• The G0

0

bend in one plane and =?

0

bend in the other plane shall then be formed 

simultaneously with the ends of the rod free. This is to ensure that torsion 

stresses are not induced in the material during this forming operationO and 

• The legs shall then be formed through =?

0

and finally the ends of the stirrup shall 

be bent through G0

0

.

0E.0G Ins(e#%'ons an, Tes%s

The binding stirrups shall be inspected for surface indentations and irregularities. (ll 

bends shall be smooth and even.

0E.0 Se*'#on,"#%'n& Ta(e

0E. !$=s'#al an, O%$er C$ara#%er's%'#s 

The semiconduting tape shall be used to relieve !" )"C covered conductor from 

electrical stress at insulator positions.

This tape shall be a soft, semiconducting, ethylene propylene rubber based, high 

voltage tape, used for binding !" )"C covered conductor.

The semiconducting tape shall be non vulcani>ing stable at temperatures upto :0

0

C, 

highly resistant to crac1ing, moisture and ultra violet radiation, unaffected by vibration 

and compatible with hydrocarbon and chlorinated solvents.

/n addition, it shall be a semiconducting, self amalgamating tape, highly conformable to 

irregular shapes and compatible with solid dielectric cable insulation.

&pecifically, the type offered shall be suitable for use with the !" )"C covered 

conductors A ((( conductors and it shall comply with /8C ?07 or eBuivalent.

The tape shall be indelibly and legibly mar1ed along its length with a suitable legend, 

such as, *cautionA semiconducting,. The tape shall be suitable for outdoor locations 

e%posed to severe climatic conditions including ultraviolet rays, rain and wind. The tape 

shall have the characteristics shown in the following table.

C$ara#%er's%'#s C$ara#%er's%'# .al"e 

!$=s'#al

Thic1ness 0.C? mm

Tensile strength .00 1g4cm

7

8longation E00 J

9ormal conditions temperature G0

0

C

8mergency conditions temperature :0

0

C

Ele#%r'#al 

(c resistivity C?0 ohm$cm

Dc resistivity C?0 ohm Fcm

;(

Ma%imum capacity ? m( 

/n addition, all these tapes shall be o>one resistant Ieven when stretched ?00J;, they 

shall be resistant to ultraviolet radiation and they shall be compatible with 1etones and 

hydrocarbon and chlorinated solvents.

0G.00 Ins(e#%'on an, Tes%s

The semiconducting tapes shall be tested in accordance with (&TM D 000A Test 

methods for pressure sensitive, adhesive coated tapes used for electrical and electronic 

applications, or eBuivalent.

0G.0 An%'#orros'+e Ta(e

This tape shall be used to protect bimetal connections from the ingress of moisture and to 

seal the ends of )"C covered conductor. Therefore, the anticorrosive tape offered shall 

retain its composition and plasticity over a wise temperature range.

The anticorrosive tape shall be non crac1ing and non hardening and shall not be affected 

by vibration. The tape shall be highly impermeable to water and highly resistant to mineral 

acids, al1alis and salts.

/n general, the anticorrosive tape offered shall comply with /8C =?= or eBuivalent.

0G.07 Mar9'n&s 

The tape cores shall be mar1ed with Ai; the manufacturerDs name or trademar1 O and ii; the 

product reference.

0.00 STA5 ASSEMB6IES

The stay assemblies are reBuired for :: !", !" & '." 'ine.

/t will be the bidderDs responsibility to ensure that the stay assembly and each of the 

components offered in this bid are capable of supporting the loads generated, as per the 

bidderDs line design, by wind acting on the pole and by conductor tension for ma%imum 

wind span and worst design conditions, for all pole duties and for all permitted line 

deviations and stay angles.

The designs should be such that the number of stays used on any structure shall be 1ept 

to a minimum and in any event shall not be more than three for all structures e%cept 

double end structures and section structures.

0.0 S%a= w're

0.07 Des'&n

The stay wire must be so designed and manufactured that it will withstand satisfactorily 

the thermal, mechanical and environmental stress to which it will be sub3ected during 

installation and throughout its lifetime in service on the employerDs electrical networ1s. 

They stay wire covered by this specification is reBuired for use on stays from concrete and 

steel poles on the 8mployerDs overhead distribution networ1s. /t may be used in localities 

close to the sea and where service corrosion conditions apply. &tay wires shall comply 

with the reBuirements of /&A7= for -rade = steel wire. The minimum failure load shall be 

no less than the values shown in the following tables.

0.0: M'n'*"* Brea9'n& 6oa,

;)

Type of wire 9umber of wires 

and construction

9ominal 5ire 

diameter Imm;

Minimum 

brea1ing load 

of single wire 

before 

stranding !9

Minimum 

brea1ing load of 

the stranded 

wire !9

-rade = C I@4; =.00 E.CG ?E.=?

0.0= Man")a#%"re 

The stay wire in this specification shall be drawn from steel which shall conform to B& E: 

or /&$7=AGG7. -alvanising shall comply with the reBuirements of /& =E7@ for Heavy 

Coating or /8C EEE Class 7. The coating shall not be less than =G0 g4m

7

.

The wire shall be stranded galvani>ed steel wire, comprising seven wires, each having a 

nominal diameter of =.0 mm.

8ach wire shall be circular in section and shall contain no weld, 3oint or splice whatever. /t 

shall be free from any scale, ineBualities, spills, splits or any other defects.

8ach wire shall be completely and smoothly galvani>ed before stranding . The stranding 

shall be carried out in such a way that if an evenly distributed pull is applied at the ends of 

the completed strand, each wire shall ta1e an eBual share of the pull.

The lay of the wires shall be right handed. The length of lay, which shall be defined as the 

a%ial length of one complete turn of the heli%, shall be 7 to E times the strand diameter.

0.0? S%a= w're Co'ls 

9ormally, the stay wire shall be smoothly and uniformly coiled in standard 00 m coils 

with a tolerance of L ?J.

The coils shall have a minimum diameter of ?70 mm. To prevent damage during 

transportation, handling or storage, the coils shall be lagged with paper and hessian or 

with hessian laminated paper, or in other alternative manner suggested by the contractor 

at the time of bidding and demonstrably safe.

0.0@ 6a2el'n& 

8ach coil shall be clearly labeled with a metallic tag securely attached to the inner part of 

the coil and mar1ed with the following information A

• ManufactureDs nameO

• &i>e of wireO

• 'ength of wire in meters O and 

• 5eight of wire in 1ilograms.

.00 !ole Bra#9e%s

The pole brac1et shall be made of mild steel to grade =:( conforming to /&.4#4 @:04G@C 

or /& F70@7AGG7 and galvani>ed in accordance with the section on &urface Treatment in 

this specification. )ole brac1ets shall be suitable for use on steel or concrete poles. The 

minimum strength of the brac1et shall be eBual to the design brea1ing load of the stay 

wire.

(ll bolts, nuts an washers shall be supplied with the stay assemblies, and shall conform to 

the reBuirements. Bolts shall have a metric thread and a 70 mm diameter.

.0 S%a= %$'*2les

&tay thimbles shall be made of mild steel, crescent shaped, steel bar conforming to 

;+

/&.4#4@:04G@C or /&$70@7AGG7 and galvani>ed in accordance with specification. The 

minimum strength of the thimble shall be eBual to the design brea1ing load of the stay 

wire.

Thimbles shall have no sharp points and will normally supplied closed, in position with the 

fittings to which they are associated.

.07 S%a= ro,s

&tay rods shall be made of a steel bar of grade =:(, complying with /&.4#4@:04G@C or /& 

F70@7AGG7 and galvani>ed in accordance with the specification.

The stay rod shall be ad3ustable by means of a turnbuc1le complying with B& ==7G and 

shall be supplied complete with one loc1 nut and two thimbles. The tube portion of the 

turnbuc1le shall be manufactured from heavy gauge steel tube, complying with B& :EC. 

The threads shall be cut to B& :@=:, coarse pitch.

(lternatively a fi%ed length stay rod with eye end may be supplied, in which case a 

separate turn buc1le shall be supplied. The turn buc1le shall be of the type shown in 

&1etch in this specification.

The stay rod shall come with a steel plate for bearing on the stay bloc1. The steel plate 

shall be made to /&.4#4@:04G@C or /& F 70@7A GG7 and galvani>ed in accordance with 

the specification. 

The minimum strength of the say rod shall be eBual to the design bra1ing load of the stay 

wire. The stay rod shall be at least E00 mm long.

7.00 Bol%s an, N"%s

(ll bolts, nuts and washers shall conform to the section on Bolts and 9uts in the 

specification. 

7.0 Tes%s

7.07 S%a= w're

&ampling of stay wire shall be in accordance with /& F 7=

The wires shall be sub3ected to the following tests before manufacture and in accordance 

with B& ==:, B& =?=? and /& F7= A GG7

• Ductility test

• Tolerance on wire diameter

• The completed strand shall be tested as follows and in accordance with B& ==:, 

B& =?=? and /& F 7=A GG7, /& =E7@

• Tensile and elongation test

• Chemical analysis

• -alvanising test

The results of the tests shall conform to the values given in the following table 

7.0: Meas"re*en%s an, Tes%s )or S%a= 7're

Des#r'(%'on ReH"'re, .al"e :4ra,e E;

9ominal si>e of stay wireA C4=.00 mm

9ominal Diameter of /ndividual 5ires A =.00 mm

Minimum Diameter of /ndividual 5ires A :.G0 mm

Ma%imum Diameter of /ndividual 5iresA =.0 mm

Minimum ultimate tensile strength of individual wires C00 9

Minimum percent elongation at rupture before 

stranding 

?J

Minimum percent elongation at rupture after stranding =.7?J

5rapping test for ductility A

Turns on and off its own diameter

E

'ay ratio of finished strand G to 7

Minimum weight of >inc coating before stranding =G0 g 4 mm

7

;*

Minimum weight of >inc coating after stranding =C? g4 mm

7

Chemical test A &ulphur and phosphorus content 'ess than or eBual to 0.0@0 J 

each

;%

TEC-NICA6 S!ECIFICATION FOR A66 A6UMINIUM A66O5 CONDUCTOR :AAAC;

0.00 SCO!E

This specification covers design, 8ngineering, Manufacture, Testing, /nspection before 

dispatch, forwarding, pac1ing, transportation to sites, /nsurance Iboth during transit & 

storage ;, storage, erection, supervision testing & commissioning of all si>es of (ll 

(luminum (lloy Conductors of the aluminum F magnesium$ silicon type for use in the 

distribution overhead power lines of 98&C. of .rissa.

The eBuipment offered shall have been successfully type testes and the design shall have 

been satisfactory operation for a period not less than two years on the date of bid 

opening. Compliance shall be demonstrated by submitting with the bid, Ii; authenticated 

copies of the type test reports and Iii; performance certificates from the users.

The scope of supply includes the provision of type test, #ates of type tests shall be given 

in the appropriate price schedule of the bidding document and will be considered for 

evaluation.

The (luminum (lloy Conductor shall conform in all respects to highest standards of 

engineering, design, wor1manship, this specification and the latest revisions of relevant 

standards at the time of offer.

07.00 STANDARDS

8%cept where modified by the specification, the (luminum (lloy Conductor shall be 

designed, manufactured and tested in accordance with latest editions of the following 

standards.

IECISO O%$er 

In%erna%'onal S%an,ar, 

IS S"2Be#%

/8C A0EG #ound wire concentric lay overhead electrical 

standard conductors

/& :GE (luminum (lloy &tranded Conductors 

/& GGGC (luminum (lloy redraw rods for electrical 

purposes

/8C ?07 A GG= 8%truded solid dielectric insulated power cables 

for rated voltages .0 !" up to :0 !"

/8C 0= (luminum Magnesium &ilicon alloy wire for 

overhead line conductors 

/& CCE #eels and drums of bare conductor.

B& A @=E?$GC )"C covered conductors for overhead power 

lines.

This list is not to be considered e%haustive and reference to a particular standard or 

recommendation in this specification does not relieve the contractor of the necessity of 

providing the goods complying with other relevant standards or recommendations.

0:.00 4ENERA6 

;;

The wires shall be of heat treated aluminum, magnesium silicon alloy containing 

appro%imately 0.?J magnesium and appro%imately 0.?J silicon and having the 

mechanical and electrical properties specified in the table and be smooth and free 

from all imperfections, such as, spills, splits and scratches.

9eutral grease shall be applied between the layers of wires. The drop point temperature 

of the grease shall not be less than 70

0

C.

0:.0 Me#$an'#al an, Ele#%r'#al C$ara#%er's%'#s o) Al"*'n"* Allo= 7'res "se, 'n %$e 

Cons%r"#%'on o) S%ran,e, Al"*'n"* Allo= Con,"#%ors

9ominal 

Diamete

r

Minimum 

Diameter

Ma%. 

Diameter

Cross 

&ectional 

(rea

Mass

Minimum Brea1ing 

'oad

Ma%imum 

#esistanc

e at 70

0

C

Before 

stranding

(fter 

stranding

7 : = ? @ C E

Mm mm mm mm

7

!g41m !9 !9 ohms41m

7.00 .GE 7.07 :.=7 E.=E7 0.GC 0.G7 0.@?:

7.?0 7.=C 7.?: =.G0G :.7? .?7 .== @.E=?

7.EG 7.E@ 7.G7 @.?@0 C.C 7.0: .G: ?.0@

:.? J :.7 :.E C.CG: 7.0= 7.= 7.7G =.7G0

:.: :.7E :.:= E.@0? 7:.7: 7.@@ 7.?: :.EE7

:.=0 :.:C :.=: G.0CG 7=.? 7.E0 7.@@ :.@CC

:.=? :.=7 :.=E G.:=E 7?.7= 7.EG 7.C? :.?C

:.?? :.? :.?G G.EGE [email protected] :.0@ 7.G :.:G0

:.@@ :.@7 :.C0 0.?7 7@.= :.7? :.0G :.EC

:.C :.@C :.C? 0.E 7.G :.:= :.C :.0

:.EJ :.CC :.E? .=0 :0.CE :.?7 :.:= 7.G:E

:.G= J :.G0 :.GE 7.G :7.G7 :.CC :.?E 7.C=@

=.00 :.G@ =.0= 7.?C ::.G: :.EE :.@G 7.@@:

=.7@ J =.77 =.:0 =.7? :E.=E =.=0 =.E 7.:=?

Ma%imum resistance values given in column E have been calculated from the 

ma%imum values of the resistivity as specified and the cross sectional area based on 

the minimum diameter.

The minimum brea1ing load is calculated on nominal diameter at ultimate tensile 

strength of 0.:0G !9 4 mm

7

for wire before stranding and G?J of the ultimate tensile 

strength after stranding.

0=.00 !-5SICA6 CONSTANTS FOR A6UMINIUM A66O5 7IRES

0=.0 Res's%'+'%= :

6or the purpose of this specification, the standard value of resistivity of aluminum alloy 

wire which shall be used for calculation is to be ta1en as 0.0:7? ohm mm

7

4m at 70

0

C. the 

ma%imum value of resistivity of any single wire shall not , however, e%ceed 0.0:7E ohm. 

mm

7

4m at 70

0

C

0=.07 Dens'%= :

(t a temperature of 70

0

C, the density of aluminum alloy wire is to be ta1en as 7C00 1g4m

:

. 

0=.0: Te*(era%"re Coe))'#'en% o) 6'near EF(ans'on :

;<

The temperature coefficient of linear e%pansion of aluminum alloy wire is to be ta1en as 7: 

% 0 

F@

4 

0

C

0=.0= Cons%an% / Mass Te*(era%"re Coe))'#'en% 

(t a Temperature of 70

0

C, the constant F mass temperature coefficient of resistance of 

aluminum alloy wires, measured between two potential points rigidly fi%ed to the wire, is 

ta1en as 0.00:@04

0

C

0?.00 STANDARD SIIES

0?.0 No*'nal S'Ges o) 7'res

The aluminum alloy wires for standard constructions covered by this specification shall 

have the diameters as specified in the table and a tolerance of PJ shall be permitted on 

the nominal diameter.

0?.07 S%an,ar, Con,"#%ors



The si>es, resistance and masses Ie%cluding the mass of grease; of stranded aluminum 

alloy conductors shall be as given in table. The 98&C. preferred si>es are highlighted in 

the table.

0?.0: Mechanical and 8lectrical Characteristics of (luminum (lloy &tranded Conductors

&l. 

9o.

(ctual 

(rea
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and 5ire 

Dia

(ppro%. 

.verall Dia

(ppro%. 
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0
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• &i>es used by 98&C.

0?.0= In#rease 'n 6en&%$ ,"e %o S%ran,'n& 

5hen straightened out, each wire in any particular layer of a stranded conductor, 

e%cept the central wire, is longer than the stranded conductor by an amount depending 

on the lay ratio of that layer.

0?.0? Res's%an#e an, Mass o) Con,"#%or 

;=

The resistance of any length of stranded conductor is the resistance of the same length 

of any one wire multiplied by a constant as set out in the table below.

The mass of each wire in any particular layer of the stranded conductor, e%cept the 

central wire, will be greater than that of an eBual length of straight wire by an amount 

depending on the lay ratio of that layer. The total mass of any length of an aluminium 

stranded conductor is, therefore, obtained by multiplying the mass of an eBual length of 

straight wire by an appropriate constant as mentioned below. /n calculating the 

stranding constants as mentioned in the table below, the mean lay ratio, that is the 

arithmetic mean of the relevant minimum and ma%imum values in table for lay ratio has 

been assumed for each layer.

0?.0@ Cal#"la%e, Brea9'n& 6oa, o) Con,"#%or 

• 6or a conductor containing not more than :C wires, G?J of the sum of 

strength of the individual wires calculated from the values of the minimum 

brea1ing load given in this specification.

• 6or a conductor containing more than :C wires, G0J of the sum of the 

strengths of the individual wire calculated from the values of the minimum 

brea1ing load given in this specification.

0?.0C Cal#"la%e, Area an, MaF'*"* Res's%an#e o) Con,"#%or 

The actual area of a stranded conductor has been ta1en as the sum of the cross$

sectional areas of the individual wires of nominal diameter.

Ma%imum resistance values of stranded conductor have been calculated on the basis 

of ma%imum resistivity and the cross$sectional area based on the minimum diameter of 

wires.

0?.0E S%ran,'n& Cons%an%s

N"*2er o) 7'res 'n 

Con,"#%or

S%ran,'n& Cons%an%s

Mass 8lectrical #esistance

I; I7; I:;

C C.0G 0.==C

G G.:= 0.0?:?C

:C :C.C= 0.07C?C

@ @7.:? 0.0@C@

[email protected] >OINTS IN 7IRES

[email protected] Con,"#%or #on%a'n'n& se+en w'res

There shall be no 3oint in any wire of a stranded conductor containing seven wires, 

e%cept those made in the base rod or wire before final drawing.

[email protected] Con,"#%ors #on%a'n'n& *ore %$an se+en w'res

/n stranded conductors containing more than seven wires, 3oints in individual wires are 

permitted in any layer e%cept the outermost layer I in addition to those made in the 

base rod or wire before final drawing ; but no two such 3oints shall be less than ? m 

apart in the complete stranded conductor. &uch 3oints shall be made by cold pressure 

butt welding. They are not reBuired to fulfill the mechanical reBuirements for un3ointed 

wires.

0C.00 STRANDIN4

The wire used in the construction of a stranded conductor shall, before and after 

stranding, satisfy all the relevant reBuirements of this standard.

<'

The lay ratio of the different layers shall be within the limits given in the table for lay 

ratio.

/n all constructions, the successive layers shall have opposite directions of lay, the 

outermost layer being right$handed. The wires in each layer shall be evenly and closely 

stranded.

/n aluminum alloy stranded conductors having multiple layers of wires, the lay ratio of 

any layer shall not be greater than the lay ratio of the layer immediately beneath it.

0C.0 6a= Ra%'os )or Al"*'n"* Allo= S%ran,e, Con,"#%ors 

9umber of 

5ires in 

Conductor 

'(2 #(T/.&

:4@ 5ire 'ayer 7 5ire 'ayer E 5ire 'ayer 7= 5ire 'ayer

Min Ma% Min Ma% Min Ma% Min Ma%

C 0 = $$$ $$$ $$$ $$$ $$$ $$$

G 0 @ 0 = $$$ $$$ $$$ $$$

:C 0 C 0 @ 0 = $$$ $$$

@ 0 C 0 @ 0 ? 0 =

9.T8A 6or the purpose of calculation the mean lay ratio shall be ta1en as the 

arithmetic mean of the relevant minimum and ma%imum values given in this 

table 

0E.00 6EN4T-S AND .ARIATIONS IN 6EN4T-S :

0nless otherwise agreed between the 8mployer and the Contractor, stranded aluminium 

alloy conductors shall be supplied in the manufacturerDs usual production lengths to be 

indicated in the bid &chedule. The 8mployer reserves the right to specify particular 

lengths of conductor such that certain drum lengths will be shorter than others. There 

will in both cases be a permitted variation of F0 L ?J in the length of any one conductor 

length.

0G.00 !.C CO.ERED CONDUCTOR 

5here the (((C is reBuired to be covered with )olyvinyl Chloride I)"C; then the 

reBuirements for the covering shall be in accordance with B& @=E?A GC or other 

/nternational &tandard.

The )"C covering shall comply with the reBuirements of /8C ?07 for Type &T or &T7 

compound and shall be green in colour. The minimum thic1ness of the )"C covering at 

any point shall not be less than .@ mm.

(ll )"C covered conductors shall be sub3ected to the spar1 test described in B& @=E?A 

GC and there shall be no brea1down of the )"C covering during this test 

at an r.m.s voltage of 7 !". The same test may be completed with a DC 

voltage of E !"

/n addition each sample shall be sub3ected to high voltage, insulation resistance and 

thic1ness of covering tests as defined in the B& @=E?A GC standard.

The )"C covering of each of the samples sub3ected to the high voltage test shall 

withstand a r.m.s voltage of 7? !" for ? minutes and those samples 

sub3ected to the insulation resistance test shall have a resistance, at 70

0

C, 

not less than the eBuivalent of 0 M ohm for a !m length. 

0.00 TESTS

<1

0.0 T=(e Tes%s

The following tests shall be carried out once on samples of completed line conductor 

during each production run of up to ?00 1ms. of the conductor from each 

manufacturing facility.

0.07

Ul%'*a%e Tens'le S%ren&%$ Tes%

This test is intended to confirm not only the brea1ing strength of the finished conductor 

but also that the conductor has been uniformly stranded.

( conductor sample of minimum ? m length fitted with compression dead end clamps at 

either end shall be mounted in a suitable tensile test machine. Circles 

perpendicular to the a%is of the conductor shall be mar1ed at two places on 

its surface. Tension on the conductor sample shall be increased at a steady 

rate up to ?0J of the minimum 0T& specified and held for one minute. The 

circles drawn shall not be distorted due to relative movement of the 

individual strands. Thereafter the load shall be increased at a steady rate to 

the specified minimum 0T& and held at that load for one minute. The 

conductor sample shall not fail during this period. The applied load shall 

then be increased until the failing load is reached and the value recorded. 

0.0: D.C Res's%an#e Tes%

.n a conductor sample of minimum ? m length two contact clamps shall be fitted with a 

pre$determined bolt torBue. The resistance between the clamps shall be 

measured using a !elvin double bridge by initially placing the clamps at >ero 

separation and subseBuently one meter apart. The test shall be repeated at 

least five times and the average value recorded. The value obtained shall be 

corrected to the value at 70

0

C, which shall conform to the reBuirements of 

this specification. 

0.0= Ro"%'ne Tes%s

0.0? Sele#%'on o) Tes% Sa*(les 

&amples for the tests specified in this specification shall be ta1en by the manufacturer 

before stranding, from not less than 0J of the individual lengths of 

aluminum alloy wire included in any one final heat$treatment batch and 

which will be included in any one consignment of the stranded conductors to 

be supplied.

&amples shall then be obtained by cutting .7 meters from the outer end of the finished 

conductor from not more than 0J of the finished reels or drums.

Tests for electrical and mechanical properties of aluminum alloy wire shall ordinarily be 

made before stranding since wires un laid from conductors may have 

different physical properties from those of the wire prior to stranding 

because of the deformation brought about by stranding and by straightening 

for test.

&pools offered for inspection shall be divided into eBual lots, the number of lots being 

eBual to the number of samples to be selected, a fraction of a lot being 

counted as s complete lot. .ne sample spool shall be selected at random 

from each lot.

The following test shall be carried out once on samples of completed line conductor 

during each production run of up to ?00 1ms of the conductor from each 

<(

manufacturing facility.

0.0@ Brea9'n& 6oa, Tes%

The brea1ing load of one specimen, cut from each of the samples ta1en shall be 

determined by means of a suitable tensile testing machine. The load shall 

be applied gradually and the rate of separation of the 3aws of the testing 

machine shall be not less than 7? mm 4 min and not greater than 00mm 

4min.

0.0C Elon&a%'on Tes%

The elongation of one specimen cut from each of the samples ta1en shall be 

determined as follows A

The specimen shall be straightened by hand and an original gauge length of 700 mm 

shall be mar1ed on the wire. ( tensile load shall be applied as described 

above and the elongation shall be measured after the fractured ends have 

been fitted together. /f the fracture occurs outside the gauge mar1s, or within 

7? mm of either mar1, and the reBuired elongation is not obtained, the test 

shall be disregarded and another test should be made.

5hen tested before and after stranding, the elongation shall not be less than =J on a 

gauge length of 700 mm

0.0E D.C Res's%an#e Tes%

The electrical resistance test of one specimen cut from each of the samples ta1en shall 

be measured at ambient temperature. The measured resistance shall be 

corrected to the value at 70

0

C by means of the formula.



#70 N #T $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

L IT$70; 

where,

#70 N resistance corrected at 70

0

C

#T N resistance measured T

0

C

 N constant F mass temperature coefficient of resistance, 0.00:@, and 

T N ambient temperature during measurement.

The resistance corrected at 70

0

C shall not be more than the ma%imum values 

specified. 

.0G C$e*'#al Anal=s's o) Al"*'n"* Allo=

&amples ta1en from the alloy coils 4 strands shall be chemically 4 spectrographically 

analy>ed. The results shall conform to the reBuirements stated in this 

specification. The Contractor shall ma1e available material analyses, control 

document documents and certificates from each batch as and when reBuired 

by the 8.8. I8lect.; &tore Division, Balasore.

0.0 D'*ens'onal an, 6a= 6en&%$ C$e#9

<)

The individual strands of the conductors shall be dimensionally chec1ed and the lay 

lengths chec1ed to ensure that they conform to the reBuirements of this 

specification.

Ten percent drums from each lot shall be rewound in the presence of the 8.8. I8lect.; 

&tore Division, Balasore. or his representative to allow visual chec1ing of the 

conductor for 3oints, scratches or other surface imperfections and to ensure 

that the conductor generally conforms to the reBuirements this specification. 

The length of conductor would on the drum shall be re$measured by means of 

an approved counter 4 meter during the rewinding process.

0. .'s"al an, ,'*ens'onal C$e#9s on %$e Con,"#%or Dr"*s.

The drums shall be visually and dimensionally chec1ed to ensure that they conform to the 

reBuirements of this specification and of /& CCEA &pecification for reels and 

drums of bare conductors. 6or wooden drums, a suitable barrel batten 

strength test procedure is reBuired. The Bidder shall state in his bid the tests 

to be carried out on the drums and shall include those tests in the Muality 

(ssurance )rogramme.

.00 RE>ECTION AND RETESTS

.0 T=(e Tes%s

&hould the conductor fail any of the type tests specified will not be accepted any 

conductor manufactured from the material, nor conductor made by the 

manufacturing methods used for the conductor, which failed the test.

The manufacturer shall propose suitable modifications to his materials and 

techniBues in order that he can produce conductor which will satisfactorily pass 

the type test reBuirements.

.07 Ro"%'ne Tes%s

&hould any one of the test pieces first selected fail the reBuirements of the tests, two 

further samples from the same batch shall be selected for testings, one of 

which shall be from the length from which the original test sample was ta1en 

unless that length has been withdrawn by the manufacturer.

&hould the test pieces from both these additional samples satisfy the reBuirements of the 

tests, the batch represented by these samples shall be deemed to comply 

with the standard. &hould the test pieces from either of the two additional 

samples fail, the batch represented shall be deemed not to comply with the 

standard.

/f chec1s on individual strand diameters, conductor lay lengths and conductor surface 

condition indicate non$compliance with the reBuirements of the specification, 

the particular drum will be re3ected. /nspection will then be carried out on two 

further drums within the same batch. /f the conductor on either of the drums is 

non$complaint, the complete batch will be re3ected. 

.0: ReBe#%'on o) Con,"#%or 

The re3ection of conductor due to its failure to pass either type or routine tests shall not 

permit the Contractor to apply for any e%tension to the time period within which he has 

contracted to complete the pro3ect.

.= TENSI6E 6OAD TEST

<+

The tensile load test for the mains to mains tap off connector shall be made with the 

ma%imum and minimum si>es of tap conductor, that is a test with the ?0mm

7

section 

conductor and a test with the G?mm

7

section conductor Itwo separate tests;.

The tensile load test for the mains to service cable tap off connector shall be made with 

the ma%imum and minimum si>es of mains tap conductor and ma%imum and minimum 

si>es of service cable Ifour separate tests;.

7.00 S!ARE !ARTS AND S!ECIA6 TOO6S

The Bidder shall provide a list of recommended spare parts, special erection and 

installation tools4 eBuipment together with their individual prices. This list shall identify 

all essential spares items for any recommended maintenance for a period of five years 

after commissioning.

The )ro3ect Manager may order all or any of the spare parts4erection4 installation tools 

listed at the time of contract award and the parts so ordered shall be supplied as part 

of the definite wor1s. The )ro3ect Manager may order additional spares at any time 

during the contract period at the rates stated in the Contract Document.

( spare parts catalogue with price list shall be provided and this shall form part of the 

drawings and literature to be supplied.

The Bidder shall give an assurance that spare parts and consumable items will 

continue to be available through the life of the eBuipment, which shall be 7? years 

minimum. However, the Contractor shall give a minimum of 7 months notice in the 

event that the Contractor or any sub$contractors plan to discontinue manufacture of 

any component used in this eBuipment.

(ny spare apparatus, parts or tools shall be sub3ect to the same specification, tests 

and conditions as similar material supplied under the Contract. They shall be strictly 

interchangeable and suitable for use in place of the corresponding parts supplied with 

the plant and must be suitably mar1ed and numbered for identification.

&pare parts shall be delivered suitably pac1ed and treated for long periods in storage. 

8ach pac1 shall be clearly and indelibly mar1ed with its contents, including a 

designation number corresponding to the spare parts list in the operation and 

maintenance instructions.

:.00 SUBMITTA6S

:.0 &ubmittals reBuired with the bid

The following shall be reBuired in duplicateA

• Completed technical data scheduleO

• Descriptive literature giving full technical details of eBuipment offeredO

• .utline dimension drawing for each component showing mounting 

arrangement detailsO

• Type test certificates, where available, and sample routine test 

reportsO

• Detailed reference list of customers already using eBuipment offered 

during the last ? years with particular emphasis on units of similar design 

and ratingO

• Details of manufacturerDs Buality assurance standards and 

programmed and /&. G000 series or eBuivalent national certificationO

• Deviations from this specification. .nly deviations approved in writing 

before award of contract shall be acceptedO

• 'ist of recommended spare parts for five years of operation with prices 

and spare parts catalogue with price list for future reBuirements.

TEC-NICA6 S!CIFICATION FOR 11 3. E00 AM!S 3 !O6E AB S7ITC-.

<*

0.00 SCO!E:? This specification covers manufacturing testing and supply of !" =00 

(M)& ?0 H> (ir Brea1 switches for out door installation in hori>ontal configuration. 

The switches are suitable for operation under off load conditions only and are intended 

for use on Distribution &ub$ stations and tapping sectionali>ing points of !" lines.

07.00 D8&C#/)T/.9 .6 TH8 M(T8#/('&A$

The !" (.B. &witch sets shall confirm to the following parametersA$

i; 9umber of poles :

ii; 9umber of )ost insulator per pole 7 nos. 7 !" post insulator

iii; 9ominal system voltage !"

iv;Highest &ystem "oltage 7 !"

v; #ated freBuency ?0 H>

vi; &ystem earthling effectively earthed.

vii; #ated nominal current =00 amps

viii; (ltitude of installation. 9ot e%ceeding 000 M

The post insulators used in the (.B. &witches shall have the following ratings

i; )ower freBuency withstand voltage I dry;. :? !" I#M&;

ii; )ower freBuency withstand voltageI wet; :? !"I#M&;

iii; /mpilse withstand voltage Idry; C? !" pea1

iv; )ower freBuency puncture withstand .: times the actual dry

voltage. 6lashover voltage of the unit



0:.00 STANDARDS:? The (B &witch &et shall conform to the following standardsA$

a; /&$GG70 I)art$/ to ".;

b; /&$7?==4GC: I for porcelain post insulators; 

c; /s$7@::, Ifor galvanisation of ferrous parts.; or its latest amendments if 

any.

0=.00 INSU6ATOR MA3E:?

. 7 !" post /nsulators complete with post and cap duly cemented to be used in 

the (B &witch &et conforming to /&$7?==4GC: 

The tenderer shall furnish the type test certificate of the post insulators from 

their manufacturer for reference and scrutiny.

The tenderers shall mention ma1e, type of insulation materials, metal fittings, 

Creepage distance, protected Creepage distance, tensile strength, compression 

strength, torsion strength and cantilever strength.

0?.00 C'/M(T/C C.9D/T/.9&A$ The (.B. &witch set shall be suitable for operation under the 

following climatic conditions.

. Ma%imum ambient air temperature. =? 

0

C 

7. Ma%imum daily average air temperature :? 

0

C 

:. Ma%imum yearly average ambient air temperature :0 

0

C 

=. Ma%imum temperature attainable by a body 

8%posed to the sun. ?0 

0

C 

?. Minimum ambient air temperature o 

0

C

@. Ma%imum relative humidity. 00J

C. Minimum number of rainy days per annum C0

E. (verage number of rainy days per annum 70

G. (verage annual rain fall. ?0 cm.

0. 9umber of months of tropical monsoon conditions =

. Ma%imum wind pressure. 7@0 !g.4 mm

7

7. Degree of e%posure to atmospheric pollution. 9ormally polluted 

atmosphere.

<%

[email protected] TEC-NICA6 DETAI6S:?

6.1 4eneral:? The !" (.B. &witch &et shall be the gang operated rotating single air 

brea1 type having 7 post insulator per phase.. The operating mechanism shall be 

suitable for manual operation from the ground level and shall be so designed that all 

the three phases shall open or close simultaneously. The &witches shall be robust in 

construction, easy in operation and shall be protected against over travel or straining 

that might adversely effect any of its parts. The reBuired base M.&. Channel I hot dip 

galvanised; phase coupling rod, operating rod with intermediate guide braided with 

fle%ible electrolytic copper, tail piece of reBuired current carrying capacity and 

operating mechanism with K.9D & K.66D positions shall be provided. The operating rod 

shall be medium gage of :7mm diameter nominal bore -./. pipe single length @ 

meters. The phase coupling rod for gang operation shall be of medium gauge 7?mm 

dia nominal bore -./. )ipe. The #otating post insulators shall be provided with 

suitable bearing mounted on a base channel with E mm dia thrust coller and @mm split 

pin made out of stainless steel. The operating down rod shall be coupled to the 

spindle I minimum dia $ :7mm; for gang operation through another suitable bearing by 

two numbers 0mm dia stainless steel bolts with double nuts. (ll the bearings shall be 

provided with grease nipples. (ll metal I ferrous; parts shall be galvanised and 

polished. The pipe shall be galvanised in accordance with /&$=C:@4G@E. The post 

insulators should be fi%ed with the base channel using -alvanised 9uts and Bolts.

[email protected] MountingA$ The (.B. &witches shall be suitable for hori>ontal mounting in double pole 

sub$station structures.

[email protected] &witching BladesA$ /t shall be made out of electrolytic copper with silver plated. The 

appro%imate si>e shall be 770mm % ?0 % Emm.The switch shall have such a spring 

mechanism so as to ensure that the speed of the opening of contact is independent of 

speed of manual operation.

[email protected]: 6i%ed ContractsA$ The fi%ed 3aw type female contracts shall be made of electrolytic 

copper I minimum G? J copper composition; duly electroplated controlled by )hospher 

bron>e high pressure spring housed in roubust -./. Cover.

[email protected]= /t is essential that provision shall be made in fi%ed female contracts to ta1e the shoc1 

arising from the closing of moving contract blade without the same being transmitted 

to the post insulator. The arrangement made in this regard shall be specifically shown 

in the drawing.

[email protected]? (rcing HornA$ (s the switches are generally meant for isolating transmission line and 

distribution transformers, suitable arcing horns shall be provided for brea1ing the 

charging current horn shall be made of 0 mm dia -./. #od with spring assisted 

operation.

[email protected]@ Terminal ConnectorsA$ Terminal connectors shall be robust in design. The si>e of fi%ed 

connector shall be I E0 % ?0 %E mm; and si>e of movable connector shall be of I E0 % 

?0; % I E0 % ?0; % E mm of copper casting with uniform machine finishing duly silver 

plated made out of minimum G? J copper composition with 7 nos. 7 mm dia holes 

provided with suitable brass bolts and double nuts, flat washers & 7 nos. biometallic 

solderless soc1ets suitable upto E0 mm 

7

conductor. 



[email protected] &pacingA$ The minimum clearance between phase to the switch shall be C@0 mm. The 

operating down rod shall be at a transverse distance of :00 mm from the outer limb of 

the switch. The centre spacing between two post insulators of the same phase shall be 

:E0 mm. /n the open position of the (.B. &witches the moving blade shall rotate 

through G0 

0 

This shall be e%hibited in the drawing.

<;

[email protected] &ample, Drawing & 'iteraturesA$ &amples of each item !" =00 amps. (.B. &witch 

shall be furnished and three copies of drawings item similar to the sample shall be 

furnished alongwith the tender.

The details of construction and materials of different parts of the (.B. &witch shall 

clearly be indicated in the tender and illustrative pamphlet4 literature for the same shall 

be submitted alongwith the tender.

0C.00 TESTS 8 TEST CERTIFICATE:?

Type TestA$ Certificates for the following type tests conducted within five years 

proceeding to the date of opening of tender; on a prototype set of (.B &witch in a -ovt. 

(pproved Testing 'aboratory preferably at C)#/ Bangalore shall have to be submitted 

for reference.

Dielectric Test Iimpulse and one minute wer? power freBuency withstand voltage test.;

• Temperature rise test I for contracts and terminals;

• &hort Time current and pea1 withstand current test.

• Mainly active load brea1ing capacity test.

• Transformer off$load brea1ing capacity test

• 'ine charging brea1ing capacity test

• Cable charging brea1ing test

• .peration and mechanical endurance test

• Mechanical strength test for post insulator, as per /s$7?==4GC: shall be 

furnished.

• Test for galvanisation of metal I ferrous; parts.

#outine TestsA$ The following routine tests shall have to be conducted on each sets 

and results are to be furnished for consideration of deputing inspecting officer for 

inspection and conducting testing of the materials.

. )ower freBuency voltage dry test.

7. Measurement of resistance of main circuit

:. Tests to prove satisfactory operation.

=. Dimension chec1

?. -alvanisation test.

E.0 4UARANTEED TEC-NICA6 !ARTICU6ARS:? 

The tenderer shall furnish the guaranteed technical particulars duly filled in the 

proforma along with the tender.

0G.00 COM!6ETENESS OF E<UI!MENT:?

(ll fittings, accessories or apparatus which may not have been specifically mentioned 

in this specification but which are usual or necessary in eBuipment of similar plant shall 

be deemed to be included in the specification and shall be supplied by the Tender 

without e%tra charge. (ll plant and eBuipment shall be completed in all details whether 

such details are mentioned in the specification or not.

0.00 INS!ECTION:?

#outine tests shall be conducted at the place of manufacturer. The tenderers are 

reBuested to furnish details of eBuipment which will be used for testing alongwith 

tender. The tenderers of those manufacturers who do not have adeBuate testing 

facilities for conducting routine and acceptance test are liable for cancellation. The 

successful bidder has to furnish routine test certificate and guaranteed certificate for 

approval prior to offer of materials for inspection for each consignment of offer.

<<

TEC-NICA6 S!ECIFICATION FOR 11 3. 200 AM! T-REE !O6E 

-.4. FUSE SETS.

0.00 &C.)8A $ This specification covers the manufacture, testing and supply of !", 700 

(mps : pole, H.-. 6use &ets.

07.00 Ia; The !" H.-. 6uses shall be suitable for out door operation in hori>ontal 

configuration under the climatic conditions specified. /t shall be of the following 

ratingsA$

. 9umber of )oles :

7. 9o. of insulator per pole 7 nos. 7 !" post insulators 

:. 9ominal system voltage !"

=. Highest system voltage 7!"

?. #ated freBuency ?0 H>

@. &ystem 8arthing 8ffectively earthed

C. #ated normal current 700 (mps

E. (ltitude of installation 9ot e%ceeding 000 M.

The post insulator used in the H.-. 6use set shall have the following ratingsA$

. )ower freBuency withstand voltage Idry; :?!" I#M&;

7. )ower freBuency withstand voltage Iwet; :? !" I#M&;

:. /mpulse withstand voltage Idry; C? !" I)ea1;

=. )ower freBuency puncture .: times the actual dry 

5ithstand voltage flashover voltage of the unit.

0:.00 STANDARDS:?

The H.-. 6use set shall conform to the following standards.

/&$G:E?$GE0 Ifor high voltage e%pulsion fuses and similar fuses;

/&$7?==$GC: Ifor porcelain post insulators or its latest amendments if any

/&$7@::$GCG Ifor -alvani>ation of ferrous parts;

0=.00 INSU6ATOR MA3E:$7 !" post insulator complete with pedestal cap duly cemented to 

be used in !" H.-. 6use sets confirming to /&$7?==4GC: 

0?.00 TEC-NICA6 DETAI6S:? The H.-. 6uses shall have ad3ustable arcing horns made of 

solid copper rod having C.@7 mm dia. The horns shall be fitted with screwing devices 

with flynuts for fi%ing and tightening the fuse wire. /t shall have robust terminal 

connector ?s of si>e E0mm %?0 mm % @ mm made of copper casting I G?J minimum 

copper composition; duly silver plated with two numbers of 7mm dia brass bolts and 

double nuts with flat brass washers. The connector should be capable of connecting 

crimpable conductor up to E0 &B.mm. si>e I (C&#4(lloy; with bimetallic solder less 

soc1ets .The H.-. 6use &et shall suitable for hori>ontal mounting on sub$station 

structures. The minimum clearance between the ad3acent phases of the fuse set 

shall be 

C@0 mm and the center to center Idistance between two post insulators of the same 

phase; shall be =0 mm. (ll metal Iferrous; parts shall be galvani>ed and polished. 

.nly 7 !" post insulator Ioriginal cemented and not pin insulators shall be used for 

the H.-. 6use &et.

<=

[email protected] C6IMATIC CONDITIONS: ? The H.-. 6use &et shall be suitable for operation under the 

following climatic conditionsA$



Ma%imum ambient air temperature. =? 

0

C 

7 Ma%imum daily average air temperature :? 

0

C 

: Ma%imum yearly average ambient air temperature:0 

0

C 

= Ma%imum temperature attainable by a body 

8%posed to the sun.VV ?0 

0

C 

? Minimum ambient air temperature o 

0

C

@. Ma%imum relative humidity. 00J

C. (verage number of thunderstorm days per annum C0 days

E. (verage number of rainy days per annum 70

G. (verage annual rain fall. ?0 cm.

0. 9umber of months of tropical monsoon conditions =

. Ma%imum wind pressure. 7@0 !g.4 mm

7

7.



Degree of e%posure to atmospheric pollution. 9ormally polluted 

atmosphere.

0C.00 TESTS 8 TEST CERTIFICATE:? Certificate for the following type test conducted I within 

? years preceding to the date of opening of Tender; on a prototype set of H.-. 6use 

set in a -ovt. approved Testing 'aboratory preferably at C)#/, Bangalore shall have to 

be submitted for reference and &crutiny. 

. Dielectric test Iimpulse & one minute wet power freBuency withstand voltage 

test.;

7. Temperature rise test I for terminals;.

:. Mechanical strength test for the post insulator as per /&$7?==4GC:.

=. Test for galvani>ation of metal I ferrous; parts.

0E.00 ROUTINE TESTS: ? The following routine tests shall have to be conducted on each test 

and results are to be furnished for consideration for acceptance of deputing inspecting 

.fficer for inspection & conducting testing of the materials.

. )ower freBuency voltage dry test.

7. Dimension chec1

:. -alvani>ation test.

d; -0(#(9T88D T8CH9/C(' )(#T/C0'(#&A $ The tenderers are 

reBuired to furnish the guaranteed technical particulars duly filled in the 

proforma along with the tender.

e; C.M)'8T898&& .6 8M0/)M89TA $ (ny fittings accessories or 

apparatus which may not have been specifically mentioned in this specification 

but which are usually necessary in eBuipment of similar plant shall be deemed 

to be included in the specification and shall be supplied by the Tenderer without 

e%tra charge. (ll plant and eBuipment shall be complete in all details whether 

such details are mentioned in the specification or not.

f; /9&)8CT/.9A$ #outine and acceptance test shall be conducted at the 

place of manufacturer. The tenderers are reBuested to furnish details of 

eBuipment which will be used for testing along with tender. The tenders of 

these manufacturers who do not have adeBuate testing facilities for conducting 

routine and acceptance test are liable for cancellation. The successful bidder 

has to furnish routine test certificate and guarantee certificate for each 

consignment of materials to be inspected at the time of offer of materials for 

inspection.

g; 9(T0#8 .6 )#/C8A$ The nature of price shall be * 6/#M * .

='

TEC-NICA6 S!ECIFICATION FOR 33 3. 8 11 3. SUR4E ARRESTOR :6.A; 

0.00 SCO!E

This &pecification covers Design, 8ngineering, Manufacture, testing, inspection before 

dispatch, forwarding, pac1ing, transportation to site, /nsurance Iboth during transit & 

storage;, &torage, 8rection, &upervision, testing and commissioning of :: !" & !" 

&urge (rrestor I'.(; for use in the networ1s of 98&C., .rissa.

The eBuipment offered shall have been successfully type tested and the design shall 

have been satisfactory operation for a period not less than two years on the date of bid 

opening. Compliance shall be demonstrated by submitting with the bid, Ii; authenticated 

copies of the type test reports and Iii; performance certificates from the users.

The scope of supply includes the provision of type test, #ates of type tests shall be given 

in the appropriate price schedule of the bidding document and will be considered for 

evaluation.

The &urge (rresters shall conform in all respects to highest standards of engineering, 

design, wor1manship, this specification and the latest revisions of relevant standards at 

the time of offer.

07.00 STANDARDS

8%cept where modified by the specification, the &urge (rresters shall be designed, 

manufactured and tested in accordance with the latest editions of the following standards.

IECISOBS IS S"2Be#%

/8C GG F )art$ /& :0C0$ )art 9on linear resistor gapped surge 

arresters 

for a.c. systems.

/8C GG$ )art = /& :0C0$ )art : Metal$o%ide surge arresters without gaps 

for a.c systems.

/& ?@7 Hollow insulators for use in electrical 

eBuipment.

/8C 7:: Tests on hollow insulators for use in 

electrical eBuipment.

/8C 7C0 )artial discharge measurement

/8C =?? -uide for solvent less polymerisable 

resinous compounds used for electrical 

insulator.

/8C E? /& ::= -uide for selection of insulators in respect 

of polluted conditions.

B& C7G /&. 

=@0, 

/& 7@7G, /& =C:@

/& 7@::

Hot dip galvani>ing.

Method of testing uniformity of >inc 

coated articles.

=1

This list is not be considered e%haustive and reference to a particular standard or 

recommendation in this specification does not relieve the Contractor of the necessity of 

providing the goods complying with other relevant standards or recommendations. 

0:.00 TEC-NICA6 

The &tation Class &urge (rrestor shall be heavy duty, metal o%ide, gapless type generally 

for installation on the :: !" and !" sides of ::4 !" )rimary substations and 

40.= !" Distribution &ubstation.

The performance reBuirements are as followsA

!er)or*an#e C$ara#%er's%'#s o) S"r&e Arres%ers 

No*'nal S=s%e* .ol%a&e

11 3. 33 3.

Class S%a%'on Class S%a%'on Class

• (rrestor voltage rating 7 !" :0 !"

• #ated freBuency ?0 H> ?0 H>

• Continuous operating voltage, rms G.@ !" 7= !"

• 'ea1age current through arrestor at 

operating voltage

'ess than 

m(

'ess than 

m(

• 'ong duration discharge class Class 7 Class 7

• 9ominal E470Rs discharge current F 

pea1

0 1( 0 1(

• Ma%imum 'ightning impulse 

residual voltage with E470Rs discharge 

current pea1

:7!"I:!"Q; E?!" ICE !"Q;

• Ma%imum switching impusse 

residual voltage pea1

7E !" I7= !"Q; C0 !" I @0 !"Q;

• Ma%imum residual voltage with 

steep current pea1

:E !" I:= !"Q; G: !" IE? !"Q;

• High current impulse test value 

I=40Rs wave;

00 !( 00 !(

=(

• /nsulator housing impulse withstand 

voltage, .7?0Rs wave$pea1

=.@ !" 0.? !"

• /nsulator housing power freBuency 

voltage withstand capability for one 

minute Iwet; F pea1

7G.@E !" C=.7 !"

• Minimum creepage distance of 

insulator 

:E0 mm G00 mm

• Minimum protected creepage 

distance

9ot (pplicable =?0 mm

Q 6igures shown in brac1et are preferred ratings. /nsulation withstand voltage of 

arrester housing shall be related to the residual voltages in accordance with clause 

?. of /8C A GG.=

=)

0=.00 4ENERA6 CONSTRUCTIONA6 FEATURES

The surge arresters shall be single phase gapless units suitable for outdoor installation . 

They shall consist of non$ linear bloc1s of metal o%ide assembled in series in hollow 

porcelain or polymer insulator housings. Bidder shall offer either porcelain or polymeric 

insulators with the eBuipment.

0=.0 S(r'n&s

/n order to arrest the longitudinal vibrations, sturdy spring assemblies are to be provided 

on either end of the metal o%ide stac1s inside the arresters.

0=.07 4al+an'G'n&

(ll ferrous parts e%cluding the springs shall be of steel casting and hot dip galvani>ed with 

heavy coating as set out in the section on &urface Treatment. 

0=.0: Base an, *o"n%'n& 

The station class surge arresters shall be complete with fittings suitable for mounting in a 

vertical position on mild steel channels.

The drawing showing the mounting arrangement shall be submitted with the bid and the 

arrangement shall be sub3ect to approval of the (.-.M. I8lect.; &tore Division, Cuttac1

0=.0= O%$er )ea%"res

♦ 'ive parts shall be designed to avoid sharp point edges and other corona producing 

surfaces as far as possible.

♦ Hermetic sealing shall be provided to prevent ingress of moisture. The sealing shall 

not be affected during the ma%imum line discharge current over the life of the arrester 

which shall be 7? years minimum.

D's#onne#%'ons are no% reH"'re, w'%$ %$e arres%ers.

0?.00 /9&0'(T.# H.0&/9- 

The housing of the arrester pac1s which are under continuous electrical stress shall be 

brown gla>ed hollow porcelain or polymeric insulator. The creepage and flashover 

distances of the insulators shall be dimensioned and the type and profile designed in 

accordance with /8C AE?O /&A::= and shall be suitable for the worst environmental 

conditions. The creepage distance to earth shall suit the outdoor service conditions 

mentioned in the relevant standards for heavily polluted atmosphere and shall not be less 

than G00 mm in case of :: !" and :E0 mm in case of !" surge arresters. The 

pro3ected creepage distance of the insulators of :: !" arresters shall be minimum =?0 

mm. The internal surfaces of hollow porcelain insulators shall also be gla>ed.

(ll porcelain used on the surge arresters shall have the following properties A high strength 

, homogeneity, uniform gla>e, free from cavities and other flaws and high Buality uniform 

finish. )orcelain components shall withstand the ma%imum e%pected static and dynamic 

loads to which the surge arresters may be sub3ected during their service life. )orcelain 

insulators shall conform to /& ?@7 and shall be sub3ected to and successfully pass the 

tests listed in this standard and in /8C 7::.

=+

/f polymeric insulators are offered, they shall conform to the reBuirements of the relevant 

parts of /8C A =??.

[email protected] TERMINATION

The surge arresters shall be supplied with electrical connection terminals on the top of 

si>e and rating appropriate for all the duties, including overload duty specified for the 

eBuipment. The terminals shall be of the bi$metallic type, suitable for connection of all 

aluminum alloy conductor I(((C; or aluminum conductor steel reinforced I(C&#;. The 

:: !" and !" station class arresters shall have terminals suitable for ?? MM

7

to 7:7 

MM

7

or )anther (C&#. /n general connections using palm type solder less soc1ets shall 

be preferred. 5here the terminals are of the clamp type, they shall be suitable for ta1ing 

a range of conductors.

(ll nuts , bolts, washers and spring washers reBuired to complete the connection shall be 

supplied with the eBuipment

The proposed method of connection shall be stated in the offer. 

[email protected] Ear%$'n& %er*'nal

(n earthling terminal adeBuate for the full rated discharge current having clamping bolts 

complete with nuts, washers and spring washers shall be provided on the base of the 

arrester.

The earthling terminals shall be identified by means of appropriate symbol mar1ed in a 

legible and indelible manner ad3acent to the terminals.

0C.00 !RESSURE RE6IEF DE.ICE 

The :: !" station class surge arresters with porcelain housings shall be fitted with 

pressure relief device class 70IB; as defined in /8C A GG$ )art , to relieve e%cessive 

internal pressure in the event of arresterDs failure to prevent e%plosive shattering of 

porcelain causing damage to the nearby eBuipment and operating personnel. /n the even 

of such an e%plosion and the shattering of the porcelain housing, the parts shall fall within 

the radius stipulated in /8C A GG F )art .

The !" arresters shall be fitted with pressure relief devices as under A

S%a%'on Class ? 10 :C;

0E.00 !ARTIA6 DISC-AR4E

The intensity of partial discharge of the surge arresters shall not e%ceed ?0 pico coulomb 

I)C; at .0? times the continuous operating voltageO

0G.00 RATIN4 !6ATE

8ach surge arrester shall be provided with a non ferrous nameplate, fi%ed in a suitable 

location on the arrester and bearing the following information, in a legible and indelible 

mannerA

• ManufacturerDs name and Trade mar1

• Type and identification of arresterO

• 8mployerDs nameO

• Type and identification of arresterO

=*

• 2ear of manufacturerO

• #ated "oltageO

• Continuous operating voltageO

• 9ominal discharge currentO

• )ressure relief classO

• 'ong duration discharge class or duty typeO

0.00 TESTS

0.0 T=(e Tes%s

The type tests are reBuired in conformity with /8C A GG$=O /&A:0C0$: and other relevant 

standards. The tests shall include the followings 

• /nsulation withstand tests, including lightning impulse voltage withstand test and 

power freBuency voltage withstand testO

• #esidual voltage tests, including steep current impulse residual voltage test, 

lightning impulse residual voltage test and switching impulse residual voltage test Ifor 

0 !( station class only ; A

• 'ong duration current impulse withstand testO

• .perating duty tests, including accelerated ageing test, heat dissipation behaviour 

test, high current impulse operating duty test, switching surge operating duty test Ifor 

0 !( station class only ; and tests to evaluate thermal stabilityO

• )ressure relief tests, including high current pressure relief test and low current 

pressure relief test as per /8CA GG$O

• &eal lea1age test. The bid shall describe the sensitive chec1ing method adopted 

by the manufacturer.

• )artial discharge testsO

• Temperature cycle test on porcelain housing O

• )orosity test on porcelain housingO

• Hot dip galvani>ing testO

Me#$an'#al s%ren&%$ %es% o) (or#ela'n $o"s'n&K 

0.07 A##e(%an#e %es%s

(cceptance tests shall be carried out, in conformity with /8C GG$=, on the nearest lower 

whole number to the cube root of the number of surge arresters to be 

supplied. The tests shall include the following A

• Measurement of power freBuency voltage on the complete arrester at the 

reference current measured at the bottom of the arresterO

• 'ightning impulse residual voltage on the complete arrester at nominal discharge 

current or at a suitable lightning impulse value, depending on the manufacturerDs 

choice of routine test procedureO

• )artial discharge testO

• Temperature cycle test on porcelain housingO

=%

• )orosity test on porcelain housingO

• Mechanical strength test on porcelain housingO

• Hot dip galvani>ing test.

0.0: Ro"%'ne Tes%s

The minimum reBuirement for routine tests shall be A

• "isual e%amination 

• Measurement of reference voltage

• #esidual voltage test for lightning impulse current in the range between 0.0 and 

7 times the nominal discharge current O

• Chec1 for satisfactory absence from partial discharges and contract noise, in 

conformity with /8C 7C0O

• 'ea1age current testsO

• 'ea1age chec1 on the housing sealsO

=;

Standard T!chnical S(!ci$icatin $r )'*h "!t!r#

A+ Sin,l! *ha#! "!t!r -.'/0 A"(#+ 1 -)0'20A"(#+ $r Kutir' Jyti 

Cn#u"!r 1 DT "!t!r r!#(!cti3!ly 4

1. S!ECIFICATION OF SIN46E !-ASE STATIC ENER45 METERS

Sr.

No.

F"n#%'on Fea%"re Te#$n'#al ReH"'re*en%s

. "oltage 7=0 volt I)$9;, L70J to $=0J "ref, however the meter 

should withstand the ma%imum system voltage i.e. ==0 volts 

continuously.

.7 Display a; 'CD I&i% digits; b; HeightA 0 mm < @ mm min.

c; )in Type d; "iewing angle min. @0 degrees

.: )ower factor range Sero lag Funity$ >ero lead

.= Display parameters a; Display parameters A

'CD test, !5H, MD in !5, Date & Time ICumulative !5H 

will be indicated continuously by default & other parameters 

through push$button;

b; Display order shall be as per (nne%ure$

.? )ower Consumption 'ess than 5att & ="( in "oltage circuit and 7 "( for 

Current circuit

.@ &tarting current 0.7 J of /b

.C 6reBuency ?0 H> with L 4 $ ?J variation

.E Test .utput Device 6lashing '8D visible from the front

.G Billing data a; Meter serial number, Date and time, !5H, MD in !5, 

History of !5H, & MD for last @ months. 

b; (ll the above parameters Inamely !5H, MD in !5; are 

meter readings.

c; (ll these data shall be accessible for reading, recording 

and spot billing by downloading through IR (orT on 

universal M#/ or 'aptop computers at site. 

.0 MD #egistration I!5; a; Meter shall store MD in every ? min. period along with 

date & time. (t the end of every ? min, new MD shall be 

previous MD and store whichever is higher and the same 

shall be displayed. 

. (uto #eset of MD (uto reset date for MD shall be indicated at the time of 

finali>ing -T) and provision shall be made to change MD 

reset date through M#/ even after installation of meter on 

site. Default resetting date is 00A00 hrs, 

st

of every month.

.7 T.D metering 9ot applicable.

.: &ecurity feature )rogrammable facility to restrict the access to the information 

recorded at different security level such as read 

communication, communication write etc 

.= Memory 9on volatile memory independent of battery bac1up, memory 

should be retained up to 0 year in case of power failure

.? &oftware & 

communication 

compatibility

a; /# port to transfer the data locally through CM#/ or lap 

top. 

b; The &upplier shall supply &oftware reBuired for CM#/. The 

supplier shall also provide training for the use of software. 

The software should be compatible to Microsoft 5indows 

systems I5indows GE system;. 

=<

Sr.

No.

F"n#%'on Fea%"re Te#$n'#al ReH"'re*en%s

c; The &upplier shall provide meter reading protocols. 

"endor to 3ointly wor1 with B&8& /T team to develop 

)D&4CM#/ software for meter downloading and further 

uploading on computer. T$e +en,or $as %o &'+e an 

"n,er%a9'n& 'n %$'s re&ar,s.

.@ Climatic conditions a; #efer /&A :CCG for climatic conditions.

b; The meter should function satisfactorily in /ndia with high 

end temperature as @0WC and humidity up to G@J.

2.CONSTRUCTIONA6 S!ECIFICATIONS

Sr.

No.

!ara*e%ers Te#$n'#al ReH"'re*en%s

7. Body of Meter a; Top transparent and base opaBue material polycarbonate 0" 

stabili>ed.

b; 6ront cover & base should be ultrasonically welded. Top cover 

should be designed so as the internal components should not be 

visible.

7.7 Terminal Bloc1 Made of polycarbonate -rade ?00# or eBuivalent ba1elite, brass 

or copper current terminals with flat$head brass screws.

7.: Terminal cover Transparent terminal cover with provision of sealing through 

sealing screw.

7.=

Diagram of 

connections

Diagram of e%ternal connections to be shown on terminal cover 

7.? Mar1ing on 

name plates

Meter should have clearly visible, indelible and distinctly name 

plate mar1ed in accordance with /& & D/&C.M specifications. 

)rior approval of name plate design to be ta1en before product 

supply. 

7.@ Meter &ealing &upplier shall affi% one Buyer seal on side of Meter body as 

advised and record should be forwarded to Buyer. &ealing shall 

be as per /& :CCG amendment and C8( guidelines.

7.C -uarantee 4 

5arranty

? 2ears.

7.E /nsulation ( meter shall withstand an insulation test of = !" and impulse 

test at E !"

7.G #esistance of 

heat and fire

The terminal bloc1 and Meter case shall have safety against the 

spread of fire. They shall not be ignited by thermal overload of 

live parts in contact with them as per the relevant /& :CCG.

TAM!ER 8 ANTI?FRAUD DETECTIONE.IDENCE FEATURES

3.1 Ta*(er Con,'%'ons:

The meter shall not get affected by any remote control device & shall continue recording energy under 

any one or combinations of the following conditionsA

Sr.

No.

Ta*(er #on,'%'on Me%er 2e$a+'or

:.. /4C & .4- /nterchanged

Meter should record forward 

energy

:..7 )hase & 9eutral /nterchanged Meter should record forward energy

==

:..: /4C 9eutral Disconnected, 

.4- 9eutral & 'oad Connected To 8arth.

Meter should record forward energy

:..= /4C 9eutral Disconnected,

.4- 9eutral Connected To 8arth Through 

#esistor & 'oad Connected To 8arth.

Meter should record forward energy

:..? /4C 9eutral connected,

.4- 9eutral Connected To 8arth Through 

#esistor & 'oad Connected To 8arth.

Meter should record forward energy

:..@ /4C I)hase & 9eutral; /nterchanged, 

'oad Connected To 8arth.

Meter should record forward energy

:..C /4C & .4- I)hase or 9eutral; Disconnected,

'oad Connected To 8arth.

Meter should record forward energy

During neutral missing mode starting test will be done at 7( and accuracy shall be within ?J at /b and 

above.

3.2 In)l"en#e !ara*e%ers 

The meter shall wor1 satisfactorily with guaranteed accuracy limit under the presence of the following 

influence Buantities as per /8CA 0:@ and CB/) Technical #eport 9oA EE with latest amendmentA



a7 8%ternal magnetic field Q

b7 8lectromagnetic field induction,

c7 #adio freBuency interference,

d7 "ibration etc,

e7 5aveform 0J of :

rd

harmonics,

f7 "oltage variation,

g7 8lectro magnetic H.6. 6ield,

h7 D.C. immunity test,

8%ternal magnetic field Q test will be done as /& for (C abnormal field and at 0.?Tesla for 

DC magnetic field. 

E.0 COM!ONENT S!ECIFICATIONS

Ser 

No

Co*(onen% 

F"n#%'on

ReH"'re*en% Ma9es an, Or'&'n

=.

Current 

Transformer

s4 &hunt

The Meters should be with the 

current transformers4 &hunt as 

measuring elements. 

The current transformer should 

withstand for the clauses under 

?.7.h

The current 

transformer4 &hunt 

should withstand 

for the clauses 

under ?.7.h

=.7 Measurement 

or computing 

chips

The Measurement or computing 

chips used in the Meter should 

be with the &urface mount type 

along with the (&/Cs.

0&(A (nalog Devices, 

Cyrus 'ogic, (tmel, 

)hillips,TD!,T/

&outh (fricaA &(M8& 

+apanA 98C 

=.: Memory chips

The memory chips should not 

be affected by the e%ternal 

parameters li1e spar1ing, high 

voltage spi1es or electrostatic 

discharges. 

0&(A (tmel, 9ational 

&emiconductors, Te%as 

/nstruments, )hillips, 

&T,

+apanA Hitachi or .1i

=.= Display 

modules

a; The display modules should be well 

protected from the e%ternal 0" 

radiations. 

b; The display visibility should be 

Hong !ongA -enda 

&ingaporeA Bonafied 

Technologies 

!oreaA (dvante1 

ChinaA &uccess,China 

1''

Ser 

No

Co*(onen% 

F"n#%'on

ReH"'re*en% Ma9es an, Or'&'n

sufficient to read the Meter mounted at 

height of 0.? meter as well as at the 

height of 7 meters Irefer :.7.d for 

"iewing angle;. 

c; The construction of the modules 

should be such that the displayed 

Buantity should not disturbed with the 

life of display I)/9 Type;. 

d; /t should be trans$reflective HT9 or 

&T9 type industrial grade with 

e%tended temperature range.

dispaly

+apanA Hitachi, 

&ony

=.? Communicatio

n modules 

Communication modules 0&(A 9ational 

&emiconductors, H), 

.ptonica

Holland 4 !oreaA )hillips 

+apanA Hitachi

TaiwanA 'igite1

=.@ /# )ort 

The mechanical construction of 

the port should be such to 

facilitate the data transfer easily.

0&(A 9ational 

&emiconductors ,H)

Holland 4 !oreaA )hillips 

+apanA Hitachi, 

TaiwanA 'igite1

=.C )ower &upply The power supply should be with the 

capabilities as per the relevant 

standards. The power supply unit of 

the meter should not be affected in 

case the ma%imum voltage of the 

system appears to the terminals due 

to faults or due to wrong connections. 

/t should ta1e care of 

clause :. and :.?

NO #a(a#'%'+e s"((l=

=.E 8lectronic 

components

The active & passive components 

should be of the surface mount type & 

are to be handled & soldered by the 

state of art assembly processes.

0&(A 9ational 

&emiconductors, (tmel, 

)hillips, Te%as 

/nstruments,

+apanA Hitachi, .1i, 

("< or #icoh 

!oreaA &amsung 

TaiwanO 2ageoO 

sam%on

=.G Mechanical 

parts

a; The internal electrical components 

should be of electrolytic copper & 

should be protected from corrosion, 

rust etc.

b; The other mechanical components 

should be protected from rust, 

corrosion etc. by suitable 

plating4painting methods.

=.0 Battery 'ithium with guaranteed life of 0 

years 

"arta, Tedirun, &anyo 

or )anasonic, ma%well

=. #TC & Micro 

controller

The accuracy of #TC shall be as per 

relevant /8C 4 /& standards 

0&(A )hilips, 

Dallas (tmel, 

Motorola, Microchip 

+apanA 98C or .1i

=.7 ).C.B. -lass 8po%y, fire resistance grade 

6#=, with minimum thic1ness .@ mm

IBBT test is must;

1'1

9oteA The components used by manufacturer shall have *Minimum 'ife, more than the product 

*-uarantee life, as mentioned in cl =.C This hold true even for name plate printing, mechanical 

component plating, glue of stic1ers etc. /ncase vendor want to use other ma1e componentsO same 

shall be approved by B&8& before use. /n general the component life shall be twice the *-uarantee 

life,.

L.0 4ENERA6 RE<UIREMENTS

?..n the meter name$plateA

a; meter serial number should be of C4E digits

b; &i>e of the digit of the meter serial number should be minimum ?mm < :mm. 

c; bar code should be printed ne%t to 4 below 4 above the meter serial number 

d; B/& registration mar1 I /&/ mar1;

?.7 Meter &r. 9os. to be printed in blac1 on the name plate, instead of embossing.

?.: BuyerDs &erial 9umber stic1er should be fi%ed on window glass from inside or on Meter front cover of 

minimum digit si>e ? mm < : mm.

?.= &upplier shall supply software suitable for energy measurement & energy spot billing through CM#/.

?.? The supplier should seal the meter cover. The Buyer shall approve the method of sealing.

?.@ The internal potential lin1s should be in closed position or lin1 less Meters will be preferred and there shall 

not be any e%ternal lin1. 

?.C Terminal cover should be fi%ed on Meter before dispatch.

?.E Bo% number, Meter serial number, type, rating should be mentioned on cases 4 cartons.

?.G Meters shall be suitably pac1ed with environmental friendly material in order to avoid damage or 

disturbance during transit or handling and to prevent in grace of moisture and dust.

6.0 ANNEDURE 1: DIS!6A5 SE<UENCE FOR T-E !ARAMETERS

6.1 De)a"l% D's(la=:

. Cumulative !5H Icumulative !5H to be displayed continuously without decimal;

6.2 On?,e*an, D's(la=: 

(fter using pushbutton the following parameters should be displayed.

. 'CD test

7. Date 

:. #eal Time

=. Current MD in !5 

?. 'ast month billing Date 

@. 'ast month billing !5H reading

C. 'ast month billing Ma%imum Demand in !5

E. 'ast month billing Ma%imum Demand in !5 occurrence Date

G. 'ast month billing Ma%imum Demand in !5 occurrence Time

0 &erial 9o of meter.

1'(

9oteA The meter display should return to Default Display mode Imentioned above; if the Kpush buttonD is not 

operated for more than @ seconds.

History A 'ast si% month cumulative active energy I!5H; .

'ast si% months ma%imum demand in !5 with occurrence date and time 
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1.0 TEC-NICA6 S!ECIFICATION

Sr. 

No.

!ara*e%ers Te#$n'#al ReH"'re*en%s

. "oltage 7=0 volt I)$9;, =? volt I)$); L70J to $=0J "ref.

.7 Display a; 'CD I&even digits; b; HeightA 0 mm < ? mm min.

c; )in Type d; "iewing angle min. 70 degrees

.: Display 

parameters

a; Display parametersA

'CD test, date & time, cumulative !5H, cumulative !"(H & 

#!"(H, MD in !5 & !"(, )6, ", / Icumulative !5H continuous 

and other parameter with pushbutton. (ll the energies are without 

decimal.; 

b; Display order shall be as per (nne%ure$ 

.= )ower factor 

range

Sero lag Funity$ >ero lead

.? )ower 

Consumption

'ess than 5att & ="( per phase in voltage circuit, 7 "( in 

current circuit

.@ &tarting current 0.7 J of /b

.C Current range Higher current range i.e. /ma% is acceptable.

.E Test .utput 

Device

6lashing '8D visible from the front

.G Billing data a; Meter serial number, Date and time, !5H, !"(H, #!"(H, 

MD in !5 and !"(, 9o. of tamper counts, tamper occurrence 

with date & time, tamper restoration date & time with snap shots. 

History of !5H, !"(H, #!"(H & MD for last @ months along 

with T.D readings. 

b; (ll the above parameters Inamely !5H, !"(H, #!"(H, MD 

in !5 and !"(; are meter readings.

c; (ll these data shall be accessible for reading, recording and 

spot billing by downloading through optical port on M#/ or 'aptop 

computers at site.

.0 MD #egistration a; Meter shall store MD in every :0 min. period along with date & 

time. 

b; /t should be possible to reset MD automatically at the defined 

date Ior period; 

. (uto #eset of 

MD

(uto reset date for MD shall be indicated at the time of finali>ing 

-T) and provision shall be made to change MD reset date 

through M#/ even after installation of meter on site.

.7 T.D metering Meter shall be capable of doing T.D metering for !5H, !"(#H, 

!"(H and MD in !5 and !"( with @ time >ones 

Iprogrammable on site through CM#/;

.: 'oad survey :0 min integration period, load profile of average voltage and 

current, !5and !"( for min. :@ days 

.= Time reBuired 

for data reading 

from meter and 

downloading on 

Meter data consisting of all parameters and :@ days load survey 

for = parameters shall be read by CM#/ and downloaded on 

des1top )C in minimum possible time and it shall be indicated at 

the time of finali>ing -T).

1')

Sr. 

No.

!ara*e%ers Te#$n'#al ReH"'re*en%s

des1top )C

.? Diagnostic 

feature

&elf diagnostic for time, calendar, #TC battery all display 

segments and 9"M.

.@ &ecurity feature )rogrammable facility to restrict the access to the information 

recorded at different security level such as read communication, 

communication write etc 

.C &oftware & 

communication 

compatibility

a; .ptical port with #& 7:7 compatible to transfer the data locally 

through CM#/ & remote through )&T9 4 .ptical fiber 4 -&M 4 

CDM( 4 #6 4 any other technology to the main computer. 

b; The &upplier shall supply &oftware reBuired for CM#/ & for the 

connectivity to (M# modules. The supplier shall also provide 

training for the use of software. The software should be 

compatible to Microsoft 5indows systems I5indows GE system;. 

The software should have polling feature with optional selection 

of parameters to be downloaded for (M# application.

c; 9ecessary provision shall be made in the software for 

converting all the parameters available for new and old meters if 

supplied earlier. Copy of operation manual shall be supplied.

d; The meter should have capability to store the tamper status in 

the memory in the form of status word. (ny change in the status 

word I selectable basis; the meter should generate the interrupt 

to initiate the communication with the (M# module through 

#&7:7 port if module connected. 

.E Memory 9on volatile memory independent of battery bac1up, memory 

should be retained up$to 0 year in case of power failure

.G Climatic 

conditions 

a; The meter should function satisfactorily in /ndia with 

temperature ranging from 0 $ @0WC and humidity upto G@J.

b; (lso refer /&A :CCG for climatic conditions.

.70 Calibration Meters shall be software calibrated at factory and modification in 

calibration shall not be possible at site by any means.

(.' 8O4,TR"8T>O4&L ?E&T"RE,

Sr.

No.

!ara*e%ers Te#$n'#al ReH"'re*en%s

7. Body of Meter a; Top transparent and base opaBue material polycarbonate of 

'8<(9 =:(4G=:(( or eBuivalent grade. 

b; 6ront cover & base should be ultrasonically welded and should 

be provided with the brass sealing screws.

c; Top cover should be designed so as the internal components 

should not be visible.

7.7 Terminal Bloc1 Made of polycarbonate of grade ?00 # or eBuivalent grade and 

shall form /ntegral part of the meter base, brass or copper current 

terminals with flat$head brass screws.

7.: Terminal cover Transparent terminal cover with provision of sealing through 

sealing screw.

7.=

Diagram of 

connections

Diagram of e%ternal connections to be shown on terminal cover 

7.? Mar1ing on 

name plates

Meter should have clearly visible, indelible and distinctly name 

plate mar1ed in accordance with /& & #eliance 8nergy 'td 

specifications. 

7.@ Meter &ealing &upplier shall affi% one Buyer seal on side of Meter body as 

advised and record should be forwarded to Buyer.

7.C -uarantee 4 ? 2ears.

1'+

Sr.

No.

!ara*e%ers Te#$n'#al ReH"'re*en%s

5arranty

7.E /nsulation ( meter shall withstand an insulation test of = !" and impulse 

test at E !"

7.G #esistance of 

heat and fire

The terminal bloc1 and Meter case shall have safety against the 

spread of fire. They shall not be ignited by thermal overload of 

live parts in contact with them as per the relevant /& :CCG.

3.0 TAM!ER 8 ANTI?FRAUD DETECTIONE.IDENCE FEATURES

The meter shall log minimum 77? tamper events, compartment wise division of each event and their 

persistence time shall be indicated in -T).

The Meter shall not be affected by any remote control device & shall continue recording energy under 

any one or combinations of the following conditionsA

:.. !$ase seH"en#e re+ersal: The meters shall wor1 accurately irrespective of the phase seBuence of 

the supply.

:.7. De%e#%'on o) *'ss'n& (o%en%'al: /n case someone intentionally ta1es out a potential lead, the date 

and time of such occurrence shall be recorded by the Meter. The restoration of normal supply shall 

also be similarly recorded. The threshold for the voltages should be programmable.

:.:. Re+ersal o) C.C. :C"rren% Co'l; !olar'%=: Meter shall record the reversal of C.C. polarity with time 

and date, and also the time of restoration. Meter shall however 

:.=. register the energy consumed correctly with any one, two or all three phase c.c. reversal.

:.?. C.C. S$or%'n&: Meter shall record C.C. Terminal shorting with time and date and time of restoration. 

The threshold of the current should be programmable.

:.@. !ower On O)): Meter shall detect power .66 Iminimum power off period ? minutes; if any of 

phase voltages are not present. This event shall be recorded at the time of each power .66. (t the 

same time power K .9 K event shall be recorded. This logging shall be available in Tamper details 

along with cumulative time of failure. 

:.C. Re#or,'n& o) Ne"%ral ,'s%"r2an#e: ? Meter shall log all events when (C4DC current or voltage is 

in3ected in neutral circuit without disturbing the recording of energy.

:.E. Sna(?on (ara*e%ers: Meter shall log all three phase voltage, current, power factor etc. at the time 

of tamper attempt for all such occurrence.

:.G. EF%ernal Ma&ne%'# %a*(ers: Meter should log on the events of attempt of tampering by e%ternal 

magnetic field as mentioned in the CB/) Technical report no. EE with latest amendments. 

The Meter shall record energy at ma%imum current I/ma%; under the influence of abnormal 

e%ternal magnetic field irrespective of actual load, energy recorded in such case shall also be 

available in separate register. The Meter shall record as per actual load once the e%ternal 

abnormal magnetic field is removed. /n such conditions the Meter shall log the event for presence 

of abnormal e%ternal magnetic field and its restoration.

:.0. In)l"en#e <"an%'%'es: The Meter shall wor1 satisfactorily with guaranteed accuracy limit 

under the presence of the following influence Buantities as per /& :CCG, /8C$0:@, and CB/) 

Technical #eport 9o.EE with latest amendment. 

The influence Buantities areA 

:.0.. 8%ternal Magnetic field F 0.7 tesla I with log on feature;

1'*

:.0.7. 8lectromagnetic field induction,

:.0.:. #adio freBuency interference,

:.0.=. 0nbalanced load,

:.0.?. "ibration etc,

:.0.@. 5ave form 0J of :rd harmonics,

:.0.C. )hase seBuence,

:.0.E. "oltage unbalance,

:.0.G. 8lectro Magnetic H.6. 6ield, and

:.0.0. D.C. /mmunity test.

E.0 COM!ONENT S!ECIFICATIONS

Ser 

No

Co*(onen% 

F"n#%'on

ReH"'re*en% Ma9es an, Or'&'n

=.

Current 

Transformers

The Meters should be with the 

current transformers as 

measuring elements. 

The current transformer should 

withstand for the clauses under 

?.G.3

The current 

transformer should 

withstand for the 

clauses under ?.G.3

=.7 Measurement or 

computing chips

The Measurement or 

computing chips used in the 

Meter should be with the 

&urface mount type along with 

the (&/Cs.

0&(A (nolog Devices, 

Cyrus 'ogic, (tmel, 

)hillips, Te%as 

/nstruments.

&outh (fricaA &(M8& 

+apanA 98C 

=.: Memory chips

The memory chips should not 

be affected by the e%ternal 

parameters li1e spar1ing, high 

voltage spi1es or electrostatic 

discharges. 

0&(A (tmel, 9ational 

&emiconductors, Te%as 

/nstruments, )hillips, 

&T,Microchip 

+apanA Hitachi or .1i

=.= Display 

modules

a; The display modules should be 

well protected from the e%ternal 0" 

radiations. 

b; The display visibility should be 

sufficient to read the Meter mounted 

at height of 0.? meter as well as at 

the height of 7 meters Irefer :.7.d for 

"iewing angle;. 

c; The construction of the modules 

should be such that the displayed 

Buantity should not disturbed with the 

life of display I)/9 Type;. 

d; /t should be trans$reflective HT9 

or &T9 type industrial grade with 

e%tended temperature range.

Hong1ongA -enda 

&ingaporeA Bonafied 

Technologies 

!oreaA (dvante1 

ChinaA &ucess

+apanA Hitachi, 

&ony

Holland 4 !oreaA 

)hillips

=.? Communication 

modules 

Communication modules should be 

compatible for the two #& 7:7 ports 

Ione for optical port for 

communication with Meter reading 

instruments & the other $ for the 

hardwired #& 7:7 port to 

communicate with various modems 

for (M#; 

0&(A 9ational 

&emiconductors, H), 

.ptonica,&T,

Holland 4 !oreaA )hillips 

+apanA Hitachi

TaiwanA 'igite1

-ermanyA &iemens

=.@ .ptical port 

.ptical port should be used to 

transfer the meter data to 

meter reading instrument. 

0&(A 9ational 

&emiconductors ,H)

Holland 4 !oreaA )hillips 

1'%

Ser 

No

Co*(onen% 

F"n#%'on

ReH"'re*en% Ma9es an, Or'&'n

The mechanical construction of 

the port should be such to 

facilitate the data transfer 

easily.

+apanA Hitachi, 

TaiwanA 'igite1

=.C )ower &upply The power supply should be with the 

capabilities as per the relevant 

standards. The power supply unit of 

the meter should not be affected in 

case the ma%imum voltage of the 

system appears to the terminals due 

to faults or due to wrong connections. 

&M)& Type

I/t should ta1e care of 

clause :. and :.?;

=.E 8lectronic 

components

The active & passive components 

should be of the surface mount type 

& are to be handled & soldered by 

the state of art assembly processes. 

The )TH components should be 

positioned such a way that the leads 

of components should not be under 

stress and not touching the internal 

wires.

0&(A 9ational 

&emiconductors, (tmel, 

)hillips, Te%as 

/nstruments,&T,.nsemi

+apanA Hitachi, .1i, 

("< or #icoh 

!oreaA &amsung 

=.G Mechanical 

parts

a+ Th! int!rnal !l!ctrical 

c"(n!nt# #huld 6! $ 

!l!ctrlytic c((!r 1 #huld 6! 

(rt!ct!d $r" crr#in7 ru#t 

!tc4

b; The other mechanical components 

should be protected from rust, 

corrosion etc. by suitable 

plating4painting methods.

=.0 Battery 'ithium with guaranteed life of 0 

years 

"arta, Tedirun, &anyo 

or 9ational

=. #TC & Micro 

controller

The accuracy of #TC shall be as per 

relevant /8C 4 /& standards 

0&(A )hilips, 

Dallas (tmel, 

Motorola, Microchip 

+apanA 98C or .1i

=.7 ).C.B. -lass 8po%y, fire resistance grade 

6#=, with minimum thic1ness .@ mm

*.' @E4ER&L REA">RE2E4T,

?. .n the meter name$plateA

?.7 meter serial number should be of C4E digits

?.: si>e of the digit of the meter serial number should be minimum ?mm < :mm. 

?.= bar code should be printed ne%t to 4 below 4 above the meter serial number 

?.? B/& registration mar1 I /&/ mar1;

?.@ &upplier shall supply software suitable for energy measurement & energy spot billing 

through CM#/.

1';

?.C BuyerDs &erial 9umber stic1er should be fi%ed on window glass from inside or on Meter front cover of 

minimum digit si>e @ mm < : mm.

?.E The supplier should seal meters on both sides. The Buyer shall approve the method of sealing.

?.G The internal potential lin1s should be in closed position or lin1 less Meters will be preferred and there 

shall not be any e%ternal lin1. 

?.0 Terminal cover should be fi%ed on Meter before dispatch.

?. Meter &r. 9os. to be printed in blac1 on the name plate, instead of embossing.

?.7 Bo% number, Meter serial number, type, rating should be mentioned on cases 4 cartons.

?.: Meters shall be suitably pac1ed with environmental friendly material in order to avoid damage or 

disturbance during transit or handling and to prevent in grace of moisture and dust.

6.0 ANNEDURE 1: DIS!6A5 SE<UENCE FOR T-E !ARAMETERS

@. Default DisplayA

. Cumulative !5H Icumulative !5H to be displayed continuously without decimal;

@.7 .n$demand DisplayA 

(fter using pushbutton the following parameters should be displayed.

.'CD test

7 Date 

: #eal Time

= Cumulative #!"(H

? Cumulative !"(H 

@ Current MD in !5 

C Current MD in !"(

E /nstantaneous )ower factor

G /nstantaneous voltage # phase 

0 /nstantaneous voltage 2 phase 

/nstantaneous voltage B phase

7 /nstantaneous current # phase 

: /nstantaneous current 2 phase

= /nstantaneous current B phase 

? 'ast month billing Date

@ 'ast month billing !5H reading

C 'ast month billing #!"(H reading

E 'ast month billing !"(H reading

G 'ast month billing Ma%imum Demand in !5

70 'ast month billing Ma%imum Demand in !5 occurrence Date

7 'ast month billing Ma%imum Demand in !5 occurrence Time

77 'ast month billing Ma%imum Demand in !"(

7: 'ast month billing Ma%imum Demand in !"( occurrence Date

7= 'ast month billing Ma%imum Demand in !"( occurrence Time

1'<

4oteB The meter dis#lay should return to 5efault 5is#lay mode 6mentioned above7 if the C#ush 

buttonD is not o#erated for more than % seconds.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION FOR ENGINEERING PLASTIC METER BOX 

1. S#o(e 

This s#ecification covers manufacture! testing at .or1s and su##ly of Three /hase LT 2eter Bo$es 

made of insulating material intended to contain meters to be installed on .all or similar flat surface 

structure.

54 A((lica6l! Standard 

The 2eter Bo$es shall com#ly .ith >, B *1)) 6/art->>7 

/4 S!r3ic! Cnditin# 

E:ui#ment to be su##lied against this s#ecification shall be suitable for satisfactory continuous 

o#eration under the follo.ing tro#ical conditions.

2a$imum &mbient Tem#erature 65egree 87 %'

2a$imum tem#erature in shade 65egree 87 +*

2inimum Tem#erature of &ir in ,hade 

65egree 87

'° 8

Relative Humidity 6/ercent 7 1' to 1''

2a$imum annual rain fall 6mm7 1+*'

2a$imum Eind #ressure 6Kg/,:. 2. 7 1*'

2a$imum altitude above mean sea level 

62etre7

1'''

>soceranic level 6days #er year7 *'

,eismic level 6HoriFontal &cceleration7 

2oderately hot and humid tro#ical climate 

conducive to rust and fungus gro.th

'.) g

1'=

E.0 Ma%er'al an, Cons%r"#%'on 

+.1 The 2eter bo$ shall be made of Inj!ctin 8uld!d r!in$rc!d 9ir! R!tardant 

*ly(r(yl!n!: *lycar6nat!! .ith .all thic1ness as s#ecified by @T/ ca#able of 

.ithstanding tem#eratures u# to 1(* °8 6&s #er Ball #ressure tests clause =.1+.( >, G 

<<(</=%7.

+.( 6i7 The over all dimensions 6in mm7 of the bo$ shall ensure follo.ing inner air ga#.

Both left !right and to# hinge side HHHHHH. 1*mm.

2eter body to# surface HHHHHHHHHH.. 1*mm

2eter body bottom 6.ire entry7 HHHHHHH..1'' mm.

6 &ll above above clearance are minimum dimension 7.

Iii; The thic1ness of the Bo% & window shall be 7.? mm P 0.? mm.

Iiii; The bo% shall have ample space to fit -&M 4 CDM( M.D8M and their accessories including 

antenna etc.

+.) The 8over of meter bo$ is made of #olycarbonate trans#arent. The meter shall have suitable 

cable terminated on to# cover .ith 5-/ort . The other end of cable shall be suitable to be 

connected .ith .ired #ort of meter.

+.+ 2eter bo$ shall have ( 4os. of Knoc1 out ty#e holes of diameter at the bottom for entry of 

service connection .ires fi$ed .ith one glands . 

+.* ?or 2eter reading ! /ush button is #rovided . 

+.% The bo$ cover shall be fi$ed on t.o hinges. & total no of ( hinges in one meter bo$. 

11'

+.; ?or holding and loc1ing the cover! "-sha#ed latches .ith one hole for riveting on the base 

and the other for sealing the meter bo$ shall be #rovided. This clam# .ill also hold the cover 

.ith base. The total number of 8lam#s for each bo$ .ill be ( 4os.

+.< 2eter base su##orts shall be raised by about 1' mm in the bo$ for easy of .iring.

+.= ,oft rubber gas1et for #rotection on all around cover .ill be #rovided.

+.1' The bo$ .ill be #rovided .ith + fi$ing holes of <mm dia ! >n addition sealing holes of ) 

to ).* mm dia .ill be #rovided in " clam#s. 

+.11 The bo$ should have earthling #rovision. 

+.1( Bo$ .ith 8R8& frame for bo$ and meter mounting .ill be #referred.

T;CHNICAL S*;CI9ICATION 9OR CR<O COR; DISTRIBUTION 

TRANS9OR8;RS

CA*ACITY O9 TRANS9OR8;RS 

A4 1' Kva 11/'.()Kv Transformer.

B4 1% Kva 11/'.()Kv Transformer.

C4 (* Kva 11/'.+ Kv Transformer.

D4 %)Kva 11/'.+Kv Transformer.

;4 1''Kva 11/'.+ Kv Transformer.

17 2anufacturer must have 8/R> certification.

(7 &ll others technical s#ecification must satisfy latest >,, .

.

111

4UARANTEED TEC-NICA6 !ARTICU6ARS OF 11 3. E00 AM!S A.B. S7ITC-ES

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

&l.9o particulars :: !" =00 (mps particulars

(.B. &witches as offered by

I desired value; the tender.

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

7 : =

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

. Ma1erDs name and To be specified by the $

country or origin. By the tenderer.

7. Type of &witch #otating type only $

:. &uitable for mounting Hori>ontal only $

=. 9umber of supporting 7 nos.7 !" $

post insulator per phase )ost /nsulator per phase

as per /&&$7?==4GC:.

?. )ost /nsulator.

Ia; Ma1erDs name & country To be specified $

of origin By the tenderer

Ib; Type of cemeting To be Buoted original

cemented only.

Ic; .ne minute power fre$ :? !" #M&. $

Muency withstand voltage

Dry

Id; .ne minute power fre$ :? !" #M&. $

Muency withstand voltage

5et.

Ie; "isible discharge voltage G !" #M&. $

If; Dry 6lashover "oltage To be specified

by the tenderer $

Ig; )ower freBuency puncture .: times of actual dry

withstand voltage flash over voltage.

Ih; Creepage distance 7:0 mm minimum.

Iactual creepage distance

for which type test have

been conducted is to be 

specified by the tenderer. 

@. /mpulse withstand voltage

for positive and negative

polarity I .74?0; mircro 

second wave;. $ $

a; (cross the isolating distance E? !" Ipea1; $ 

b; To earth & between poles C? !" Ipea1; $

C. .ne minute power freBuency

11(

withstand voltage

Ia; (cross the isolating distance :7 !" I#M&; $

Ib; To earth and between poles 7E !" I#M&; $

E. #ated normal current and 

rated freBuency. =00 amps. ?0 H>

G. #ated short circuit ma1ing 7? !( Ipea1;

capacity.



0. #ated short time current. @ !( I#M&;

#ated pea1 withstand current =0 !( I#M&;

7 #ated mainly active load

brea1ing capacity 0 (

: #ated Transformer off load @.: (I rms;

brea1ing capacity 

=. #ated line charging brea1ing

capacity 7.? ( I #M&;

?. #ated cable charging brea1ing

capacity 0 ( I rms;

@. Minimum clearance between

ad3acent phases

Ia; &witch Closed. C@0 mm

I centre to centre; 

Ib; &witch opened.

Icentre4edge of blade; :E0 mm

C. Temperature riseA

Ia; Temperature rise should not @? 

0

C 

e%ceed to ma%imum limit as

specified below at an ambient 

temperature not e%ceeding 

in =0 

0

C 

Copper contacts silver faced 

Terminal of switch 

intended to be connected to 

e%ternal conductor by bolts ?0 

0

C 

or screw at an ambient 

temperature at =0 

0

C 

should not e%ceed .



E. "ertical Clearance from top of 7?= mm Iminimum;

insulator cap to mounting channel

G. Type of contact a; &elf aligned, high pressure 3aw type 

fi%ed contacts of electrolytic copper of si>e E0 % ?0 % E mm duly silver 

plated. 8ach contact should be reverted with three nos. Copper rivets 

11)

with a bunch I minimum : mm thic1; consisting of copper foils, 

each may vary from 0.? mm to 0.7? mm. These total thic1ness of 

copper foils per 3aw should be @ mm. +aw assembling are to be bolted 

through stainless steel bolts and nuts with stainless steel flat and 

spring washer.

b; &olid rectangular blade type moving contact of electrolytic copper 

si>e 770 mm % ?0 mm % E mm duly silver plated.

c; )ressure spring to be used in 3aw contacts shall be phosphorous 

bron>e having E nos of turn % 7E mm height % =.= mm diameter with 

= &5- wire Iminimum si% nos springs shall be used.;

70. Connectors. Terminal connectors for both movable and 

fi%ed should be of copper casting I minimum G? J copper 

composition. The fi%ed connector shall of si>e E0 % ?0 % E mm and the 

si>e of movable connector shall be si>e E0 % ?0 % E mm with machine 

finishing duly silver plated with 7 nos. 7 mm dia holes provided with 

suitable brass bolts and double nuts with brass flat washers and 7 nos 

solder less bimetallic soc1ets for each connector suitable up to E0 

&B.mm conductor. 

7. Moving Contact Movable contact is to be supported by 

galvani>ed angle of ?0 % ?0 % ? mm in each

phase and the moving contact are to be bolted through 7 nos 

stainless steel bolts and nuts with stainless steel flat and spring 

washers, suitable.

77. -alvani>ation a; /ron parts shall be not deep galvani>ed as per /&$7@::4GC7.

b; The pipe shall be galvani>ed as per /&$=C:@4G@E.

7:. Details of phase A$

Ia; Coupling #od 7? mm nominal bore -./. pipe 

medium gauge.

Ib; .perating #od :7 mm nominal bore -./. pipe medium

gauge single length @ mtrs. The detailed dimension of the -. /. pipe as 

per /&$7:G I)t./; are mentioned below A$

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

9ominal .utside Diameter

Base diameter thic1ness

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

Ma%. Min.

7? mm :=.7 mm ::.: mm :.7? mm

:7 mm =7.G mm =7 mm :.7? mm

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

c; (rcing Horn 0 mm dia -./. #od with spring assisted operation.

d; 6orce of fi%ed contact spring To be specified by the tenderer

e; Copper braided fle%ible :70 mm length of fle%ible electrolytic 

topes copper tape or braided chord I with tin coated; having minimum weight 

=?0 gms. )er meter and both ends shall be crimped with copper 

soc1ets through brass bolts and nuts with brass flat washers. two nos 

of suitable copper soc1ets shall be used at both ends. The minimum 

no. of fle%ible wires should be ?:@ of :@ &5- for each fle%ible chord.

11+

f; Muic1 brea1 deviceA 'ever mechanism

g; Bearings = nos. self lubricant bearing to be provided with grease nipple 

including = the bearing being a thrust bearing.

h; 'oc1ing arrangementA$ )ad 'oc1er & !ey arrangement at both K.9D & K.66D position.

i; 8arth Terminal A$ To be provided at base channels.

7=. &upporting Channels C? mm % =0 mm M.&. Channel hot deep galvani>ed.

7?. 5eight of each pole To be specified by the tender

completeA$

N.B. i; 6errous parts shall be duly galvani>ed as per /&$7@::4GC7 & 9on$ferrous parts shall be 

silver plated.

ii; Certificate from a -ovt.(pproved 'aboratory regarding composition of copper in 

electrolytic copper casting of materials should be submitted during inspection of materials at 

the cost of tenderer.

11*

4UARANTEED TEC-NICA6 !ARTICU6ARS FOR -.4. FUSE SET 

11 3. 200 AM!S@ 3 !O6E

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

&l.9o particulars I Desired "alue; "alues offered

By the tender.

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

7 : =

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

. 9ame of the manufacturer and To be specified by the $

country of origin. By the tenderer.

7. .perating voltage !" $

:. 9umber of insulators 7 nos.7 !" $

per phase )ost /nsulator per phase

=. #ated normal current and

normal freBuency. 700 (mps.?0 H>

?. "ertical clearance from top 

of insulator cap to mounting

Channel 7?= mm Iminimum;

@. Height of the riser for carrying ?0 mm from the

the horns. cap Itop; of insulator.

?. )ost /nsulator.

Ia; 9ame of the manufacturer & To be specified $

country of origin By the tenderer

Ib; Type of cemeting To be Buoted original

cemented only.

Ic; .ne minute power fre$ :? !" #M&. $

Muency withstand voltage

Dry

Id; .ne minute power fre$ :? !" #M&. $

Muency withstand voltage

5et.

Ie; "isible discharge voltage G !" I#M&;

If; Dry 6lashover "oltageTo be specified

by the tenderer $

Ig; )ower freBuency puncture .: times of actual dry

withstand voltage flash over voltage.

Ih; Creepage distance 7:0 mm minimum.

Iactual creepage distance

for which type test have

been conducted is to be 

specified by the tenderer

E /mpulse withstand voltage

I.74?0 micro second wave

positive & negative polarity.

Ia; (cross the isolating distance. E? !" Ipea1;

11%

Ib; To earth & between poles C? !" Ipea1;



G. .ne minute power freBuency

withstand voltage

Ia; (cross the isolating distance :7 !" I#M&; $

Ib; To earth and between poles 7E !" I#M&; $

. Details of (rcing Horns &olid Copper rod having C.@7 mm 

dia silver plated provided with screwing

arrangement on the fuse carrier made of

copper casting for fi%ing fuse wire. I Total

length @: ?mm ;. (ll the bolts, nuts

and washers should be made out of brass.

7. #iser 0nit I ?0 mm a; #iser cum connector made out of copper

total height;. Casting I with minimum G?J

copper composition ; having riser si>e

?0 mm height % :0mm width % E mm 

thic1ness and connector si>e E0% ?0% @ mm

duly silver plated and machine finishing

provided with 7 nos.7 mm dia brass bolts

& brass double nuts with flat brass washer 

and 7 nos. solder less bimetallic soc1ets per 

each connector suitable up to E0 mm sB. 

conductor. 

b; 00 mm height -./. riser made of G mm

nominal bore medium gauge -./. pipe welded

with 7 nos -./. 6lat of :0 % ? mm at both ends fi%ed with 0 

mm dia stainless steel, bolts and 

nuts with flat stainless steel spring washers.

:. &upporting Channels C? % =0 % @ mm M.&. Channel I galvani>ed;

=. -alvani>ation (ll ferrous parts should be galvani>ed as per

/&$7@::4GC7 & all non$ferrous parts should be duly 

electroplated with silver.

?. 5eight of each pole To be specified by the tenderer.

complete;.

9.B. A$ Certificate from a -ovt. (pproved 'aboratory regarding composition of copper in electrolytic 

copper casting and galvani>ation as per /&& may be furnished during inspection of materials at the 

cost of tender.

11;

SC-EDU6E OF BIDS FOR TEC-NICA6

. 9ame of tenderer with .ffice and factory address, A

Tel.9o.4Tele% 9o.46a% 9o.

7. &pecification 9o. A

:. (ddress of 'ocal .ffice and Tel.9o.4Tele%46a% 9o. A

=. TendererDs #eference 9o. A

?. 'ast date and time of submission of Tender A

@. Date and time for opening of Tender A

C. Testing 6acilities available A

E. Category of organi>ation A

G. 5hether Bualifying certificates submitted A

0. )articulars of 8arnest Money submitted A

. 5hether 98&C. delivery clause accepted A

7. 5hether agreed to A

a; /nspection Clause A

b; )ac1ing Clause A

c; #etesting Clause A

:. 5hether &ample is enclosed A

=. 5hether the material4eBuipment offered 

conformed to the relevant /&& specification 

and drawing . A 

?. 5hether e%ecuted orders previously 

for the items tendered now. )lease 

give full details of supplies made. A

@. 5hether the materials bears /&/ mar1 A

C. .ffer valid up to A

E. Delivery &chedule A

a; Commence with minimum Buantity A

b; #ate of delivery per month4Buarter A

and completion time.

G. /f any deviation, please mention in deviation A

sheet enclosed.

70. Technical literature4catalogue of the A

materials offered enclosed.

7. Bidders wor1 e%perience

including userDs certificate furnished or not. A

77. Type test certificate from any 9ational Testing

'aboratory ,-ovt. of /ndia A

7:. /&.$G00 Certificate submitted A

7=. 5hether -uaranteed Technical Data &heet

)articulars submitted. 

S'&na%"re o) B',,er 

7'%$ Na*e an, Seal o) F'r*

IThis form is to be duly filled up and duly signed by the Bidder & submitted along with the tender.;

11<

ABSTRACT OF 4ENERA6 TERMS AND CONDITIONS

. 8arnest Money 6urnished A

7. Contractor 4 6irmDs wor1 e%perience A

including userDs certificate furnished or not.

:. Deviation to the specification, if any A

Ilist enclosed or not;.

=. Test Certificate from any 9ational. A

Testing 'aboratory. -ovt. of /ndia

?. /&.$G00 Certificate submitted A

@. -uaranteed Technical )articulars A

C. Delivery 4 8%ecution 

Date of commencement 4 8%ecution A

E. -uaranteeA 5hether agreeable to A

98&C. Terms.

G. 5hether agreeable to furnish security A

deposit in shape of Ban1 -uarantee in

case his tender is successful.

0. Terms of paymentA 5hether agreeable A

to 98&C. standard terms of payment or not.

. &ub$Contractor 4 (uthori>ed representative A

7. Turnover Certificate furnished A

from Chartered (ccountant.

:. "alid /TCC & &TCC submitted A

S'&na%"re o) %$e B',,er

Na*e 8 7'%$ Seal o) F'r*

MT$'s )or* 's %o 2e ,"l= )'lle, "( an, ,"l= s'&ne, 2= %$e B',,er 8 s"2*'%%e, alon& w'%$ %$e 

%en,er.N

11=



SC-EDU6E FOR !RICE BID BASIS O TURN3E5 :BA6ASORE MUNCI!A6IT5;

SC-EDU6E FOR !RICE BID :1C; BASIS O TURN3E5

Sl 

No

Na*e o) %$e 7or9 Un'% <n%=.

Un'% Ra%e 'n Rs To%al !r'#e 'n Rs

In )'&"res In wor,s In )'&"res In wor,s



Ere#%'on@ ,rawal & commissioning of 113. 2!$ase -T 6'ne 

:13*; w'%$ LLsH** AAA Con,"#%or w'%$ 9 *%r lon& 300 34 

!SC !ole with ?0 mtr.span , having one D) per !M installed over " 

cross arm, 6 clamp, )ole top brac1et, bac1 clamp for K"D cross arm 

with installation of pin insulator & disc insulator where ever reBuired 

and by binding the conductor with the alluminum binding wire where 

ever reBuired and ma1ing 3umpering with the same ((( conductor 

through ).- clamp where ever reBuired, installing stay set where 

ever reBuired I? nos of stay per !.m on the average;with stay wire & 

HT stay set complete. There should be one cut point per !m on the 

average. The line should be duly inspected by authori>ed officers of 

8lectrical /nspectorate, .rissa so as to ma1e the line suitable for 

charging. (ll the poles should be provided with paddling & cooping.

3M E.6P 

7

8rection, drawal & commissioning of 113. 3!$ase -T 6'ne 

:13*; w'%$ LL sH** AAA Con,"#%or w'%$ 9*%r lon& 300 

34 !SC !ole with ?0 mtr.span IGspans per !m;, having one D) 

per !M installed over " cross arm, 6 clamp, )ole top brac1et, bac1 

clamp for K"D cross arm with installation of pin insulator & disc 

insulator where ever reBuired and by binding the conductor with the 

alluminum binding wire where ever reBuired and ma1ing 3umpering 

with the same ((( conductor through ).- clamp where ever 

reBuired, installing stay set where ever reBuired I? nos of stay per 

!.m on the average;with stay wire & HT stay set complete. There 

should be one cut point per !m on the average. The line should be 

duly inspected by authori>ed officers of 8lectrical /nspectorate, 

.rissa so as to ma1e the line suitable for charging. (ll the poles 

should be provided with paddling & cooping.

3* 1.L 

4RAND TOTA6 FOR CONSTRUCTION OF 113. l'ne 

1('

SC-EDU6E FOR !RICE BID BASIS O TURN3E5 :BA6ASORE MUNCI!A6IT5;

Sl 

No

Des#r'(%'on o) wor9 Un'% <n%=.

Un'% Ra%e 'n Rs

In )'&"res In wor,s

To%al !r'#e 'n Rs

In F'&"res In wor,s

S"((l= of 16 3.A@ 110.23@ 11 3. S'n&le !$ 

,'s%r'2"%'on %rans)or*er Iwith C)#/ certification or eBuivalent 

certification; and installation of the same with transformer 

mounting brac1et over :00 !- G Mtr long )&C pole Iwith 

supply & erection of the pole; with padding, cooping as per 

specification and supply & installation of !" 7 pole (B 

switch, H- fuse unit, 7 9os. '(, one Distribution bo% with 

energy meter with provision of four 9os.earthing duly 

connected to transformer, (B switch, H- fuse & '( I(ll 

supplied by the bidder; along with supply & fi%ing of reBuired 

channel, angle & stay set as per specification. (nti climbing 

device should be provided. The line should be duly inspected 

by authori>ed officers of 8lectrical /nspectorate, .rissa so as to 

ma1e the line suitable for charging.

N.B. / (ll the reBuired materials for the above wor1 has to be 

provided by the bidder as per on going #8C specification & the 

wor1manship should also be of #8C standard. The iron 

materials should be painted with two coats of red o%ide paint. 

)roof of purchase of material is reBuired. There should be 

provided stay at the sub station point if necessary. The padding 

& cooping wor1 of all HT supports must be done as per #8C 

standard. There should be inscribed in each pole4&ub$&tation 

or Transformer 0p$graded4 installed *B&"2, and the year of 

electrification in white paint in the bac1ground of deep green 

paint.

Nos. 3P

4RAND TOTA6 FOR INSTA66ATION OF 163.A110.233. SS

1(1

SC-EDU6E FOR !RICE BID BASIS? TURN3E5 :BA6ASORE MUNICI!A6IT5;

Sl 

No

Des#r'(%'on o) wor9 Un'% <n%=.

Un'% Ra%e 'n Rs

In )'&"res In wor,s

To%al !r'#e

In )'&"res In wor,s

Cons%r"#%'on o) 2L 3.A@ 110.E@ 113. 3?!$ase D's%r'2"%'on 

S"2?s%a%'on #o*(le%e w'%$

. Gmtrlong. 300 9& !SC Do"2le !ole s%r"#%"re along with 

Channel for supporting transformer, Channel and angle for 

supporting (B &witch, H- 6use unit, Channel for supporting 

insulators, belting and belting support for transformer, danger plate, 

nuts, bolts & washers, preformed insulator binding, and reBuired 

hardware, ? nos. of earthing arrangement with electrodes,cable for 

connection of transformer to 'TDB,-/ pipe & lamps for routing of 

cable & all other sundry items & &upply and erection of !v &tay 

set Complete & &upply & of 7? !"(, 40.=::!", :$)hase 

Distribution Transformer with all accessories such as !", :$pole 

(B &witch, !" H- fuse set & '(, 'T Distribution bo% with energy 

meter complete as per #8 specification

9.B F (ll the reBuired materials in cluding fi%tures are to be 

provided by the bidder and the wor1 inspected by the authrosied 

official of 8'B. .rissa so as to enable the s4s to be charged . The 

materials should be of good Buality conforming to #8C standard. 

The transformer provided should be C)#/ certification or eBuivalent 

certification. )roof of purchase of materials is reBuired .There 

should be inscribed in each pole and transformer up$graded 

4installed, B&"2, and the year of electrification in white paint in 

the bac1ground of deep green paint

9os. 11

4RAND TOTA6 FOR INSTA66ATION OF 2L 3.A110.E3. SS

1((

SC-EDU6E FOR !RICE BID BASIS O TURN3E5 :BA6ASORE MUNICI!A6IT5.;

Sl 

No

Des#r'(%'on o) wor9 Un'% <n%=.

Un'% Ra%e 'n Rs

In F'&"res In 

wor,s

To%al !r'#e 'n Rs 

In )'&"res In wor,s 

1.

Ere#%'on@ ,rawal & commissioning of S'n&le !$ase ABC 

6T O- 6'ne o) 13* :S(an O E0*;@w'%$ E mtr long 700 

!- )&C )ole with I7? spans per !M; along with pole 

concreting, earthing arrangement, eye hoo1, suspension 4 

dead end clamp including belting of clamps, etc. complete 

as reBuired for supporting 'T <')8 insulated (B 

conductor, anti climbing device with fasteners, danger 

plate, nuts, bolts & washers and reBuired hardware, as per 

specification & &upply & stringing of <')8 /nsulated $

phase (BC :1D3LQ1F16Q1F2L; sH.** as per 

specification along with supply & erection of 'T stay set 

Complete. (ll the poles should be provided with paddling & 

cooping.

N.B. / (ll the reBuired materials for the above wor1 has to 

be provided by the bidder as per on going #8C 

specification & the wor1manship should also be of #8C 

standard. The iron materials should be painted with two 

coats of red o%ide paint. )roof of purchase of material is 

reBuired. /f the number stays per !.M becomes less or 

more than @ 9os ta1ing the bloc1 as unit then the cost of 

that number of stay will be deducted from the bill or added 

in the bill. Here the cost of stay will be treated as the unit 

cost price of stay as per schedule rate. &tay to be provided 

wherever the angular deviation of line e%ceeds ? degree. 

The padding & cooping wor1 of all 'T supports must be 

done as per #8C standard. There should be inscribed in 

each pole *B&"2, and the year of electrification in white 

paint in the bac1ground of deep green paint.

!m P.0

4RAND TOTA6 FOR CONSTRUCTION OF 1?!$ ABC 6T O- 6'nes 

1()

SC-EDU6E FOR !RICE BID BASIS O TURN3E5 :BA6ASORE MUNICI!A6IT5.;

Sl 

No

Des#r'(%'on o) wor9 Un'% <n%=.

Un'% Ra%e 'n Rs

In F'&"res In wor,s

To%al !r'#e 'n Rs

In )'&"res In wor,s

1

8rection, drawal & commissioning of o) 3?!$ase 

D6!E 'ns"la%e, ABC 6T O- 6'nes :S(an O E0*;@ 

w'%$ R *%r 20034 !SC !ole:7?9os of pole per !m; 

along with earthing arrangement, cross arm 

insulator, fittings , hardware & accessories etc. 

complete as reBuired for supporting conductor, anti 

climbing device, danger plate, nuts, bolts & washers 

and reBuired hardware & 'T stay set complete in all 

respect & &upply & stringing of <')8 /nsulated, :$

)hase (BC Ia;:3D3LQ1F16Q1D2L;sH.** as per 

specification along with &upply & erection of 'T stay 

set Complete setI(ppro%imately si% numbers per !m 

on the average;. (ll the poles should be provided with 

paddling & cooping.

N.B. / (ll the reBuired materials for the above wor1 

has to be provided by the bidder as per on going 

#8C specification & the wor1manship should also be 

of #8C standard. The iron materials should be 

painted with two coats of red o%ide paint. )roof of 

purchase of material is reBuired. /f the number stays 

per !.M becomes less or more than @ 9os ta1ing the 

bloc1 as unit then the cost of that number of stay will 

be deducted from the bill or added in the bill. Here 

the cost of stay will be treated as the unit cost price 

of stay as per schedule rate. &tay to be provided 

wherever the angular deviation of line e%ceeds ? 

degree. The padding & cooping wor1 of all 'T 

supports must be done as per #8C standard. There 

should be inscribed in each pole *B&"2, and the 

year of electrification in white paint in the bac1ground 

of deep green paint.



.

!m 3.30

4RAND TOTA6 FOR CONSTRUCTION OF 3 ?!$ ABC 6T O- 6'nes 

1(+

SC-EDU6E FOR !RICE BID BASIS O TURN3E5 :BA6ASORE MUNICI!A6IT5;

Sl 

No

Des#r'(%'on o) wor9 Un'% <n%=.

Un'% Ra%e 'n Rs

In F'&"res In wor,s

To%al !r'#e 'n Rs

In F'&"res In wor,s

10 Ins%alla%'on o) Ser+'#e Conne#%'ons #o*(le%e 

wor9 )or B!6 #ons"*er as s(e#')'e, 2elow

. &upply & fi%ing of 

98&C. approved energy meter with T) 

bo% as per specification . 

7. &upply of C.6.' bulb 

i; E5 F9o

i; 5$ 9o 

ii; power supply to un electrified B)' 

House hold

:. )roviding service 

connection .?sBmm Twin core )"C cable 

with piercing connector Meter Board , @ 

amp D) main switch with earthing terminal, 

Coil earthing, 5ooden distribution board with 

two nos. of flush type ? ( &witch, two nos. of 

holders, house wiring including all other 

sundry items such as 4C brac1et & bends 

with clamps, )"C Conduit, 0&5- -/ 5ire 

complete wor1s as per specification.

N.B. / (ll the reBuired materials for the above wor1 

has to be provided by the bidder of /&& standard. 

The wor1 should be complete in all respect duly 

inspected by authori>ed officials so as to be ready for 

providing power supply to B)' house holds.

9o 6PL

4RAND TOTA6 FOR4I.IN4 !O7ER SU!!65 TO B!6 -OUSE -O6D

1(*

SC-EDU6E FOR !RICE BID BASIS O TURN3E5 :BA6ASORE MUNICI!A6IT5;

Sl 

No

Des#r'(%'on o) wor9 Bls M"n'#'(al'%=

To%al !r'#e 'n Rs

In F'&"res In wor,s

1.

2.

3.

E.

L.

&upply & 8rection of -T s%a= se% #o*(le%e along 

with stay wire IC40 -/ stay wire ; & connecting the 

same to the HT pole complete in all respect.

&upply & 8rection of 6T s%a= se% #o*(le%e along 

with stay wire IC47 -/ stay wire; & connecting the 

same to the 'T pole complete in all respect.

&upply & 8rection of 2Nos o) -T s%a= se% 

#o*(le%e along with stay wire IC40 -/ stay wire; & 

connecting the same to the 79os of D) pole of 

7?!"( 4@:!"(400!"( &4& complete in all respect.

&upply & 8rection of 11*%r RS Bo's% (ole 

:11L**D11L ** ; & construction of D) by 

providing appropriate top channel I00<?0%@ mm 

Ms channel;& reBuired si>e o) N 8 B )or roa, or 

r'+er #ross'n& )or 113. l'ne.

S"((l= 8 Ere#%'on o) 11*%r RS Bo's% (ole 

:11L**D11L ** ; 8 #ons%r"#%'on o) D! by 

providing appropriate top channel I00<?0%@ mm 

Ms channel;& reBuired si>e of 9 & B for road or 

river crossing )or 6T l'ne.

NB? /n case of river or road crossing if appropriate 

is not achieved by G mtr long psc pole, mtr long 

#& 3oist as in sl. = & ? will be used./n that case the 

cost of span with 7 pole will be deducted & cost 7 

D)s as above will be added.

@

@

7

$

1(%

SC-EDU6E FOR !RICE BID BASIS O TURN3E5 :BA6ASORE MUNICI!A6IT5;

Sl 

No

Des#r'(%'on o) wor9 Bls M"n'#'(al'%=

To%al !r'#e 'n Rs

In F'&"res In wor,s

1.

2.

3.

E.

L.

6.

P.

R.

S"((l= @Erre#%'on 8 )'F'n& :s"'%a2l=; o) RM%r lon& !s# (ole as 

s%r"% on reH"'re, (o'n%s o) 6T 8 -T l'nes w$ere s%a= #anno% 2e 

)'Fe,. 

S"((l= @Erre#%'on 8 )'F'n& :s"'%a2l=; o) 9M%r lon& !s# (ole as 

s%r"% on reH"'re, (o'n%s o) 6T 8 -T l'nes w$ere s%a= #anno% 2e 

)'Fe,. 

S"((l= 8 Erre#%'on o) 9M%r lon& !s# (ole w'%$ . #ross ar* 8 F 

#la*( ,"l= )'%%e, o+er '%:All s"((l'e, 2= #on%ra#%or;3 Nos o) 

113. !'n 'ns"la%or w'%$ 4I ('n.

S"((l= 8 Erre#%'on o) 11M%r lon& RS Bo's% (ole w'%$ . #ross 

ar* 8 F #la*( ,"l= )'%%e, o+er '% :All s"((l'e, 2= #on%ra#%or; 3 

Nos o) 113. !'n 'ns"la%or w'%$ 4I ('n.

S"((l= 8 Erre#%'on o) 9M%r lon& !s# (ole w'%$ . #ross ar* 8 F 

#la*( ,"l= )'%%e, o+er '%:All s"((l'e, 2= #on%ra#%or;3 Nos o) 

113. ,'s# 'ns"la%or )or #"% (o'n%.

S"((l= 8 Erre#%'on o) 11M%r lon& RS Bo's% (ole w'%$ . #ross 

ar* 8 F #la*( ,"l= )'%%e, o+er '% :All s"((l'e, 2= #on%ra#%or; 3 

Nos o) 113. ,'s# 'ns"la%or )or #"% (o'n%.

S"((l= o) 6No 8 RNo 4I w're 'n#l",'n& 'ns%alla%'on )or 

&"ar,'n& o) %$e 6T l'ne or -T l'ne w'%$ L0 *%r s(an

S"((l= 8 )'F'n& o) 2Nos o) #$annel o) 1.PL*%r len&%$ :S'Ge 

PLDE0D6 ** Ms #$annel;8)'F'n& o) %$e sa*e on %$e 

(oles:2Nos;)or 'ns%alla%'on o) &"ar,'n& w're.

?
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!ROFORMA OF BAN3 4UARANTEE FOR EARNEST MONE5 DE!OSIT

Ban1 -uarantee 9oXXXXXXX.

DateXXXXX.

. /n accordance with invitation to Bid 9oXXXXXXX.. DatedXXXXXX of Collector & District 

Magistrate Balasore Iherein after referred to as Collector; for the purpose of XXXXXXX.. 

M4sXXXXXXXXXXXX. (ddressXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.. 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX wish 4 wishes to 

participate in the said tender and as the Ban1 -uarantee for the sum of #sXXXXXXXX. 

I#upeesXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.. only; valid for a period of XXXXXX.. days Iin 

words; is reBuired to be submitted by the tenderer. 5e the XXXXXXXXXXX.. Ban1 Iherein after 

referred to as the ban1; at the reBuest of M4sXXXXXXXXXXXXX.. hereby uneBuivocally and 

unconditionally guarantee and underta1e to pay during the above said period or written reBuest by the 

Collector, an amount not e%ceeding #sXXXX. I#upeesXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX. only; 

to Collector without any reservation. The guarantee will remain valid up to =.00)M of dateXXXXX.. 

Idate; and if any further e%tension is reBuired the same will be e%tended on receiving instruction from 

M4sXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX. on whose behalf this guarantee has been issued. 

7. 5e, the XXXXXXXX.. Ban1 do hereby underta1e to pay the amounts, due and payable under the 

guarantee without any demur, merely on a demand from the Collector stating that the amount claimed is 

due by war of loss or damage caused to or suffered by Collector by reason of any breach by the said 

contractorIs; of any of the terms or conditions contained in the said agreement or by the reason of any 

breach by the said contractors failure to perform the said Bid. (ny such demand made on the Ban1 shall 

be conclusive as regards the amount due and payable by the Ban1 under this guarantee. However, our 

liability under this guarantee shall be restricted to an amount not e%ceeding #s. XXXXXXX. Iin 

words;.

:. 5e underta1e to pay to the Collector any money so demanded not withstanding any dispute or dispute 

raised by the contractorIs; 4 &upplierIs; in any suit or proceeding instituted 4 pending before any Court or 

Tribunal relating thereto our liability under this agreement being absolute and univocal. The payment made 

under this bond shall be a valid discharge of our liability for payment there under and the contractorIs; 4 

supplierIs; shall have no claim against us for ma1ing such payment.

=. 5e, the XXXXXXXXXX. Ban1 our local Branch at BaripadaIdetail address & Code 9o. of local 

branch to be specified; further agree that the guarantee herein contain shall remain in full force and effect 

during eh period 7=0 days Itwo hundred and forty days; and it shall continue to do so enforceable till all the 

dues of the Collector under by the virtue of the said Bid have been fully paid and its claims satisfied or 

discharged or till Collector certifies that the terms and conditions of the said Bid have been fully and 

properly carried out by the said contractorIs; and accordingly discharge this guarantee. 0nless a demand 

or claim under this guarantee is made on us in writing on or before the XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

we shall be discharged from all liabilities under this guarantee thereafter.

?. 5e, the XXXXXXXXXXXX. Ban1 our local Branch at Baripada further agree that Collector shall 

have the fullest liberty without our consent and without affecting any manner our obligations hereunder to 

very and of terms and conditions of the said Bid or to e%tend time of performance by the said contractorIs; 

from time to time to postpone for any time or from time to time any of the powers e%ercisable by Collector 

against the said contractorIs; and to forebear or enforce any of terms and conditions relating to the said 

Bid and we shall not be relived from our liability by reason of any such variation postponement or e%tension 

being granted by the contractorIs; or for any forbearance act of omission on part of Collector to the said 

contractorIs; or by any such matter or thing whatsoever which under the law relating to sureties should but 

for this provisions have effect of so relieving us.

@. The guarantee will not discharged due to change in the name, style and constitution of the Ban1 and 

contractorIs;.

C. 5e, the XXXXXXXXXXX Ban1 our local Branch at Baripada lastly underta1e not to revo1e this 

guarantee during its currency e%cept with the previous consent of Collector in writing.

DatedXXXXXXXXXXXXXDay of XXXXXXXX..700XXXXXXX.

5itness A$

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX..

7XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

6or XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Iindicating name of the Ban1 with seal;

1(<

!ROFORMA OF BAN3 4UARANTEE FOR !ERFORMANCE 4UARANTEE

ITo be stamped in accordance with &tamp (ct.;

Ban1 -uarantee 9oXXXXXXX.

DateXXXXX.

This -uarantee Bond is e%ecuted this XXXXXX. Day XXXXXXX 700 by us the 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX Ban1 at XXXXXXXXXX 

)..XXXXXXXXXXXX. ).&XXXXXXXXXXXXX DistXXXXXXXXXX.. 

&tateXXXXXXXXXXXXX. 

5hereas the Collector & District Magistrate, Balasore Ihereinafter called *Collector,; has placed .rder 

9oXXXXXXXXX. DtXXXXXXXXXX Iherein after called *the (greement,; with 

M4sXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.. Iherein after called *Contractor,; for 

8lectrification of villages 4 5ards4&lums under Bi3u &aharanchala "idyuti1aran 23o3ana &cheme on 

Turn1ey basis and whereas Collector has agreed to e%empt from depositing of performance guarantee 

amount on furnishing by the Contractor to the Collector a Ban1 -uarantee of the value of 0J ITen 

percent; of the Contract price valid for E months from the date of completion of wor1 of the said 

(greement.

. 9ow, therefore, in consideration of the Collector having agreed to e%empt from deposit of 

performance guarantee amount in terms of the said (greement as aforesaid, we the 

XXXXXXXXXXXXBan1, (ddressXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.

XXXXXXXX Icode 9o. XXXXXXXX..; Iherein after referred to as *the Ban1,; do 

hereby underta1e to pay to the Collector an amount not e%ceeding #sXXXXXXX..

XXXXXX. I#upeesXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.XXXXXXXXX 

XXXXXXXXXXXX; only against any loss or damage caused to or suffered by the 

Collector by reason of any breach by the said ContractorIs; of any of the terms or conditions 

contained in the said (greement.

7. 5e, the XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX. Ban1 do hereby underta1e to pay the amounts due 

and payable under the guarantee without any demur, merely on a demand from the Collector 

stating that the amount calmed is due by way of loss or damage caused to or suffered by 

Collector by reason of any breach by the said Contractor Is; of any of the terms or conditions 

contained in the said (greement or by the reason of any breach by the said ContractorDs failure 

to perform the said (greement. (ny such demand made on the Ban1 shall be conclusive as 

regards the amount due and payable by the Ban1 under this -uarantee. However, our liability 

under this guarantee shall be restricted to an amount not e%ceeding 

#sXXXXXXXXXXXX.X 

I#upeesXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.. X XX 

XXXXX..; only.

:. 5e, the XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX. Ban1 also underta1e to pay to the Collector 

any money so demanded not withstanding any dispute or dispute raised by the Contractor Is; in 

any suit or proceeding instituted 4 pending before any court or Tribunal relating thereto our 

liability under this (greement being absolute and unrecoverable.

The payment so made by us under this bond shall be valid discharge of our liability for 

payment there under and the ContractorIs; shall have no claim against us for ma1ing such 

payment.

=. 5e, the XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.. Ban1 further agree that the guarantee 

herein contain shall remain in full force and affect during the period that would be ta1en for the 

performance of this said (greement and it shall continue to remain in force endorsable till all the 

dues of the Collector under by virtue of the said (greement have been fully paid and its claim 

satisfied or discharged or till Collector certifies that the terms and conditions of the said 

(greement have been fully and properly carried out by the said ContractorIs; and accordingly 

discharge this guarantee and will not be revo1ed by us during the validity of the guarantee 

period. 

0nless a demand or claim under this guarantee is made on us or with 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX. I'ocal Ban1 9ame, (ddress and code 9o.;

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX, Balasore in writing on or before 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXX. Idate; we shall be discharged from all liability under this 

guarantee thereafter.

1(=

?. 5e, the XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX..Ban1 further agree that the 

Collector shall have the fullest liberty without our consent and without affecting in any manner our 

obligations hereunder to vary any of the terms and conditions of the said (greement or to e%tend 

time of performance by the said ContractorIs; and we shall not be relieved from our liability by 

reason of any such variation or e%tension being granted to the said contractor or for any 

forbearance act or omission on part of the Collector or any indulgence by the Collector to the 

said ContractorIs; or by any such matter or thing whatsoever which under the law relating to 

sureties would but for this provisions have effect of so relieving us. 

@. The -uarantee will not be discharged due to change in the name, style and constitution of the 

Ban1 and or ContractorIs;.

C. 5e, the XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX Ban1 lastly underta1e not to revo1e 

this -uarantee during its currency e%cept with the previous consent of the Collector in writing.

DatedXXXXXXXXXXX. The XXXXXXXXX. Days of Two thousand 

XXXXXXXX

9ot withstanding anything contained herein above.

i; .ur liability under this Ban1 -uarantee shall not e%ceed #s. 

XXXXXXXXXXXX 

I#upeesXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.; only.

ii; The Ban1 -uarantee shall be valid up to XXXXXXXXXXXXXonly.

iii; 5e or our Ban1 at XXXXXXXXXXXXX..I9ame & (ddress of the 'ocal 

Ban1, ; are liable to pay the guaranteed amount depending on the filling of claim 

and any part thereof under this Ban1 -uarantee only if you serve upon us or our local 

Ban1 at XXXXXXXX, a written claim or demand and received by us or by 'ocal 

Branch at XXXXXXXXXX on or before, DtXXXXXXXXXXX otherwise 

ban1 shall be discharged of all liabilities under this guarantee thereafter.

6orXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.

Iindicate the name of the Ban1;

N.B.:?

; 9ame of the ContractorA

7; 9o. & date of the purchaser order 4 agreementA

:; 9ame of the Ban1A

=; (mount of the Ban1 -uaranteeA

?; 9ame, (ddress and Code 9o. of the 'ocal BranchA

@; "alidity period or date upto which the agreement is validA

C; &ignature of the Constituent (uthority of the Ban1 with sealA

E; 9ame & address of the 5itnesses with signatureA

G; The Ban1 -uarantee shall be accepted only after getting confirmation from the respective 

Ban1

1)'

1)(

1))

GENERAL CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT / TENDER

1. The tender will be e%amined for the document called for. The bid of the tenderer if not 

complete in all respect can be re3ected .However there can be consideration in case of 

documents which are not very important for the point of view of wor1 i.e which will not 

give indication of poor wor1manship if deemed appropriate by the consideration of 

District 8lectricity committee constituted for the purpose of electrification under the 

chairmanship of Collector & District Magistrate, Balasore. 

2. /n case of HT lines or 'T lines on the average there should be one D.). per !.M of 

line. Besides to ta1e care of bends more than E0 degree or for other e%igencies if there is 

necessity there will be one cut point )er !.M. on the average over and above the D.). 

point. /f for some reason the average cut point become more than cut point per !.M. 

for which the tenders had to bear additional financial burden, the matter will be referred 

to District electricity committee constituted for the purpose of electrification. Depending 

upon the 3ustification after going, into details the committee under the chairmanship of 

the Collector and District Magistrate Balasore may pass the higher bill. The additional 

cost should be ma%imum within ?J of the cost of line, which the tenderer has 

constructed as per his rate submitted in the tender. The average will be decided ta1ing 

bloc1 as a unit.

3. The rates Buoted by the contractor should be inclusive of the materials cost plus 

transportation cost plus the labour cost and the cost of inspection. (t the time of 

handing over the line or sub station they should be ready for charging and operation.

E. The wor1 of the contractor will be inspected from time to time Istage inspection; by 

the authori>ed representative of the Collector cum District Magistrate Balasore.

and that the &uperintending 8ngineer 8lectrical Circle Balasore and incase it is seen 

that the materials used is substandard or wor1manship is substandard the contractor 

will be as1ed to change the material or re do the wor1 within the stipulated time. /f 

the contractor fails to do so his bill will not be passed and the wor1 may be awarded to 

another contractor for whole or balance part of the wor1.

L. /n case of any difference in opinion in wor1 or wor1 related matter the district 8lectricity 

committee ICreated for village 8lectrification purpose; will settle the issue which will be 

binding contractor4bidder.

6. The contractor has to give an underta1ing to the effect that he will abide by all the 

terms & conditions stipulated in the general conditions of contract 4tender and at no point 

of time he will disagree with the terms & conditions mentioned in the contract4tender. /n 

case of such an incident the contract may be cancelled and may be re $awarded to 

another bidder.

E. )rior to bidding all the tenderer should clarify their doubts pertaining to tender, if any, 

from the &8, 8lectrical circle Balasore. 



S,? 

Colle#%or 8 D's%r'#% Ma&'s%ra%e

Balasore
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